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Types of Farming in Utah' 
MARION CLA WSON2, WALTER U. FUHRIMAN3, GEORGE T. 
BLANCH\ and W. PRE STON TH OMAS" 
INTRODUCTION 
CONSIDERATIONS WHICH GAVE RISE TO THIS STUDY 
A large portion of the agriculture of Utah, outside of the desel11; range 
areas, is characteristically heterogeneous rather than homogeneous in char-
acter . Marked differences in size of farm, in crops grown, in livestock kept, 
in yields, and in farm organization occur within short distances. This di-
versity is due in lar ge measure to differences in soil, elevation, topography, 
and other physical features and to climatic characteristics such as amount, 
kind, and distribution of precipitation and length of growing season. The 
physica l and climatic features are the chief determinants of the amount of 
water potentially available for the irrigation of the cr op lands of the state 
and for t he production of the forage r esour ces on the vast areas on which 
the only possible agr icultur al utilization is the g razing of livestock. Super-
imposed upon the pattern of land utilization produced by these natur al forces 
a r e the cultural features engendered by the economic and social forces which 
have in some par t s of the state so greatly altered the natural landscape. 
In the 89 years since the first pioneers enter ed Salt Lake Valley, the 
population of the state has increased greatly in numbers, spreading into 
every place where natural conditions have been favorable enough to pr ovide 
a reasonable living. A large part of the land area of the state has passed 
into private ownership; the remainder is under governmental contr ol of one 
form or another. Claims have 'been made for, and rights established to, tp.e 
water resources. The era of expansion into new ter ritory has passed; at 
the same time a growing population, particularly in r ural areas, is putting 
increasing pr essure on agricultural and other resources. The extent to 
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which agriculture can produce a satisfactory living standard for an increas-
ing population is an important and unsettled question. Less obvious, but 
fully as important as the spreading of farming to all parts of the state, 
have been the changes in methods of farming, the replacement in large 
areas of an extensive farming system by an intensive one. 
In spite of the diversity which characterizes the agriculture. of Utah, 
there are natural features and economic forces common to various areas 
which form a distinctive pattern for the agriculture of these areas and make 
of them a geographic unit, distinct from other parts of the state. The im-
portance of this essential unity of the whole in the agriculture of an area 
has often been overlooked, frequently with disastrous results. The plo,w has 
broken lands unsuited to crop production. Dairy stock has been introduced 
into areas' not well adapted to dairying. Range resources have been sub-
jected to such severe use that their productive power has been injured. The 
ownership of crop land and the rights to use range land have been alienated. 
Many farmers have attempted to operate farms of a size and type that, 
under the natural and economic environment of the area, could at best yield 
only low incomes. 
These changes have necessitated adjustments in agriculture, some of 
which have already been made or are now in progress, others of which are 
imminent; some can be made quickly, others will require decades to consum-
mate. Certain maladjustments are evident and their effects easily discerned, 
but some are by no means obvious nor simple in effect. The latter, par-
ticularly, require careful and skilled analysis if adjustments in accordance 
with sound long-time programs for agriculture are to be realized. ' The 
violent fluctuations in prices, costs, and values which have occurred during 
the past two decades and the unusual drought of the past few years have 
resulted in much confusion and casting about for economic panaceas. Sound 
programs looking beyond immediate circumstances require a comprehensive 
view of the agricultural organization of the state, an understanding of the 
relationship of its component parts, and a knowledge of the physical, eco-
nomic, and social forces affecting farm organization. 
PURPOSES OF STUDY 
The specific purposes of this study are: (1) To locate and delineate the 
major type-of-farming areas of the state; (2) to analyze and describe the 
major types and some minor types of farming within each area; (3) to indi-
cate the fundamental reasons for the principal differences which exist with-
in and among these type-of-farming areas; and (4) to indicate, in a general 
way at least, the major problems facing farmers operating each type of 
farm. In order to facilitate the analysis and to make the description more 
meaningful, some attention is given to the historical antecedents of the 
present agricultural organization. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The term "type-of-farming area," as used in this study, means an area 
within which there are sufficient important natural features and eeonomic 
forces common to the agriculture of the whole to set it apart from other 
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areas of the state. ·Because of these common qualities the agriculture within 
each a r ea has similar broad characteristics, though organization and opera-
tion of farms may vary rather widely in detail. Much of the diversity in the 
agriculture of an area is due to the great and often sharp difference in physi-
cal factors. The differences between the agricultur e above an ir rigation 
ditch and that below and between the level valley and the steep mountain 
slopes which frequently arise abruptly from the valley are the most common 
of the sharp differ ences so apparent to the casual observer. Such differences 
may appear to present a logical and definite basis for distinguishing between 
types of farming. Closer observation will disclose that many of the sharp 
distinctions so apparent to the eye have been nicely mortised together to 
form an effective farm unit, while a comprehensive view of the entire agricul-
ture of an area will reveal many ways in which the economic and social 
forces have amalgamated farms of quite different characteristics into an 
agricultural unity. Because of this condition, the type-of-farming areas in 
Utah have within their borders a considerable diversity of individual farms. 
That is, in· a single type of farming area, poultry farms, fruit farms, live-
stock farms , or other farms may each be of considerable importance. "Ty-pe-
of-farming area" as used in this bulletin does not, therefore, mean an area 
in which there is marked uniformity in the character of the individual farms, 
but rather an area in which the general pattern of agriculture presents a 
considerable degree of uniformity. In some instances, the boundary between 
type-of-farming areas is well-defined, while betwe~m others there exists no 
sharp line of demarcation. 
The term "type of farm" is ordinarily used to designate a group of 
farms having essentially the same internal organization, that is, having a 
high degree of similarity in the class of livestock and crops produced atnd 
following the same general farm practices. Various criteria have been em-
ployed for classifying farms into type-of-farm groups. This study follows 
the method employed by the Bureau of the Censl1s in 1930 which used the 
value of the farm products sold or to be sold as the criterion for classifi-
cation." This takes no account of size of farm, the classification being en-
tirely on the basis of the relative contribution of the various enterprises to 
gross farm income. All farms , for which the value of a group of related 
products sold or to be sold, traded, or used by operator's family and repre-
senting 40 per cent or more of the total value of all products of the farm 
so disposed of, were placed in one group and designated as a type of farm.6 
Farms not meeting the 40 per cent requirement for any group of prod-
ucts were classified as "general," except those farms where the value of the 
farm products used by the family was 50 per cent or more of the total value 
of all products of the farm. These were classified as "self-sufficing". Far ms 
of unusual types which differed markedly from ordinary farms were desig-
nated as "abnormal". Where the farm was not operated in 1929 or where 
"For a comp lete discussion of t he Census met hod of farm classif ication , see "Types of 
Farming in United Sta tes" by F. F . Elliott, United States Department of Commerce, Bureau 
of Census : 7. 1933. 
°The term "used by operator's family" includes farm produce such as fruits , vegetables, 
butter, milk , eggs, meat, firewood, and other products us ed by the fa,rm family. It does not 
include products fed to farm animals or otherwise used in the farm production process. It 
does not include the rental value of the farm dwelling which in a sense is part of the income 
f rom the farm. 
In this study both animal specialty farms and s tock ranches are included under ranches . 
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information was incomplete, the farm was not classified by type. Unclassi-
fied farms in Utah represent 2.3 of all farms.7 
SOURCE OF DATA 
The information in this bulletin has been assembled from a large number 
of sources. Two reconnaissance surveys, reaching into practically every 
agricultural community of the state, were made by the authors. The pur-
pose of these surveys was to ascertain, by personal observation and by in-
terview, the use of farming and grazing lands and to map this use. Inform'a-
tion was obtained at the same time concerning cropping and feeding prac-
tices. A large amount of data on land ownership was obtained from the 
Federal Land Office and the State Land Board which, while not included in 
this bulletin, were used in arriving at many of the conclusions presented. 
In addition to these primary sources of data, the results of special 
studies made by the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station and other agen-
cies as well as various sources of published data have been freely drawn 
upon. The more important of the latter are: (1) The reports containing 
annual estimates of crop acreages, livestock numbers, production and dis-
posal of agricultural products, made by the Division of Crop and Livestock 
Estimates, Bureau o,f Agricultural Economics, United States Department of 
Agriculture; (2) published and unpublished records of the United States 
Weather Bureau; (3) published reports and maps of various state and fed-
eral agencies; and (4) the United States Census reports, particuiarly the 
1930 Census of Agriculture. Census data have been used when, in the opinion 
of the authors, they were typical and representative of the usual or ordinary 
situation in Utah. Inasmuch as Census data are chiefly on a county basis, 
some estimation was necessary in order to present data for type-of-farming 
areas which did not coincide with county lines. Wherever definite state-
ments or conclusions have been taken from one of the enumerated sources, 
this source has been indicated. 
PLAN OF PRESENTATION 
The material in this bulletin is presented in two main divisions: The 
first presents a general view of types of farming in the state as a whole, 
including a sketch of the historical background, a description of the principal 
physical and climatic features, and a series of maps showing land use and 
distribution of farms of various types. 
The second division presents the basis for the division of the state into 
type-of-farming areas and an analysis of the factors affecting type of farm-
ing within each area, together with a description of the farm organization 
of the important types of farms in each area. 
For convenient reference a political and physical map of the state is 
presented, showing counties, principal cities, rivers, lakes, mountains, and 
other items, many of which are mentioned in the text without full descrip-
tion as to location (Figure 1). 
7 A more detailed description of each type of farm important to Uta~ is g !ven in connec-
t ion with the discussion of type of farms. (See statement of explanatIOn, Figure 8 to 14, 
inclusive, ) 
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DIVISION I: GENERAL ANALYSIS OF TYPES OF 
FARMING IN UTAH 
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING 
UTAH'S AGRICULTURE 
Character of Early Settlement in Utah 
9 
In order to understand the present farm organization in Utah, it must 
be viewed against a background of the social and economic organization and 
development of rural Utah. In some important respects, this background is 
unique in comparison with other parts of the United States. 
Although part of the area now included within the boundaries of Utah 
was being explored by Father Escalante at the time the New England colo-
nies were fighting for independence from England and several exploration, 
trading, and trapping expeditions had traversed the area prior to 1847, it 
was the arrival in Utah of the pioneers in July of 1847 that marked the be-
ginning of the white man's settled occupancy. Extensive migration to Utah 
resulted within a few years in the rapid settlement of a large part of the 
territory. The settlement of the Mormons in Utah was dominated by the 
religious motive. The religious principles, organization, and practices of 
this group lent color and gave direction to much of the history of the state. 
A large part of the early settlement of Utah was definitely planned, organ-
ized, and carried out under the direction of the Church authorities. 
Probably the most important single characteristic of rural Utah is its 
group type of settlement. The early settlements were established in the 
valleys, usually along some stream at the base of the mountains. Unlike the 
typical homesteader of America, the Mormons settled in villages. Instead of 
establishing themselves on individual farms they laid out towns and built 
their homes on town lots, usually an acre and one-quarter in area. Until 
February 2, 1848 the area now included in Utah was part of Mexico; for 
several years after this date, land was not surveyed or was not open for 
homestead or other forms of entry. Because of this difficulty of getting 
legal title, lands under first settlement in Utah were given a local title 
which had no legal status. The town lots, the land surrounding the village, 
the water-rights, the grazing and other privileges were allotted to the 
settlers by various methodso. ·The farmers reclaimed and cultivated the' good 
land adjacent to the village, going to the field to work and returning to the 
village after the day's work was finished. Most of the harvested products 
of the farm were hauled to the village and stored until used or sold. 
The livestock, other than range cattle and sheep, were usually kept in 
the villages at night and during the winter season. During other seasons 
8The official designation of this church is the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
9"Utah Activities and Resources." Published by State 'Department of Public InStruction. 
Chapter IV- uLand Ownership and Utilization" by George Stewart: 36. 1934. 
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the milk cows and frequently other stock were herded, often on a cooperative 
basis, on the less tillable or less accessible lands. The mountainous and othel' 
rough areas, and in many places the deserts, were used to graze sheep and 
cattle, in some cases on a cooperative basis. 
Although the added protection against hostile Indians afforded by the 
village settlement had its influence, the increased facilities for religious, 
social, educational, and cooperative development were much more important 
in determining the type of settlement. During the early period, all activities 
of the people were centered closely around the religious organization. 
Churches, schools, forts, and other public buildings were erected, roads and 
bridges were built, canals were dug, and the poor and unfortunate cared for, 
mostly on a semi-religious cooperative basis. These early influences account 
for the fact that most of the irrigation companies in Utah today are mutual 
companies which were formed during the early period of settlement. 
Later settlements in the irrigated valleys have in some cases been of 
the isolated farmstead type, but the village type is still typical of mo'st of 
the state. The social advantages of compact settlement, such as nearness to 
:schools, neighbors, churches, recreational facilities, and social life in general, 
are sufficiently strong in the minds of the Utah farmers to offset the 
economic disadvantages which this type of farm organization possesses. The 
original allotments of land surrounding the villages were small, frequently 
of 20 acres or less, and with the passing of years these have been divided 
into still smaller tracts. As a result of these factors the typical farm in 
most parts of Utah is not a group of adjacent fields, but rather a town lot 
plus several parcels of land of assorted sizes, located in several directions 
and at various distances from the town lot on which the dwelling, barn, and 
other farm buildings are located. This condition usually results in the 
farmer's owning several types of land, some high well-drained, some low 
wet land, some poor and some good land, some capable of cultivation, and 
some useful for pasture only. This condition has advantages as well as its 
disadvantages from the standpoint of farm organization and is conducive 
to the development of a ' highly diversified agriculture1o• Thus, the early 
history of the state has left its imprint on present-day agriculture. 
Other than in the larger irrigated areas, the individual farmstead type 
of ~ettlement is more common. In these areas farms are usually highly 
specialized and larger than in the irrigated areas, the three principal types 
being the cattle ranch, the sheep ranch, and the dry-land wheat farm. The 
line of distinction between these and the irrigated farms is not sharply 
drawn. Many farmers in the irrigated sections operate a dry-land unit or 
run range cattle or sheep as an important enterprise in connection with a 
diversified-irrigated crop program; and many farmers, whose chief interest 
is sheep, cattle or wheat, farm some irrigated land which is seeded to diversi-
fied crops. It is common practice for the farmers in the irrigated sections to 
use the national forests and public domain for grazing livestock during part 
lOWhite, Langdon. "The Insular Integrity of Industry in the Salt Lake Oasis." In 
Economic Geography, 1 :206-235. July 1935. This is an especially good article on the agri-
culture of the Salt Lake Valley and its relation to the geographic surroundings. He perhaps 
over-emphasizes the necessity for the protection against Indians, as a fadtor in the establish-
ment of the village type of settlement, and the disadvantages of village farm economy. 
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of the year. Thus, the irrigated type of farm using public domain and for-
ests for grazing gradually merges into the stock ranch. It should also be 
noted that the village type of settlement is by no means the distinguishing 
difference between the diversified irrigated farms and the specialized wheat 
farms and ranches. As will be shown later, many of the dry-land wheat 
farmers and most of the ranchers reside in the cities and towns of the irri-
gated sections. This situation gives these areas an extremely uninhabited 
appearance. The isolated ill-kept shack on the desert horizon which so in-
terests the eastern tGurist is more likely to be the tempo·rary quarters of a 
rancher whose home is in Salt Lake City, Ogden, or Provo than the home of 
some struggling farm family. 
The relation of national forests, public domain, and other grazing land 
tOo the irrigated farming areas, in shaping the economy of the state's agricul-
ture, is considered in some detail later. 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON POPULATION IN UTAH 
The biological foundation of Utah's population is derived largely from 
northwestern European countries. Many of the early settlers were from the 
New England States. The state's population as reported by the 1930 Census 
was 507,847. Of these, 62.8 per cent were native white of native parentage, 
26.3 per cent were native white of fGreign or mixed percentage, and 8.6 per 
cent were foreign-born whites; the remaining 2.3 per cent Gf the population 
was composed of several races. Rural farm and rural non-farm population 
shGwed practically the same percentage distribution _ as that shown for the 
state as a whole. 
The parents of 49 per cent of the native bGrn of foreign or mixed parent-
age were from Great Britain and Ireland, 27 per cent were from the Scandi-
navian countries, and 11 per cent were from Germany, Switzerland, and the 
Netherlands, making a total of 87 per cent from these nGrthwestern Euro-
pean countries. Seventy-five per cent of the foreign-born whites were from 
this group of countries. Racially, therefore, the population Gf Utah is rather 
homogeneous. ' A common religion, especially in the rural areas, and the 
character of the early settlement of Utah has tended to iron out differences 
in customs and traditions inherited from Europe and to prevent the rise of 
important sectional differences in people within the state. 
During the early period Gf colonization in Utah peo-ple were frequently 
"called" by the leaders of the Church to establish new colonies in the un-
settled areas. The settlement of these new areas was not an easy task. It 
often taxed the resources and ingenuity of the settler to the limit. Realiz-
ing this, the leaders of the Church selected some of the strongest and most 
resourceful people availaJ>le for the task of colonizing new areas, people who 
had demonstrated their ability and resourcefulness in previous colonization 
work in the east or in the earlier settlements of Utah. These people left 
their homes and went to new areas often at great personal and economic 
sacrifice, because they had been "called" by the Church tOo do SG. As a re-
sult of this system of colonization, some of the most capable people settled 
in the more remote and less inviting parts of the state, and their decendants 
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are now living there. The common desire of people to remain in the home 
community is strengthened in the case of Utah by the religious traditions 
surrounding these communities. 
The tendency for the capable farmer to establish himself on the better 
lands and in the better areas and the poor farmer to drift to the poor lands 
and areas, which has been observed in some sections, has failed to work out 
to any large extent in Utah.ll The outlying areas of cultivation are occupied, 
on the whole, by people as capable as the average of the state. 
The philosophy of the Mormon Church encourages the rearing of large 
families. This has been an important factor in the relatively high birth-rate 
in Utah. During the years for which data are available, the birth-rate in 
Utah has been exceeded by only one or two states. The birth-rate in Utah 
from 1917 to 1932 decreased in about the same proportion as that for the 
. United States.12 This relatively high birth-rate has been accompanied by a 
net movement of population out of the state during recent years. For the 
ten years, 1920-1929, the births in Utah totaled 135,346 and the deaths 48,957, 
resulting in an excess of births over deaths of 86,389. During this decade 
the Bureau of Census reported an increase in population of 58,451. There-
fore, the net migration for the state for this period was 27,938.13 This high 
birth-rate and generally reluctant migration have resulted in a surplus farm 
l~bor supply, especially in the more isolated rural areas from which migra-
tion has not been as easy as from the more centrally located parts of the 
state. The birth-rate is ordinarily somewhat higher in rural than in urban 
districts. 
In most of the rural areas of Utah agriculture is the sole or major 
source of income, so that the increase in population must either find work 
in the agriculture of the area or seek employment elsewhere. In rural areas 
remote from commercial and industrial centers the knowledge of opportuni-
ties for employment outside of agriculture and the facilities for obtaining 
such are less readily available than in areas less removed from such centers. 
This situation has resulted in the division of the irrigated sections into 
rather small farm units and to the building up of a rural non-farm popula-
tion in excess of the requirements for agricultural labor. 'the supply of 
agricultural labor, therefore, is large and farm wages relatively low. 
Agricultural and Economic Development of the State 
Settlement of the western half of the state was made rapidly following 
the entrance of the pioneers into the Salt Lake Valley in 1847. By the end 
of 1852 towns had been established as far north as Brigham City in Box-
elder County and as far south as Harmony in Washington County. In 1861 
a colony was established in the Virgin River Valley in Washington County 
for the purpose of raising cotton. By 1862 settlement had extended over the 
central portion of the state from the north to the south. Under the condi-
llTaylor, H. C. "Outlines of Agricultural Economics" :244 Macmillan Publishing Company, 
New York. (1931 ed.) 
12Average births per 1000 population in Utah for 1917-1921 was 31.4; for the period 1928-
1932, it was 24.6 which is a decrease of 22 per cant during the period. For the s'ame periods 
the births per 1000 population in the United States were 23.8 and 18.3, respectively, a decrease 
of 23 per cent between the two periods. 
13Data from Statistical Abstract. U. S. Department of Commerce. 1931. 
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tions of transportation existing at that time communication and trade among 
the settlements and outside the territory was difficult and costly. Com-
munities, therefore, were largely self-sufficient. The individual farms were 
likewise organized on a self-sufficing basis with a small acreage and a wide 
diversity of crops and livestock. The advantages obtained through the op-
eration of larger units were in some instances secured through cooperative 
effort, such as the establishment of community herds of cattle and sheep in 
which individual ownership of livestock was maintained and the building of 
mutual irrigation companies. 
This type of agricultural organization was well adapted to the isolated 
pioneer conditions under which most of Utah was settled. The completion 
of the transcontinental railroads and the development of hard-surfaced 
roads, motor transportation, mineral resources, and industries of the state 
have broadened the markets for farm products and stimulated the com-
mercialization of agriculture. These have brought many changes, but the 
village type of settlement, the scattered tracts of land, the small acreages , 
and the diversity of crops-heritages of Utah pioneer settlement-still re-
main characteristic of the irrigated agriculture of Utah. The natural mead-
ows which occupied the lower parts of most of the valleys provided the first 
source of hay for wintering the livestock. However, alfalfa was introduced 
early and became the most important crop of the state, occupying at present 
about one-half the crop area. Sugar-beets were first grown commercially 
in Utah in 1891. These have since occupied an important place in the agri-
culture of the northern and central irrigated areas. Ganning crops, par-
ticularly tomatoes and peas, have also attained considerable importance. 
These, with some fruits and vegetables and dry-land wheat, constitute most 
of Utah's commercial crops. 
Livestock, particularly cattle and sheep, have always held an important 
place in the agriculture of Utah, especially since the building of the railroad 
in 1869 which opened the Mississippi River Valley and Pacific Coast markets 
to Utah products. It is estimated that there were approximately 58,000 live-
stock animal units on Utah farms in 1870, 253,000 in 1880, 702',000 in 1890, 
and 1,015,000 in 1900 (Table 1). Since 1900 there have been cyclical fluctua-
tions in numbers but no definite trend, the animal units in most years being 
'between 800,000 and 1,000,000. Changes have occurred in the proportion of 
the various classes of livestock making up the total, dairy cattle and sheep 
attaining greater importance in the latter part of the period. There have 
also been changes in feeding practices. Hay fed per animai unit prior to 
1900 averaged about 0.5 ton. Since then it has averaged about 1.5 tons; 
however, there has been considerable year-to-year fluctuation, with some 
evidence of a slightly upward trend. The increased importance of sheep, 
most of which graze throughout the year, has been offset by the increase in 
dairy stock and some increase in cattle-feeding and lamb-fattening. 
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Table I.-Total animal units of cattle, horses, and' sheep, and hay produced 
per animal unit, Utah, 1850 to 1935, inclusive. 
Animal Units1 Hay Produced in Livestock Fed 
Census of Cattle, Preceding Year2 Yearlong 
Year Horses, and I Per I OnFarm Sheep Total An. Uni. On H ay3 Pastures & Ranges' 
A. U. Tons Tons A. U. A. U. 
1850 13,712 4,805 0.35 1,130 12,582 
1860 40,855 19,235 0.47 4,526 36,329 
1870 57,563 27 230'5 0.47 6,425 51,138 
1880 253,295 92,735 0.37 2.1,820 231,475 
1890 701,904 301,901 0.43 71,036 630,868 
1900 1,015,176 851,864 0.84 200,438 814,738 
1910 863,942 1,015,913 1.18 239,038 624,904 
1920 921,394 1,031,609 1.12 242,732 678,662 
1925 1,006,324 1,183,818 1.18 278,545 727,779 
1930 961,178 1,400,543 1.46 329,540 631,638 
1935~ 956,709 686,893 0.72 161,622 795,087 
lAnimal unit was defined as a mature cow or horse and calculated from livestock numbers 
by the use of following factors: 
All cattle . . ......... .. . ..... ....... 0.83 animal unit 
All horses and mules .. .... ... . .. ... . 0.94 animal unit 
Sheep (yearlong basis) ...... . ....... 0.20 animal unit 
Tw~thirds of lambs in 1900 and all lambs born after October 1, 1929, 
were omitted in order to make figures more nearly comparable with 
other Census data. . 
2Includes corn for fodder and silage, oats cut and fed unithreshed, and all other crops 
cut primarily for forage, reduced to hay equivalent feed value as well as hay crops. 
3Figured on basis of 4.25 tons hay per animal unit. 
"Remainder of livestock. 
6Preliminary. 
PRINCIP AL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS14 
Topography 
The surface of much of the mountain and plateau area of Utah is irregu~ 
lar and rugged, making it a state not only of great but also of sudden re~ 
lief (Figure 2). Many of the mountain slopes rise to the height of a mile or 
more, maintaining gradients of from 30 to 60 degrees. There are great dif~ 
ferences in altitude. The low point, in the southwestern part of the state, 
is 2500 feet above sea-level, while many ridges and peaks in the state rise 
above 12,000 feet. The highest point, Kings Peak in the Uintah Mountains, 
is 13,498 feet above sea-level. The major part of the Great Basin area has 
an elevation between 4000 and 5000 feet. The higher valleys and lower 
plateau areas are between 5000 and 6000 feet, but large areas in the state 
are over 7000 feet in altitude/~ 
l4For a description of the physical characteristics, the following have been freely used: 
(1) "Utah Resources and Activities." Published by State Department of Public In~ 
struction. Chapter IIe.-"Geography and Geology" by William Peterson: 3-19. 1934. 
(2) "The Ore Deposits of Utah." By B. S. Butler, et CLl . U. S . Geological Survey 
Professional Paper 111. 672 pp. 1920. 
)~The area used for summer grazing indicates roughly the major areas of the state which 
are above 7000 feet in elevation (Figure 5) 
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Physiographically, Utah may be conveniently divided into six main di-
visions: (1) The Great Basin area covering most of the western part of 
the state; (2) the Wasatch and Southern Mountain areas running through 
the central part of the state from north to south; (3) the Uintah Mountains 
in the northeast; (4) the Uintah Basin lying just south of the Uintahs; (5) 
the broken plateau area of the southern and southeastern part of the state; 
and (6) a fringe of the Wyoming Basin in the extreme northeast. 
The eastern boundary of the Great Basin extends southward from the 
middle of the northern boundary and then circles southwesterly nearly to 
the southwestern corner of the state. The natural boundary of this area on 
the west lies outside of Utah, in Nevada. The Great Basin comprises a vast 
region having no outlet to the ocean and is characterized by broad level 
deserts out of which rise abruptly steep, narrow, broken mountain ranges 
having a general north-south trend and rising as much as 4000 to 5000 feet 
above the valley. Although the desert floor appears almost as level as the sea, 
its elevation ranges from 4300 feet at the shore of Great Salt Lake to nearly 
6000 feet at the head of the Escalante Desert. It rises gradually southward 
and the floor of each desert valley slopes gently upward toward the neighbor-
ing mountains. The broad valley floors are but slightly dissected by the few 
streams which reach them, though their borders are somewhat modified by 
the erosive action of mountain streams and by the shore features of Lake 
Bonneville. This modification is most marked on the eastern border of the 
region at the base of the Wasatch Mountains where a large portion of the 
irrigated lands of the state are located. 
The Wasatch Mountains and southern ranges present a series of moun-
tains extending in a general north-south direction along the eastern margin 
of the Great Basin and divide the state into approximately two equal parts. 
The Wasatch Range, which attains a height of about 10,000 feet, rises rather 
abruptly on the west to its greatest height and then slopes to the east, ex-
tending as a broad plateau which merges gradually into the dissected upland 
margin of the Wyoming and Uintah Basins. The drainage divide is near the 
eastern edge of the plateau so that most of the runoff from the area finds 
its way to the western side of the ranges, the major streams being deeply 
entrenched at the point where they emerge from the mountains. This 
characteristic continues to the end of the Wasatch Range proper. In con-
trast to the gentle eastern slope of the Wasatch Mountains at their northern 
end, the eastern slope of the southern portion rises abruptly from the plateau 
area. South of the Wasatch Mountains are a series of high plateaus and 
mountain ranges which extend to the south and southwest separ ating the 
Great Basin from the plateau region of the southeast. These usually rise 
abruptly from the neighboring Great Basin and plateau areas and present 
steep and rugged edges. Among these are located many small valleys in 
which the cultivated land of the area is situated. 
The Uintah Mountains extend from east to west near the northeastern 
boundary of the state and join the Wasatch Range at right angles. This is 
the highest and most massive range in the state, several peaks rising to a 
height of more than 13,000 feet. On either side of the crest are relatively 
flat plateau areas. The large canyons of this range have been heavily 
glaciated and moraines extend beyond the mouths of many. Much of the· 
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farm land of Duchesne County is located on these moraines. To the south 
of the Uintah Mountains lies a large structural depression known as the 
Uintah Basin. The central portion of this basin is about 5000 feet in alti-
tude. From the center the surface slopes gradually to the Uintahs on the 
north, to the Wasatch Range on the west, and to the Tavaputs Plateau on 
the south. The eastern part of the basin extends into Colorado. 
South of the Tavaputs Plateau the Brown and Book Cliffs break sharply 
to the lower plateau area of the southeast. This plateau region is, broadly 
speaking, a gently rolling surface deeply entrenched by streams . . In con-
trast with the Great Basin area which is characterized by mountains rising 
out of a level desert floor, the southeast plateau region is characterized 
chiefly by depressions cut into the surface of the plateau. There are, how-
ever, several knob-like mountains, the Henry, Abajo, and La Sal groups 
and the Navajo Mountains, which rise 5000 to 6000 feet above the general 
level of the surrounding plateau. Much of the plateau surface is broken in 
character and shows the typical "bad-land" topography. The walls of many 
canyons in this area simulate the style of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, 
with characteristic alternation of talus, cliff, and terrace. 
The location, direction, and height of mountains is the most important 
factor affecting the distribution and character of precipation in Utah and, 
therefore, in determining the location and extent of the irrigated lands and 
the amount and kinds of vegetation available on the ranges. These have also 
been determining factors in the location of railroads, highways, and cattle 
trails. Natural barriers, such as the deep gorges of the Colorado and Green 
Rivers and the high rugged ranges of the Wasatch and Uintah Mountains, 
have necessitated circuitous routes and hindered transportation and com-
munication between various parts of the state. 
Drainage Area 
The more important divides between drainage areas form natural di-
visions between the agricultural areas in Utah. With the exception of a 
small area in the northwestern corner which drains into the Snake River, 
the drainage area of the state is divided almost equally between the Great 
Basin in the west and the ColQrado River in the east. The Bear, Ogden, 
Weber, and Provo Rivers are the principal streams draining into the Great 
Salt Lake. These drain most of the north and central Wasatch Plateaus and 
valleys in the north-central portion of the state. There are also many less 
important streams draining parts of this area. 
The south-central part of the state is drained by the Sevier River which 
rises in the Panguitch Plateau and flows north and northeasterly until it 
joins the San Pitch, one of its principal tributaries, then flows northwest 
through the Canyon Range, thence southwest to Sevier Lake. The rest of 
the Great Basin area is drained by small streams which rise in the mountain 
ranges and lose themselves in the desert valleys at their base. 
The whole of the eastern and the extreme southern part of the state is 
drained by the Colorado River. Its principal tributary, the Green River, has 
its headwaters in the north slope of the Uintah Mountains but circles around 
to drain the Uintah Basin and the northeastern part of the state. The Colo-
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rado San Juan, .and Fremont Rivers are the principal streams of the ex-
treme southeast, while the Virgin River drains the southwestern corner of 
the state. 
CLIMATE 
There is a considerable range of climate in Utah. The differences are 
largely due to physical features, altitude, and the position of the mountain 
ranges, rather than to latitude. Altitude greatly affects temperature. For 
example, the mean annual temperature of the valley of the Virgin River in 
Washington County, which has an altitude of from 2500 to 35{)0 feet, is 59 
degrees, about the same as that of the .no-rthern part of Georgia and Ala-
bama. Iron County immediately to the north, with an altitude of 5000 t o 
6{)00 feet, has a mean annual temperature of 48 degrees, the same as that 
of central Iowa. Thus, the 2500 feet in altitude in Utah produces as great 
a difference in annual temperatures as does 500 miles of latitude in the 
Mississippi Valley.16 This difference in mean annual temperature of 4.4 de-
grees for each 1000 feet in altitude may be influenced by slope of land and 
other factors, but altitude doubtless accounts for most of this diffelrence. 
Similar differences in temperature, due to differences in elevation, occur 
elsewhere in the state. 
Mountains affect the precipitation of an area. Brigham City, lying to 
the west of the narrow Wellsville Range, has an annual precipitation of 
approximately 18 inches. Logan, which lies to the east of this range, has a 
precipitation of 16 inches, and Laketown, east of the Bear River Range, has 
but 13 inches. In the central part of the state, ·Fillmore, lying to the west of 
the Pahvant Mountains, has an annual precipitation of 14 inches, while Rich-
field to the east has about 7.5 inches. Altitude and relief are important 
determinants of climate in Utah. 
Temperature and Growing Season 
The high plateau and mountainous nature of Utah and its location far 
from large bodies of water results in a climate with marked diffe-rences 
between day and night temperatures and between the temperature of winter 
and summer. Bright, sunny days are frequent, while clouds and fogs are 
rare. The atmosphere is generally dry. In summer the days are warm and 
the nights cool. The difference between the maximum and minimum tem-
peratures for a day (24 hours) in winter averages only about 15 degrees, 
while in summer it is about 35 degrees.17 There is, however, a rather wide 
range of variation within this general climatic pattern, between different 
parts of the ·state. A long-period average of the daily maximum tempera-
tures for July exceeds 100 degrees at St. George, 90 degrees in all principal 
cities and agricultural valleys, and 80 degrees in other settled parts of the 
state. The average minimum temperatures for Ja~uary, in these localities, 
are approximately 25 degrees, from 15 to 20 degrees, and from 5 to 10 degrees, 
respectively. The mean annual temperature for Utah is around 48 degrees. 
The highest a verage is for the "Dixie" section in Washington County, which 
averages about 60 degrees. The valleys of the Colorado River and its tribu-
16"Utah Resources and Activities." Published by S tate Department of Publk Instruction. 
Chapter III- "The Weather," by J. Cecil Alter: 20-32. 1934. 
li"The Climate of Utah." By F. L. West and N. E. Edlefsen. Utah Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 
166 :17. 1919. 
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taries, in the southeastern part of the state, are second warmest, and the 
territory between the eastern shore of Great Salt Lake and the mountains is 
the third warmest area. The coolest areas are the Wasatch and Uintah Moun-
tain regions. 
For agricultural consideration, the length of the growing season is of 
far greater importance than average temperature. Growing season is the 
period between the latest killing frost in spring and the earliest in autumn. 
The length of growing season varies considerably from year to year, so the 
average does not represent the length of season which can be relied upon 
for the growing of crops. The average tends to exaggerate the length of 
the period upon which farmers may with safety depend for maturing crops. 
Any definition of a "safe-" growing season must be made on some arbitrary 
basis. It has been defined as the longest period for which no frosts may be 
expected to occur during four out of five years. The safe growing season 
thus defined is considerably shorter than the average growing season, being 
about 30 days less in most parts of the state. 
The safe growing season in the "Dixie" area is about 175 days; in the 
principal agricultural valleys it is from 125 to 170 days; in the higher 
agricultural valleys of the north it is from 40 to 65 days; and in valleys of 
similar altitude in the south, from 85 to 100 days.ls There are marked dif-
ferences in the length of growing season within most of the agricultural 
valleys of Utah, and this fact should not be overlooked in interpreting the 
data for any individual station. The high valleys with short growing season 
produce but two crops of alfalfa, while four crops are grown in areas with 
the longest growing season; however, small-grain crops will usually mature 
equally well in each area. The short growing season greatly limits the crops 
which may be grown. The foothill sections of the agricultural valleys have 
a growing season appreciably longer than the lower parts of the valleys, 
the difference often being thirty days or more where favorable air drainage 
occurs. This marked difference within small areas is partially responsible 
for the spotted crop pattern in some places, particularly in the case of fruit-
growing. Variability in length of growing season and frost hazard are in 
general greater where the growing season is short than where it is long. 
Precipitation 
The relative aridity of Utah is due in part to its remoteness from the 
Pacific Ocean, its main original source of moisture, but chiefly to the fact 
that the Coast Range, the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and other mountain 
ranges lying to the west 'of Utah cause the moisture-laden winds from the 
Pacific to precipitate most of their moisture before reaching Utah. Moun-
tains induce precipitation by lifting the stream of air flowing against them 
to higher levels, causing it to cool and to deposit part of the moisture carried. 
The Wasatch Mountains, which intercept at right angles the principal mois-
l8The term "principal agricultural valleys" as used here refers to valleys in the northern 
part of state with elevations from 4200 to 4900 feet, including the area at the base of the 
Wasatch Mountains from Utah County to Cache Valley. Illustrations of the "higher agricul-
tural valleys" are the upper valleys of the Provo, Weber, and Ogden Rivers and the area 
adjacent to Bear Lake. These are at elevations from 5000 to 6200 feet. Southern! agricultural 
areas, with altitudes corresponding to the high agricultural valleys of the north, are the 
areas around Richfield, Manti, La Sal, and Parowan. 
Information for thirty-three stations in Utah are given in "Agriculture in Utah" (Tables 6 
and 7 ) . Utah Agr. Exp. Sta. Mimeograph Sheet 107. 1935. (Out of print.) 
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ture-bearing winds, are the area of highest precipitation in Utah. This area, 
the western part of the Uintah Mountains, and small areas in the southern 
part of the state receive in excess of 20 inches, a large portion of which is 
in the form of snow (Figure 3). The areas with 20 inches or more annual 
precipitation include only 7 per cent of the land surface of Utah (Table 2). 
An area equal to about 13 per cent of the land area of the state receives an 
AVERAGE ANNUAL PRECIPITATION IN UTAH 
RA INrAll l N tNCHES 
D Under S 1IIIIIIII 6- 9 111 /6 . /9 .. 20 .nd over 
Figure 3. In more than h alf of the area of Utah the average annual precipitation is 
less than 10 inches _ The g reatest amount oCICUrs on the high mountains in the 
northern and central parts of t he state, w hile the least occurs in the desert 
southwest of the Great Salt Lake_ 
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annual precipitation of from 15 to 20 inches. This area consists of the high 
mountains of the south, a strip bordering on the Wasatch and Uintah Moun~ 
tains, and a portion of the high plateau area on the eastern border of the 
state between the Colorado and San Juan Rivers. Bordering each qf these is 
an area of land having from 10 to 15 inches of precipitation, occupying about 
28 per cent of the total land surface. The areas of 15 to 20 and of 10 to 15 
inches of precipitation are markedly wider on the west side of the Wasatch 
Range than on the east, indicating that the effect of altitude on precipitation 
is more gradual on the windward than on the leeward slopes of the moun-
tains and begins at a considerable distance to windward of the mountain 
base.19 The Great Salt Lake Desert, occupying about 6 per cent of the land 
Table 2.-Approximate area of land receiving specified amounts of precipi-
tation, Utah. l (Average for 38-year period: 1895-1932) 
Annual Precipitation 
More than 20 
15-20 
10-15 
5-10 
Less than 5 
Total 
Inches 
Area 
1000 AC?'es 
3,761 
6,727 
14,708 
24,184 
3,218 
52,598 
lBased on United States Weather Bureau records. 
Percentage of 
Total 
PeT Cent 
7 
13 
28 
46 
6 
100 
area, receives a total of less than 5 inches, while the remainder of the state 
receives from 5 to 10 inches of precipitation. It is thus apparent that less 
than half the state receives in excess of 10 inches' precipitation. The weight-
ed average annual precipitation is approximately 11.5 inches. 
The seasonal distribution of precipitation varies considerably between 
areas. Four somewhat different types of seasonal distribution are distin-
guishable (Figure 4): (1) In the Wasatch Mountains and the valleys immedi-
ately to the west (north-central Utah), precipitation is relatively high from 
January through May. June and July are relatively dry, after which there 
is an increase until October, and precipitation remains relatively high dur-
ing the remainder of the year. (2) In the southwestern part of the state 
precipitation increases from January to March and then decreases to a low 
point in June. July and August are the months of highest rainfall and Sep-
tember to December have about average precipitation. (3) In eastern Utah 
the precipitation is about average during the first three months of the year 
and then declines to a low point in June, while July to October have rela-
tively high precipitation and November and December about average. (4) 
In the Western Great Basin area the average seasonal variation is not great, 
the spring months receiving slightly more and the summer months slightly 
less than average precipitation. 
IO"Nonnal Precipitation in Utah." By J. C. Alter. In Monthly Weather Review, 47: 
633-636. September 1919. 
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In the Wasatch and Uintah Mountains .and to a less extent in otherhigh 
ranges, a large part of the precipitation falls in the form of snow during 
the winter months. The precipitation during the fall, winter, and spring 
months is largely from storms which sweep across the country and cover a 
rather broad area. The summer rainfall usually comes in the form of rather 
localized thunder showers which bring a short heavy downpour of rain, fre -
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF PRECIPITATION IN UTAH 
PR Eel PITATION ,---------------, ,-------------------, 
(INCHE~) 
NORTH CENTRA.L UTAH (1) EASTERN UTAH (3) 
1.80 
1.50 
1.20 
90 
.60 
. 30 
.00 
SOUTH WESTERN UTAH (2) WESTERN GREAT BASI N (4) 
1.80 
1.50 
1.20 
.90 - - - --- -
.60 - - - - - - -
.30 
.00 
JAN. A PR . JULY OCT. J A N. APR . JULY OCT. 
Figure 4. Four general types of seasonal distribution of precipitation may be distinguished 
in Utah. 
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quently torrential in character. In the areas with low rainfall and in areas 
largely dependent upon summer rains, the seasonal and yearly precipitation 
generally shows greater percentage deviations from normal than in the 
other areas of the state. This is particularly marked in areas where the 
annual precipitation is less than 8 inches. 
The hazard of crop damage from excessive or deficient precipitation in 
any given locality varies directly with the degree of fluctuation in precipi-
tation. In many low precipitation a r eas in Utah average precipitation is 
scarcely sufficient for crop production on the land under cultivation, and in 
dry years the shortage of irrigation water is acute. Outside the dry-farm 
lands, precipitation affects agriculture indirectly through the supply of irri-
gation water more than through the precipitation falling directly on the 
cultivated land. The summer rains are, however, of considerable importance 
in most areas, especially in the eastern and southern portions of the state. 
SOILS20 
The value of a particular soil for agricultural purposes depends largely 
upon (1) the ability of the soil to produce crops on a permanent basis and 
(2) the cost of performing the nec~ssary farm operations. The crop-produc-
ing power of a soil is largely dependent upon the amount, kind, and availa-
bility of the mineral elements present, upon topography, and upon the phy-
sical condition of the soil. Steep slopes not only make farm operations more 
difficult but permit erosion which in time, unless checked, may lower crop-
prodll;ction to a point where continued cultivation becomes unprofitable. 
Land with irregular, uneven topography presents a difficult problem of irri-
gation. 
Soils vary greatly in their adaptability to different crops. Gravelly 
soil may be of only limited value for the production of ordinary field crops 
such as grains, root crops, and many of the forages, but may be well adapted 
to fruits such as peaches and apricots. Most Utah orchards are located on 
gravelly soils. The wet, poorly drained, irrigated soils of the state have the 
narrowest limit of adaptability. Between the extremes of the gravelly soils 
located mainly along or adjacent to the foothills and the wet lands in the 
lower parts of the valleys lie most of the improved farm lands. These pre-
sent wide variations in fertility, texture, structure, drainage, topography, 
and elevation which account for marked diversity in crop adaptability. 
For purposes of general description, soils are classified into series. A 
soil series may be defined as a group of soils having (1) approximately the 
same color, (2) the same sequence of horizons in the soil profile,. (3) a 
similar origin, (4) the same general type or types of minerals and 'rocks, 
(5) a similar climatic environmental history, and (6) being approximately 
the same age. For ' purposes of identification, soil series are given local 
names such as the Mendon series in Cache Valley, the Oasis series of Millard 
County, the Jordan series of Salt Lake Valley, and the Ashley series of the 
Uintah River Valley. After the soil series has been established the soil 
classes as distinguished by size of particles are designated by such names 
2°The material in this section was w ritten by D. S. Jennings and A. F. Bracken, Associate 
Agronomists, Department of Agronomy and Soils, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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as sand, fine sand, sandy loam, silt, silt loam, clay, and clay loam. The name 
of the soil series is then added to that of the soil class for the nomenclature 
of the soil type or soil unit. This then gives location as well as textural 
meaning to a name, such as the Mendon clay loam as distinguished from 
the Mendon fine sandy loam and the Oasis silty clay loam as differing from 
the Oasis clay. It should be noted in this connection that the soil-class desig-
nation ap'plies only to the surface horizon. The class name not only indicates 
the relative coarseness or fineness of a soil but also indicates such characters 
as consistency and draft to an implement, such as a plow. 
In rating soils for agricultural purposes the following factors, all of 
which may be observed in the field, are considered as important: (1) The 
soil profile, (2) surface texture, (3) surface relief, (4) internal drainage, 
and (5) alkali. 
(1) The Soil Profile.-In rating soil for agricultural purposes, the soil 
profile is an important factor since it sets up definite limits to the use and 
productivity of the soil. It is generally difficult to alter an unfavorable 
horizonal development. The more productive soils have sufficient depth to 
allow a wide feeding range for plant roots and storage of moisture and are 
free of extreme compaction due either to lime carbonates or clay hardpans. 
(2) Surface T'exture.-Soil classes vary according to draft of the plow, 
moisture penetration, plant-root penetration, and retention of water (Table 
3). 
Table 3-DraftJ, moisture and root penetration, and water retention by soil 
classes.1 
Soil Draft or Rate of Plant-Root 
I 
Retention 
Classes Resistance Moisture Penetration of Water to Plow Penetration 
Clay Heavy I Very slow Very difficult Very high 
Clay Loam, Silty Heavy to Medium Slow Difficult High 
Clay Loam 
Loam, Silt Loam Medium Medium Medium Medium 
Fine Sandy Loam, Light Rapid, and Wit hout difficulty, Low to very low 
Sandy Loam, Other as a result provided sufficient 
Coarse-textured "droughty" moisture is present 
Soils 
.. l"Dramage and IrrIgatIon, Soil, EconomIC and Social CondItIOnS, Delta Area, Utah": 
Division 2-"Soil Conditions ." By D. S. Jennings and J. Darrel Peterson. Utah Agr. Exp. 
Sta. Bu!. 256 :7. 1935. 
Loam and silt loam are the most desirable for general farming followed 
by fine sandy loam, silty clay loam, clay loam, clay, and coarser soils. For 
certain types of specialized farming the order may be somewhat changed. 
(3) Surface Relief.-Uniform, gentle slopes are the most desirable for 
crop production. Where irrigation is practiced, uneven land frequently re-
quires leveling. Excessive leveling is not only costly but also results in in-
ducing marked variability in the crop-producing power of the soil by drag-
ging the more fertile surface layer from the high areas into the low spots, 
thus exposing subsoil layers which are frequently infertile. 
(4) Internal Drainage.-Plants require moisture for growth, but ex-
cessive moisture in the soil may retard or prohibit crop growth. Movement 
of water through the soil exerts important physical and chemical effects 
upon the soil itself. Soil drainage is largely dependent on soil texture and 
upon the degree of compaction within the soil profile. 
(5) Alkali.-In an arid climate, the movement of water in the soil is 
generally upward and when water evaporates ,the soluble salt, or alkali, is 
left at the surface. The alkali accumulation is principally due to the water 
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entering pervious layers at higher elevations, then moving ' through these 
layers to the valley bottomlands and there rising, leaving the salt mainly 
in the surface layer.21 Both quantity and kind of alkali pr esent are important 
factors in soil-rating. 
The environment under which a soil develops determines to a large ex-
tent its chemical composition. A new or young soil is similar chemically to 
the rock from which it has b.een formed. After the soil is once in place and 
is not continually changing its surface, due to erosion or sedimentation, true 
soil development begins, with a resulting change in chemical composition. 
The nature of this change depends almost wholly upon the environment in 
which the soil exists. In an arid or semi-arid climate, such as that found in 
Utah, relatively small percentages of the products of weathering are re·-
moved from the soil. Under these conditions materials such as lime carbo-
nate go into solution near the surface to be precipitated in a definite zone 
in the lower part of the profile. The processes responsible for compaction 
and concentration of lime carbonate in certain soil horizons of arid regions 
continue to operate under natural conditions until a definite hardpan has 
developed. The soil is then classed as an old soil. Soil tYPes occur within 
this state representing all stages of development from youth (the beginning 
of the concentration of lime in certain horizons of the profile) to old age, 
where a definite dense lime hardpan has developed. 
Lake Bonneville once covered the greater part of western Utah and 
stood at a level approximately 1000 feet above its present remnant, the 
Great Salt Lake. This large body of water had a pronounced influence in 
the transportation and sedimentation of materials upon which the soils 
have developed. The lake filled, then receded, to its present level with oc-
casional interruptions as shown by more or less distinct shore-lines, the 
Provo Bench shore-line being most marked. The valley floors within the 
geographical confines of Lake Bonneville have been covered by a coating of 
unconsolidated material deposited since the inception of the formation of 
the valleys. This material consists of boulders, gravel, sand, and clay laid 
down partly in sequential order from the point at which the eroded material 
entered the lake to the center of the valleys where the finer material is 
usually found. From the standpoint of agricultural production the younger 
lake deposits are much more important than those of older origin. These 
later deposits have been greatly modified by organic material, weathering 
. processes, and accumulation of recent alluvial deposits. Small intermittent 
streams have built fans at the base of the mountain slopes on top of the 
former lake deposits. In many cases streams have cut valley gorges into 
the lake deposit far below the level of the former shore-line, forming fans 
at the mouths of the eroded gullies. The larger streams have likewise built 
fans out on the flat lake bottom. In fact, it is not improbable that the larger 
part of the lake floor now in farm land has been covered by a layer of 
alluvial deposits with varying thickness. 
The soils of the higher mountain valleys, within the Great Basin drain-
age system but above the level of Lake Bonneville, are generally older than 
those formed below the level of Lake Bonneville, thus giving them definite 
profile characteristics. The modifying action of local streams, from the sides 
21"Seepage of Groundwater and Its Relation to Alkali Accumulation." By D. S . .Jennings, 
Willard Gardner, and O. W. Israelsen . Utah Agr. Exp. Sta. Cir. 106. 19-34. 
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of the surrounding mountains, and of major streams, which drain the 
area, have resulted in marked variation in soil material within short dis-
tances. The soil material has been modified by the accumulation of organic 
material in the surface and by the operation of such processes as oxidation, 
hydration, and solution in the entire profile. The generally steeper slopes 
of the upper valley soils tend to erode, particularly when the plant cover is 
naturally scanty or has been reduced by overgrazing. These soils differ 
rather widely in depth and in parent material. 
The soil materials in the Colorado drainage basin in Utah may be classi-
fied under two general headings-transported and residual. Soil material 
which has accumulated as a result of the former may in turn be divided into 
that deposited by stream action and that modified by wind. The youthful 
soils, developed on the transported material principally by streams, include 
most of the good tillable irrigated land in this part of Utah. Wind has been 
of only secondary importance in soil formation. Extensive sections of shale 
and sandstone occur in the eastern as well as the southern part of the state. 
In many places the soil material has not been transported to any extent, 
with the result that the soils are classed as residual. Such soils in this area 
are generally shallow in depth and, if derived from shale, are generally high 
in alkali and have a poor physical condition. If accumulated from sandstone 
the soil may be low in phosphorus. Regardless of parent material these 
soils are generally low in organic matter and nitrogen. Unless the soils of 
this extensive area are well protected by plant cover, excessive erosion may 
be a natural consequence. 
The various agencies by which the soils of Utah have been formed have 
resulted in one common feature, namely, that of heterogeneity, or variability 
within short distances. There are no large, extensive, consolidated areas of 
the same type. There are, of course, general relationships between different 
soil types, but diversity of soil types is characteristic of most agricultural 
soils in Utah. 
Utah soils have many other points in common, the most · important of 
which are: (1) They are lime-accumulating soils, (2) mineral plant-foods 
are usually abundant, (3) they are generally low in organic matter and nitro-
gen, and (4) alkali accumulation is common. 
Soils exert a marked influence on types of farming in Utah because: 
(1) Some lands, particularly wet lands, are limited in their crop adaptability; 
(2) other soils, such as those on most benches, while not absolutely restricted 
to one use, find their highest economic value in fruit-growing, and (3) 
heterogeneity of soils has been a dominant factor in the development of a 
diversified cropping system which characterizes most of the irrigated farms 
of Utah. 
AGRICULTURAL USE OF LAND 
The physical and climatic features of any area are important in de-
termining the agricultural utilization of the land. From the standpoint of 
use the agricultural land in Utah may be divided into two broad classes-
farming land and grazing land (Table 4). Far~ing land may be further 
subdivided into irrigated farming land and dry farming land. The grazing 
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lands may be classified on the basis of use, into summer grazing, spring-
fall grazing, winter grazing, intermixed grazing, and yearlong grazing 
(Figure 5) . 
Table 4-Area of land of specified agricultural uses, Utah. 
Class of Land Use Area Portion of Total Land Area 
1000 Ac'res Per cent 
Farming Land 
g;,a.ted
l
. 
1,324 2.5 
360 0.7 
Grazing Land 
Summer 11,436 21.7 
Spring-fall 12,442 23.7 
Winter ... 16,645 31.6 
Intermixed 5,061 9.6 
Yearlong . . . . . . . . 2,713 5.2 
Unused2 .. . .... .. 2,617 5.0 
Total Land Area 52,598 100.0 
lIn mapping the irrigated and dry-land areas it was not feasible to exclude small areas 
within the general area which were not farmed, so that the areas of irrigated and dry-land 
are somewhat exaggerated in Figure 5. Actual acreage irrigated as reported by the Census 
Bureau and the estimated acreage of dry-land based on Census data for 1929 are given in this 
table. . 
:Includes Zion National Park, which is closed to grazing of livestock, as well as the barren 
Salt Flats of the Great Salt Lake Desert. No allowance has been made for land used for roads, 
building sites, etc., or for bare rock surfaces, inaccessible areas, dense timber cover areas, and 
other land not used for agricultural purposes. 
Irrigation Water-supply~: 
Within certain limits the available irrigation water-supply may be 
shifted from one area of land to another. This is particularly true in some 
cases where the potential crop land is more extensive than can be irrigated 
properly by the available water-supply. Rights to irrigation water can be, 
and are, bought and sold independently of land. As a result, water is not 
uniformly distributed ove:r; the land, even to that lying unde'r the same irri-
gation system. The nature of the water-rights, their use, and the character 
of the streamflow are important factors affecting the crops which can be 
grown as well as types of farming. 
The character, extent, and elevation of the drainage basin of a stream 
are important factors in determining the amount and seasonal distribution 
of streamflow. Streams arising from large drainage basins, a considerable 
portion of which are at high elevations, have a large runoff and a mOire 
uniform seasonal flow than streams from small drainage basins and from 
lower elevations. Moreover, this flow is more dependable year in and year 
out, due to the greater stability of precipitation at higher elevations. The 
area of land which can be irrigated in early summer is always much greater 
than that which can be irrigated in late summer by a given stream. The 
22Report made by George D. Clyde, Irrigation Engineer, Utah Agricultural ~periment 
Station, for Agricultural Adjustment Survey for Utah. The authors have drawn freely from 
this report in the entire discussion of water-rights and their use. 
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function of storage is to conserve the runoff during seasons when irrigation 
is not required and to make the water available when needed. If storage 
facilities do not exist, the late-season flow will in many localities permit 
growing crops which mature late in the season on only a small part of the 
total irrigated acreage. 
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Figure 5_ T he cultivated land in Utah represents only 3.2 per cent of the total area, while 
r a n g e and w aste land comprises 96. 8 per cent _ The cultivated a rea is divided into 
irrig ated and dry-farm land. The irrigated la nd represents 79 per cjent of total 
cult ivated area, with dry-farm land cons tituting only 21 per cent_ The range 
lands are divided according to seasonal use: Summer, sprin g-fall, winter, inter-
mixed, and yearlong g razing . 
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Under the doctrine of appropriation which governs water-rights in Utah, 
the first in time is the first in right as long as water is used beneficially. 
In general, therefore, the first rights are the best rights, and lands under 
them receive adequate water-supply through a longer season and for a 
greater percentage of the years than do poorer water-right lands. Con-
tiguous pieces of land were not always developed at the same time. The 
earliest settlers diverted water to the lands most easily and quickly de-
veloped; later the same or other settlers constructed more difficult canals 
on higher or more remote lands. As a result, there is a marked mixing of 
lands having different water-rights, and no fixed boundary line can be drawn 
around areas having a single water-right classification. 
The people of Utah were pioneers in irrigation in America. Most of the 
land under irrigation in t4is state is in mutual enterprises which were ini-
tiated prior to 1900.23 The land included in the Indian Reservation in the 
Uintah Basin until 1905 is the most extensive irrigated area developed since 
1900. The later developments in irrigation have usually been at higher costs 
per acre, both fixed and operating.24 The 1930 Census reports irrigable 
acreage under the existing enterprises to be 31 per cent in excess of the 
irrigated acreage in 1929. This figure is of questionable significance for 
Utah. That annual precipitation and, therefore, streamflow fluctuates rather 
widely from year to year has already been noted. The estimates of the 
amount of irrigable land have likely been based on the amount of water 
available during years of high precipitation. The excess of irrigable over 
i~rigated land is greater for enterprises on the southern and eastern streams 
where the percentage variation in precipitation from year to year is rela-
tively high. Permanent irrigated agriculture cannot be maintained on the 
basis of years of maximum streamflow. Indeed, it appears that too many 
acres are now being irrigated with the available water-supply for the maxi-
mum net returns under present irrigation practices. 
About 45 per cent of the irrigated lands of the state are in the drainage 
area of the Great Salt Lake. Some of these lands are in the high valleys of 
the Wasatch Mountains, but most of them lie just to the west of the Wasatch 
Range and are irrigated from the streams flowing from these mountains 
(Table 5). Approximately 20 per cent of the irrigated lands are in the Sevier 
valleys and in the Great Basin area of Millard County. About 26 per cent 
of the irrigated lands are in the Colorado River Drainage Basin, mostly in 
the Uintah Basin and along the eastern edge of the Wasatch Range. The 
remaining 9 per cent of irrigated lands are watered from independent 
streams scattered throughout western Utah. 
There are many localities in the state where the better water-rights 
are on t~e poorer lands. Under most irrigation enterprises inferior lands 
23According to United States Censu s Report (1930), 71 per cent of the irrigated la.nd was 
under cooperative enterprise, but these represented only 47 per cent of the investment in all 
irrigation enterprises. Individual and partnership enterprises were most numerous, there being 
2030 of these out of a total of 2714, but the acreage irrigated was only 13 per cent of the total. 
About 67 per cent of the acreage irrigated in 1929 was under enterprises w hi ch were be-
gun prior to 1900; 85 per cent was under projects started before 1910. 
uThe United States Census Report (1930) on Irrigation gives the investment in irrigation 
enterprises per irrigable acre, by date of beg inning of the enterprise. Those enterpris es begun 
prior to 1900 had an average investment per irrigable acre of $17; those begun in 1900-1909 
$23 per irrigable acre ; those begun in 1910-1919, $44 per irrigable acre; and tho e begun i~ 
1920-1929, $161 per irrigable acre. In general, operating as well as fixed cost tend t o be p ro-
portional to tot.'ll inves tment, s ince enterprisE'S more expens ive to construct often r equire 
considerable maintenance. 
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Table 5-Area of irrigated and of irrigable land by drainage basins, Utah, 
1930. 
Drainage Basin 
Great Salt Lake 
Bear River 
:r::~~~~ ~ive:r~Ui~ · L~k~ : 
Total . .. 
Sevier River ... . 
Colorado River 
Independent Streams2 
Irrigated Area 
I 
Irrigable I Ratio of 
------;---=-----:--:------:::-- Area in Irrig able to POT~~::i of Enterprises! Irrigated Area Total 
1000 Acres 
211 
110 
272 
593 
259 
347 
125 
Per cent 
16 
8 
21 
45 
20 
26 
9 
11000 A cres ( Per cent 
I 248 I 
I 135 I I 327 
I 
::: I 
519 
I 174 I 
117 
123 
120 
120 
130 
149 
134 
---------------------:---------7---------1 I 
.. . .... I: 1,324 100 ~ 1,740 I Grand Total 181 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
' ''The irrigable lands comprise tha t portion of the tota l area within the bounda ries of the 
project which is susceptible of being irrigated ultima tely, even thoug h not a ll of it was 
irrigated in 1929." (Bureau of · Census definition.) 
2Including 4724 acres of irrigated and 7059 a cres of irrigable land draining 'into Snake 
River. 
are receIvmg some water which could more advantageously be applied to 
better lands. If the water used on the poor land could be transferred to sup-
plement the water-rights on the better lands, highe·r land and water utiliza-
tion would be achieved. The extent of maldistribution of water use varies 
widely from farm to farm and between canal systems. Its extent can be de-
termined only by detailed surveys of each area. 
A recent study of iI:rigation water-supply in twenty counties covering 
92 per cent of the irrigated area of the state shows that in more than half 
of the counties the proportion of lands having first-class water-rights is less 
than 40 per cent (Table 6). There is considerable land in most counties that 
has only a third- or fourth-class water-right. 
The twenty counties included in this study have 1,218,382 acres of irri-
gated land, of which 1,123,445 acres have been classified as to water~right. 
This classification shows that 41 per cent of the irrigated area has a full 
water-right during ordinary years, 25 per cent has a full water-right . only 
during years of greater than normal runoff, 22 per cent has a shortage every 
year during the later summer, and 12 per cent of the irrigated area has 
water for irrigation during the period of high streamflow only. 
It is believed that by a judicious use of existing water-supplies and the 
development of supplementary supplies through storage and underground 
water, most of the 47 per cent of the classified irrigated area now having 
second- and third-class water-rights can be given a first-class water-right. 
Streamflow characteristics of Utah streams are such that 15 to 20 per cent 
of the state's irrigated area will always have only a high water-right. 
A large number of small storage developments are being undertaken 
largely for the purposes of supplying supplementary water for land now 
under irrigation. In all parts of the state, except in the lower drainage areas 
of the Colorado River and its tributaries in the southeastern part of the 
state, the water-supply can be increased materially only by increased stor-
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Table 6--Classes of water-rights for twenty principal irrigated counties, 
Utah.1 
Acreage 
Classified 
Percentage of Classified Acreage 
by Class No. 
County 
Total 
Irrigated 
Area2 
as to I----------------~--------~-------
Water- I I II I III I 
Beaver , , "" , 
Boxelder ,,'" 
Cache, , , " , ' 
Carbon , , " " 
Davis, , ' , , , } 
Weber "" , 
Summit " , 
Morgan '" 
Duchesne" , } 
Uintah , , " , 
I 
I 
Emery """ 'I Iron "", , " . 
Millard , ,'," 
Rich """, .. 1 
Salt Lake , , , ,I 
Sanpete , , , , . , 
Sevier ,,' 
Utah ." .. 
Wasatch 
Washmgton " 
Total for 
20 Counties, 
Acres 
25,291 
76,324 
94,952 
18,248 
130,525 
196,444 
65,078 
29,988 
90,638 
54,825 
93,633 
89,126 
65,62'6 
145,436 
23,501 
18,747 
Rights3 
Acres 
25,000 
76,000 
94,000 
18,248 
115,000 
195,000 
65,000 
29,988 
78,000 
54,825 
74,880 
63,000 
65,000 
130,000 
23,501 
16,003 
I Pe?' cent I Per cent I Per cent 
1 
8 40 20 
66 20 9 
36 33 21 
71 11 11 
35 
31 
69 
17 
64 
18 
66 
32 
58 
19 
64 
41 
41 
30 
26 
15 
33 
13 
18 
10 
20 
28 
38 
21 
23 
25 
26 
20 
8 
33 
10 
55 
17 
24 
12 
31 
13 
29 
22 
IV 
Per cent 
32 
5 
10 
7 
9 
23 
8 
17 
13 
9 
7 
24 
2 
12 
2 
7 
12 
lBased on report ("General Classification of Water-rights in Utah") prepared by George 
D. Clyde, Irrigation Engineer, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station. 
2As reported in U. S. Census Report: Agriculture. 1930. 
8The following arbitrary classification of water-rights was set up: 
Class I: Water-supplies which have no shortage during ordinary years. 
Class II: Water-supplies which have some shortage in normal years but would furnish 
sufficient water to mature crops. Where storage is involved, those provi'<iing two-thirds or 
more of a full supply are in this class, if not in Class I. 
Class III: Water-supplies which furnish water during 'normal flood season only. Where 
storage is involved, those providing one-third to two-thirds of a full supply are in thi13 class. 
Class IV: Water-supplies which furnish, during the irrigation season, a full supply for not 
not to exceed thirty days in normal years and none in years of low runoff. Winter irrig ation 
supplies and those providing less than one-third of a full supply, where stora.ge is involved, are 
in this class. 
age facilities. 25 In the lower Colorado, the deep entrenchments of the rivers 
present the chief obstacle to increased supply for irrigation purposes. 
Irrigated Land 
Practically all of Utah's harvested crops, except most of the winter 
wheat and a small amount of alfalfa, are produced on irrigated land. Alfalfa 
occupies more than half the acreage of harvested crops or two-fifths of all 
irrigated land. It is grown throughout the irrigated areas of'the state, so 
that a map showing distribution of alfalfa acreage appears similar to a map 
of the irrigated lands (Figure 5). The high valley lands in Rich and Summit 
251ncluding dyking of Utah Lake to decrease evaporation. 
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Counties are the only important irrigated areas where alfalfa acreage is 
relatively small. All hay and forage accounts for two-thirds of the harvested, 
or one-half of the total, irrigated acreage (Table 7). Pastures occupy most 
of the irrigated acreage not used for crops, so that approximately three-
fourths of the irrigated land produces forage crops or pasture. 
More than half of the irrigated harvested crop-land not used for hay 
and forage production is used to grow grains. Wheat is grown on about 8 
Table 7-Approximate acreage of crops grown on irrigated land, Utah.1 
Crop or Land Use Acreage 
11000 Acres 1 
Hay and Forage 1 I 
Alfalfa .. . . . . . . . . . . . 539 
Other Hay .. .. . . 122 1 
Corn Silage, Fodder, etc . . ' 1 10 1 
Total . . . ...... ... .. 1 671 1 
Grain 
Wheat 
Oats .. , 
Barley 
Corn (for grain) 
Other Grains 
Total 
Sugar-beets 
Sugar 
Seed 
Total 
Fruits and Vegetables 
Potatoes 
Vegetables (for sale) 
Fruits ....... .. . . 
Total 
Other Crops 
Total 
.. 1 80 1 
1 
.... 1 
. . . 
1 
1 
40 
40 
10 
3 
60 
1 
13 
25 
22 
19 
173 
61 
60 
19 
Total Crops Harvested ..... . .. 1 984 
Other Irrigated Land2 
.. I 340 
1 
Total Land Irrigated3 . .. I 1324 
1 
Percentage of 
Irrigated 
Harvested 
Crop-land 
P e1" cent 
68 
18 
6 
6 
2 
100 
Percentage of 
Total 
Irrigated 
Area 
Pe'r cent 
50 
13 
5 
5 · 
1 
74 
26 
100 
lBased on United States Census Report (1930) a nd adjusted for abnormalities in acreage 
in 1929 and for important developments since, which appear to be of a permanent nature. 
2This is chiefly pasture, including lands irrigated during flood-water season only, but also 
includes irrigated crop-land which was idle or fallow, or on which crops were a failure. 
sThe 1930 Census classed as "irrigated" only those lands to which water was applied for 
agricultural purposes by artificial means or by seepage from canals, reservoirs , or irrigated 
lands. There are some bottomlands which do not come under this definition which are included 
in the irrig ated areas on the map. Census figures are used in this table. 
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per cent of the irrigated crop-land; barley and oats together include an 
equal area. From the standpoint of the acreage included, sugar-beets, 
potatoes, vegetables, fruits, and other crops are relatively unimportant, all 
these crops accounting for but 14 per cent of the total irrigated crop-land 
harvested. 
In terms of the gross value of the crops produced, however, the im-
portance of the various crops is quite different. The intensive crops, such 
as sugar-beets, potatoes, vegetables, fruit, etc., which occupied only 14 per 
cent of the area, produced about 39 per cent of the gross value of all crops 
harvested from irrigated land. Alfalfa (including alfalfa-seed) and other 
forages, on the other hand, were grown on 68 per cent of the crop-land, but 
produced only 47 per cent of the gross value of all crops. Forage crops are 
usually fed on the farm where grown, that is, they are marketed through 
livestock, while the intensive crops are cash crops. Although grown on a 
small acreage, intensive crops in Utah play an important part in agricultural 
economy. 
Dry-Land 
Nearly all of the dry-farm land in Utah is used for the production of 
winter wheat. The alternate crop fallow system is almost universally fol-
lowed. The western margin of the cultivated land in Cache, the two areas 
in the northeastern part of Boxelder, the southwest margin of the cultivated 
lands of Salt Lake County, the lands in eastern Juab County, and scattered 
patches east of Monticello in San Juan County are the principal dry-farm 
wheat areas. There are small patches of cultivated dry-land scattered along 
the foothill margins of many of the irrigated valleys. In 1929 there we,re 
approximately 2000,000 acres .of dry-land crops harvested, but this has since 
declined to approximately 175,O()'0 acres. The farm value of dry-farm prod-
ucts was about 8 per cent of that of products from irrigated land in 1929. 
In San Juan County about one-half of the 15,832 acres of crop-land 
harvested is dry-farm land, one-half of which is cropped to winter wheat 
and the remainder divided about equally between oats, barley, corn, and hay. 
Some potatoes and dry beans also are grown on the dry-land. Dry-farm 
alfalfa is also grown on small pieces of dry-land along the foothills, such as 
those in the southern part of Cache Valley. 
Grazing Land 
The physiography and climate of Utah preclude most of its lands from 
. all agricultural use, except the grazing of animals capable of using the 
natural forage and browse. Grazing has been extended to all parts of Utah 
where usable range exists. The boundary between the cultivated and graz-
ing lands may in most cases be definitely determined. The division lines 
between the various seasonal uses of range is not sharply defined; neverthe-
less, definite seasonal use of range exists. For the purpose of this study, 
range lands have been divided on the basis of their predominant use as 
grazing lands into five classes: Summer, spring-fall, winter, intermixed, and 
yearlong (Figure 5). 
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The use of summer range is divided between sheep and cattle, sheep on 
an animal-unit basis being somewhat more important than cattle.~G Spring-
fall ranges are also used by both, but sheep are much more dominant, a 
large number of the cattle going into the irrigated fields in the fall. The 
winter range in the west is used almost entirely by sheep and that in the 
east also predominately by sheep. The yearlong range area is used mainly 
by cattle. Intermixed range is used by cattle yearlong and by sheep in 
winter. 
Summer Range.-The summer ranges are located in the high mountain-
ous and plateau areas which are covered with snow durmg the wmter months. 
In these areas the precipitation is generally in excess ot Hs mches, the grow-
ing season short, the summer temperature mQ.derate and the loss of moisture 
through evaporation negligible, so that there is usually an abundance of 
water for stock and the herbaceous growth normally remains fresh through-
out the grazing season. About two-thirds of this area is included within the 
national forests and the remainder is largely in private ownership. The 
more important summer ranges outside the for~sts are the area between 
the Cache and Wasatch National Forests and extending east a long the Utah-
Wyoming line, the Book and Brown Cliff areas, the area between the two 
divisions of ·the Dixie National Forest, the Henry Mountains, and the 
Kaiparowits Plateau locally known as the 50-mile Mountain. Only a small 
part of this plateau is over 7000 feet high, so that most of it is accessible 
for grazing throughout the year. It forms a natural division between the 
desert areas to its east and those to the west. 
The timber growths on summer ranges are frequently interspersed with 
open parks and brushland and open stands of timber where herbaceous 
growth is abundant, with a high degree of palatability. The principal grasses 
are wheat grass, brome grass, blue grass, needle grass, and redtop. Widely 
distributed weeds include geranium, lupine, bluebells, vetches, yar ow, bal-
sam root, and Indian paintbrush. The most prominent species of brush al'e 
the oak brush, sagebrush!. service berry, bitter brush, snowberry, and moun-
tain maple in the north and oak, sagebrush, service berry, snowberry, and 
squaw apple in the south. The grazing season varies with the altitude and 
other conditipns but ordinarily extends from June to October. 
Winter Range.-Winter range consists of large desert areas with alti-
tudes usually from 4000 to 6000 feet, where water for livestock is not avail-
able during the summer months. The light winter snows furnish water for 
livestock and make possible their use for winter grazing, mainly for sheep. 
The western winter-grazing area covers most of the Great Basin. The plant 
growth on the larger part of this area consists of shadscale, saltbrushes, 
winter fat, rabbit brush, and budsage. In the more alkaline sections, the 
greasewood and other al~ali-resistant plants predominate. In the low hills 
of the northern part sagebrush occurs. Pinion-juniper areas occur in the 
southern part of this winter range section. The eastern Uintah Basin is 
predominately a shadscale area. The southeastern winter range has some 
shadscale and its associated plap.ts, while in other parts the pinion-juniper 
group predominates. Practically all of the winter range was formerly pub-
lic domain and is now included in grazing districts under the administration 
of the Division of Grazing, United States Department of Interior. The winter 
range areas cover 16,645,000 acres, or 31.6 per cent of the state's land sur-
face. 
Intermixed Range Use.-In the southern part of the state between the 
Colorado River and the mountains of south-central Utah is an area similar 
in physiography, climate, and plant cover to the southeastern winter r ange 
for sheep. Here are locat.gd, however, many cattle ranchers who graze cattle 
in the area the year round. They have their ranch headquarters on some 
stream or spring which furnishes water for cattle. During the summer the 
cattle are grazed in the vicinity of the water-supply; when winter comes 
they are taken to ranges more distant from the water-supply. Such ranches 
are of suffi.cient imnol"ta"ce in thi!'; area to 5ustifv tl, ,,, c:::a~r,..· ·."'ti. on of this 
2 The permits on the nat ional forest for the past twenty-eight years have averaged 153,000 
for cattle and horses and 857,000 for sheep. It is estimated that the nationa l forest! provide 
about one-fifth of the r a n ge forage of the state. 
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from the more exclusively used winter range. In most of the winter-range 
areas some intermixed use occurs. The nor thern boundary line between the 
winter and intermixed use of range areas is indefinite. 
Spring-fall Range.-The spring-fall range occupies an area intermediate 
betwe~n the summer and winter range, through which livestock pass from 
the winter to the summer range. This is typically the foothill area along the 
margin of the summer range. In the northern and central parts of Utah 
the most characteristic plant cover is sagebr ush. In some places there is a 
good undergr owth of grass, while others are almost exclusively sage. In 
the southern and eastern parts of the state a large amount of pinion-juniper 
areas are used for spring-fall grazing. These do not differ materially in 
character from the pinion-juniper areas used for winter range, but their 
position between the winter and summer range and their nearness to water 
makes possible their use for spring-fall grazing. This is particularly true of 
the eastern and southern parts of the state where the foothill sagebrush type 
of spring-fall range is extremely limited in relation to the summer and win-
ter ranges. 
Yearlong Range.-Small areas along the western edge of the state, part 
of the Navajo Indian Reservation, and an area in east-central San Juan 
County are used throughout the year mainly for grazing of cattle as well 
as of sheep and goats to some extent. This type of range is similar to the 
neighboring winter-range areas in physical and climatic features, except for 
some high mountain areas along the west margin of the state. The availa-
bility of water makes possible the yearlong grazing. 
Range Use and Livestock Migrations 
In order to use the ranges it is, of course, necessary that livestock move 
from winter through spring-fall to summer range and back again. These 
movements are made by both cattle and sheep. The movement of cattle is 
ordinarily from the irrigated valleys to the nearby mountains and back to 
the valleys, though in some localities in the southern part of the state 
availability of water rather than elevation is the determining factor in 
range-cattle movement. 
The migrations of sheep between winter and summer ranges are more 
extensive and the distances traveled much greater than for cattle. Nearly 
all of the summer and about half of the spring-fall range land is either 
privately-owned or in national forests, but little of the winter range is owned 
and until recently no organized control of these vast areas of public domain 
has been attempted. Claims to the use of these ranges in the past have 
been based on control of water-holes and the force of past usage. This situa-
tion has permitted considerable crossing of sheep from one region to an-
other, but the major migratory movements have become fairly well-
established. As already noted, topography has a marked influence on the 
location of sheep trails. In many places these trails converge so that 
thousands of sheep pass through rather narrow areas for some distance. 
This has resulted in the destruction of much of the vegetative cover along 
the trails. 
In early spring the bands of sheep on the winter ranges move toward 
the summer ranges, and after lambing and shearing, usually on the spring-
fall range, move for the summer to the mountainous area, principally in the 
central part of the state. In the fall the sheep come down from the moun-
tains and spread out over the desert. Although the summer range is smaller 
in area than winter range, the forage on the summer range is superior in 
quality and more palatable and the carrying capacity is greater than that on 
the winter r ange. The summer range car ries most of the range cattle during 
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four or five months of the year and sheep for three months or more, while 
the winter range carries few cattle, except in the southern part of the state. 
Moreover, stockmen depend largely on the summer and spring-fall ranges 
for growth and increased weight of livestock. Many cattle come out of the 
winter-feeding period in poor condition, the feeding having been on a mere 
maintenance basis. Much of the loss in the sheep industry is due to severe 
winters and insufficient feed and water on the desert ranges. During the 
recent drought years many sheepmen have fed cottoncake, corn, or other 
supplementary feeds in order to maintain their bands on the desert during 
the winter. 
Sheep Migration Regions 
. While there are some itinerant bands of sheep with no well-established 
grazing areas and some crisscross movement of sheep, there is a sufficient 
degree of stability and uniformity of movement to justify the separation of 
the state into sheep-grazing and migration areas (Figure 6). Within each 
area sheep move from summer to spring-fall to winter range, more or less 
retracing their course in the spring. 
SHEEP-GRAZING AREAS· IN UTAH AND ADJOINING STATES 
Figure 6. In general, the areas between which the migration of sheep from summer to winter 
range and return takes place are fairly well-defined, the sheepmen usually utilizing 
the same general range year after year. State lines have constituted but a slight 
- barrier to migratory movements of sheep. Thirteen of these areas occur in Utah, 
only three of which, however, are confined entirely to the state. 
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The bands of sheep summering in the northern Wasatch Mountains of 
Utah and Idaho (Area 1) move around the northern end of the Great Salt 
Lake during the fall months and spend the winter on the deserts west of 
the Lake, circling to the southwest and using the eastern part of Nevada 
jointly with Nevada and Idaho livestock. Most of the bands which summer 
in the southern portion of the Wasatch Mountains (Area 2) graze the deserts 
in Tooele and Juab Counties during the winter. A large part of the sheep 
that use the summer range on either side of the Sevier and Sanpete Valleys 
(Area 3) graze the deserts to the west in winter, though some from Piute 
County go south for winter grazing. The sheep headquartered in eastern 
Beaver and Iron Counties (Area 4) occupy the winter range to the west. 
The ranchers of this area utilize a large section of winter range in Nevada, 
part of which is used jointly with Nevada stockmen. The sheep using the 
south side of the mountains in the southwestern part of Utah (Area 5) move 
south, spending most of the winter in Arizona. The movement of sheep in 
Area 7 in south-central Utah from the summer ranges in the mountains is 
south and southeast to the winter ranges. In the Carbon-Emery Area (6) 
the migrations are usually eastward from the summer to the winter ranges. 
Migrations in the Uintah Basin Area (8) are from the summer ranges in 
the surrounding mountains in Utah and Colorado to the winter ranges in 
the central portions of the Basin. The region north of the Colorado River 
and east of the Green River in Grand County (Area 9) is utilized chiefly by 
sheep which migrate between Utah and Colorado. Sheep east of the Colorado 
River (Area 10) converge onto the La Sal and Abajo mountains for the 
summer and spread out over the neighboring deserts in the winter. Some 
sheep from Rich and Daggett Counties (Area 11) migrate east and north 
into the Wyoming deserts. Area 12 is in the Navajo Indian Reservation and 
at present is used exclusively by the Indians. Formerly some livestock 
from Area 10 occupied the western part of this area for a portion of the 
year. 
County and state lines have little significance in determining these 
grazing areas, except along the Nevada border where taxation and range-
use laws have had some influence. As has previously been noted, the sheep-
migration movements here outlined represent the principal movements, but 
there is considerable deviation from these. 
SIZE OF FARM 
It has' already been pointed out that the classification of farms on the 
basis of percentage of income derived from various enterprises gives no 
consideration to size of farms. There are large differences in size within 
each type of farm and still larger differences in size between farms of all 
types. The size of farm may be measured in terms of total acreage, crop 
acreage, amount of investment, labor required, income received, or in other 
ways. Noone measure is superior for all purposes. 
More than half of the general, crop-specialty, and dairy farms are be-
tween 20 and 100 acres in size, with some smaller than this and about one-
third larger. This acreage includes pasture, grazing, and waste land; crop 
acreage per farm is somewhat less. Fruit and truck farms are much smaller, 
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about half having less than 20 acres and more than 80 per cent with less 
than 50 acres. Poultry farms also have a small acreage, in many cases only 
sufficient to provide space for houses and yards. Cash-grain farms vary 
widely in size, from 20 or less to 1000 or more acres. Ranches present the 
peculiar situation of having one large group with practically no land and 
another group with extensive acreage. The former group utilizes public 
lands the year round, owning or renting no land, while the latter group owns 
or rents most or all of the range land used. The typical ranch, however, 
utilizes both private land and public domain. 
Data on crop-land harvested, investment, and gross income reveal con-
siderable differences in size of farms. In general, these factors reveal 
similar relationships between different types of farms-poultry, fruit, and 
truck farms-to be small; general, crop-specialty, dairy, and cash-grain 
farms intetmediate in size, with ranches large. By far the greater part of 
all farms, except ranches, are not larger than can be operated by the farm 
family, with perhaps some hired help at harvest time. Some ranches are 
much larger than this and employ regularly several men. Many farms of 
each type are too small to fully utilize all available labor of the farm family. 
The operators of such farms supplement their income by outside work when-
ever possible. 
At least 47 per cent of the gross farm income of all ranches in 1929 was 
received by the 12 per cent having a gross income' per farm of $10,000 or 
more, and a large part of this was received by those reporting incomes of 
$20,000 or more per farm. As in other western states, there are some large 
ranches in Utah. There are no farms, of types other than ranches, similar 
to these large ranches. With respect to income, general farms are typ'ical 
of most other types. Concerning the general farms of the state in 1929, 33 
per cent had less than $1000 income per farm and secured only 13 per cent 
of the gross farm income; 82 per cent had less than $2500 income per farm 
and accounted for 60 per cent of the income. 
Variations in size of farms of various types within each type-of-farming 
area are discussed in the more detailed consideration of each area. 
LAND TENURE 
Most Utah farms are operated by fanners who have title to all or part 
of the farms which they operate, so that tenancy plays a minor role in 
Utah's agriculture. Full owners operate 70.1 per cent of all farms and part 
owners an additional 16.8 per cent, so that managers and tenants operate 
only 13.1 per cent of the total number of fanns in Utah (Table 8). This is 
a much lower percentage of tenancy than in any major region of the United 
States. 
Farms operated by managers are much lal'ger than average in size, in 
many cases being livestock ranches containing large areas of range land. 
Tenants operate average-sized farms, while part owners operate farms 
slightly larger than average. Many farmers who own small farms increase 
the size of their business by renting additional land. 
Because of the small amount of farm tenancy in Utah, no further con-
sideration will be given in this bulletin to the tenancy aspect of the agricul-
tural organization. 
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Table 8-Percentage of total farms operated by full and part owners, mana-
gers, and tenants in United States, Utah, and other areas, 1930. 
Percentage of Farms Operated by 
Area 
Full Owners I Part Owners I Managers I Tenants 
Per Cent I Per Cent I Pe1· Cent Per Cent 
United States . .. 46.3 10.4 I 0.9 42.4 
Northern States ... 55.2 13.8 I 1.0 30.0 
Southern States 36.9 7.0 
I 
0.5 55.6 
Western States . . 61.0 15.4 2,.7 200.9 
Utah .. . . . . . . .. 70.1 16.8 0.9 12.2 
I 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
DISTRIBUTION OF TYPES OF FARMS 
Types of farms in this discussion are based upon the 193-0 Census Re-
port, which classified farms on the basis of the source of income.~' General 
farms, . the most numerous type, account for 20 per cent of all farms. 
Ranches, crop-specialty farms, and dairy farms are somewhat less numerous. 
These four types, however, include nearly two-thirds of all farms. Part-time 
farms are also numerous. Poultry, cash-grain, truck, fruit, and self-suffic-
ing farms are less common. The greater part of the poultry, fruit, and truck 
farms and more than half of the crop-specialty, dairy, and part-time farms 
are located in t he north-central part of the state (Figure 7.). 
Ranches constitute the most numerous type throughout the remainder 
of the state. In proportion to total number, general farms are fairly evenly 
distribut ed t hroughout the state. This is also true of part-time farms, even 
where no large-scale non-farm activities are present to offer opportunities 
f or outside work.28 Self-sufficing farms also are distributed over the entire 
state.29 
~IFor a specific definition of each type of farm , the reader is referred to explanations of 
Fig ures 8 to 14, inclus ive. The Census type-of-farming classification was based on source of 
farm income during 1929; the classification might have yielded somewhat different reGults if 
another year had been used. 
Crop yields in 1929 were almost exactly the same as the average for 19,26-1931. The Utah 
farm price index of all livestock in 1929, on . a 1910-1914 base, was 158 as compared with 137 
for all crops ; on a 1925-1929 base livestock was 103 and crops 99. Prices of lambs , wool, and 
dairy cows were higher than for other livestock products. Because of relatively hig h pr~es , 
the income from livestock in 1929 accounted for a larger portion of the gross farm income 
than in an average year. For the 1924-1934 period, crops produced 36 .5 per cent and livestock 
63.5 per cent of the total farm income, whereas in 1929 these figures were 30.8 and 69.2, re-
spectively. The gross income from all products varied from $29,419,000 in 1934, an E!Xtreme 
drought year with fairly low prices, to $70,099,000 in 1925, wHh an eleven-year average of 
$50,703,000. In 1929 the gross income was $62,871,000, or 24 per cent above the eleven-year 
average; crops were 3 per cent above, while lives tock were 37 per cent above. As a result 
of this larger-than-average livestock income in 1929, a few farms were classed as "ranches," 
which in other years would be considered as general or other types of farms; the ranch in-
come in 1929 was larger than average on these farms. Sugar-beet acreage in 1929 was about 
three-fourths the usual acreage; with normal sugar-beet acreage more farms would fall under 
the crop-specialty classification. 
For a more detailed statement of the Census classification of farms, see page 7 of a mono-
g raph by F. F . Elliott entitled, "Types of Farming in the United States," published in 1933 
by the United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 
2 Part-time farms are those operated by a per on who, in 1929, pent 150 days or more at 
work for pay at jobs not connected with his farm or who reported an occupation other than 
farming, provided the value of products of the farm did not exceed $750. 
29Self-sufficing farms are those where the value of products used by the operator's family 
is 50 per cent or more of the value of all farm products. 
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Figures 8 to 14, inclusive, show the distribution of the various types of 
farms in Utah in 1929. These likewise indicate the distribution of the chief 
crops grown by such farms; for example, the location of fruit farms shows 
the areas where the major part of the fruit is grown. Range livestock 
migrate considerably throughout the year so that the figure for ranches 
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Figure 7. All F 'arms, Utah: Of the 27,159 farms of all types in Utah, as reported by the 
Bureau of Census (April 1, 1930), by far the g reater part are concentrated in the 
irrigated valleys, particula rly those a t t he base of the Wasa tch Mountains and the 
Sanpete and Sevier Valleys. Smaller valleys in the mountains, the Great Basin, 
and the Uintah Basin have smaller but almost equally compact farming communi-
ties. It is in these irrigated areas that ranch headquarters are usually located. 
There are large areas in the state where few farms or ranches of any kind are 
located. 
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indicates the distribution of ranch headquarters rather than of range live-
stock. Inasmuch as hay is grown on about two-thirds of the irrigated crop 
land harvested in all areas, the distribution of acres in hay corresponds close-
ly with that of irrigated lands (Figure 5). Practically all dry-farm lands 
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Figure 8. General Farms, Utah: Farms were classified as "general" when the value of any 
group of reIa~ products sold or to be sold, traded, or used by the operator's family 
did not represent 40 per cent of the total value of farm products so disposed of. 
They, therefore, represent farms which have a considerable degree of diversification 
and are the most numerous type in Utah. 
General farms are found throughout the state, being most numerous in the inten-
sively farmed area from Cache County south to Utah County but make up a larger 
part of the total than any other type in the Uintah Basin, and Emery, Morgan, and 
Washington Co-unties. General farms, almost without exception, are irrigated and 
produce a variety of salable crop and livestock products. 
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are cropped to winter wheat, more than 90 per cent of which was produced 
on these lands. 
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Figure 9. Ranches, Utah : "Ranches" are those farms on which the value of beef cattle, sheep, 
hogs, wool, and mohair sold or to be sold, traded, or used by the operator's family 
makes up at least 40 per cent of the value of all farm products so disposed of and 
are the second most numerous type in Utah. While ~ome farms not using range 
lands are included in this group, by far the greater part of these farms run cattle, 
sheep, or goats on the range. The ranch headquarters serve as the family home, 
which is usually located on irrigated land on which some supplementary livestock 
feed is produced. 
Ranches are distributed more evenly over the entire state than any other type 
of farm. In fourteen counties (Daggett, Garfield, Grand, Iron, Kane, Piute, Rich, 
San Juan, Sanpete, Sevier, Summit, Tooele, Wasatch, and Wayne) ranches are the 
most numerous type, and in these counties and eleven ot hers (all except Boxelder, 
Cache, Davis, and Salt Lake) ranches produce a larger share of the gross farm 
income than does any other type. . 
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Fipre 10. Crop-specialty Farms, Utah: "Crop-specialty farms" in Utah are those on which 
the value of ugar-beets, alfalfa-seed, hay, and potatoes sold or to be sold, traded, 
or used by the operator's family in 1929 was at least 40 per cent of the value of all 
products so disposed of. They are, therefore, essentially crop farms, with few 
livestock. By far the g reater part of these farms is located in Ca:che, Boxelder, 
Weber, Davis, Salt Lake, Utah, and Sevier Counties, where sugar-beets are the 
main crop on most farms of this type. Farms specializing in alfalfa-seed produc-
tion are numerous in the Delta Area of Millard County and in the Uintah Basin. 
Farms producing hay or potatoes are found in most parts of the state. The third 
most numerous type, crop-specialty farms , tends to be more localized than do gen-
eral farms and ranches. 
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Figure 11. Dairy Farms, Utah: "Dairy farms" are those on which the value of milk, cream, 
butterfat, butter, and dairy cows and calves sold or to be sold, traded, or used by 
the operator's family was 40 per cent or more of the value of all products so dis-
posed of. About one-eighth of all farms in Utah in 1930 were dairy farms and 
were the fourth most numerous type at that time. Dairy farming is influenced to 
a large extent by the availability of farm pasture. This factor seems especially 
influential in Cache. Beaver, Summit, and Wasatch Counties. Proximity to large 
urban centers usually is responsible for the existence of a whole-milk market. In 
most of the eastern and southern parts of the state, farm feed-supply is limited 
and markets are remote. preventing the building up of an extensive dairy industry. 
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Figure 12. Poultry Farms, Utah: "Poultry farms" are those from which the value of chickens, 
ducks, geese, turkeys, and eggs sold or to be sold, traded, or used by the operator's 
family in 1929 was at least 40 per cent of the value of all farm products so dis.... 
posed of. By far the g reater part of such farms in Utah specialize in egg produc-
tion, keeping White Leghorn chickens and following intensive methods. Nearly all 
the other poultry farms produce turkeys for market. The intensive egg-producing 
poultry industry is centered in Salt Lake and Utah Counties; these and Cache, 
Boxelder, Weber, and Davis Counties in 1929 contained 75 per cent of all the 
chickens of the state. The development of the poultry industry has occurred 
chiefly since 1923. Poultry farms represent only 7 per cent of all farms in the 
state. 
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Figure 13. Cash-grain Farms, Utah: "Cash-grain farms" are those on which the value of all 
grain sold or to be sold, traded, or used by the operator's family was at least 40 
per cent of the value of all products so disposed of. In Utah these are almost 
exclusively wheat farms and are largely dry-land farms, since grain production on 
irrigated land is ordinarily profitable only when g rain is grown as one crop in a 
rotation system. The distribution of cash-grain farms is, therefore, quite localized 
on the dry-farm lands shown in Figure 5. In only two counties (Boxelder and 
Juab) are cash-grain farms more numerous than any other type. In dry-land areas, 
however, cash-grain farms may be almost the only type found . 
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Figure U. Fruit and Truck Farms, Utah: "Fruit farms" are those where the value of small 
fruits, tree fruits, nuts, and grapes sold or to be sold, traded, or used by the oper-
ator's family in 1929 was at least 40 per cent of the total value of farm products 
so disposed of. "Truck farms" are those from which the value of all vegetables 
sold or to be .sold, traded, or used by the operator's family in 1929 was at least 40 
per cent of the total value of farm products so disposed of. Vegetable crops raised 
for canning purposes, as well as fresh vegetables, are included in this category. 
Fruit farms in Utah are extremely localized in areas where soil and climatic 
conditions are favorable; more than 40 per cent of all such farms are found on the 
Provo Bench in Utah County and most of the remainder on bench lands at the foot 
of the Wasatch Mountains in Boxelder, Davis, and Weber Counties. The chief 
kinds of fruit raised are apples and peaches, with a few cherries, apricots, and 
other kinds. Truck farms are found in the same general area as fruit farms but 
are located on a quite different type of soil. 
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DIVISION II: DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF TYPE-
OF-FARMING AREAS IN UTAH 
DESCRIPTION OF AREAS 
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Division I of Bulletin 275 concerned.itself with a discussion of the major 
physical, climatic, social, and historical factors affecting the agriculture of 
Utah as a whole and with the distribution of the major types of farms 
throughout the state. Division II presents an analysis of the agricultural 
organization of the state by areas having a considerable degree of similarity 
with respect to physical resources and farm organization. These divisions 
have been designated as "type-of-farming areas" (Figure 15). The state is 
divided into four major type-of-farming areas, two of which are further 
subdivided into minor areas, as follows: 
Area 1: Diversified-irrigated Farming 
Area II: Specialized Dry-land Wheat Farming 
Area III: Diversified-irrigated Farming and Ranching 
A. Dairying and Ranching 
B. Ranching and General Farming 
C. General Farming and Range Livestock 
D. Ranching and Diversified Farming 
Area IV: Specialized Livestock Ranching 
A. Yearlong Grazing 
B. Seasonal Grazing 
C. Winter Feeding 
It is obvious that a state having sharp differences in physiographic, 
climatic, and soil characteristics within short distances should present cor-
respondingly sharp differences in the use of its agricultural resources. The 
heterogeneous character of Utah's agriculture, the small size and scattered 
nature of its irrigated and dry-land crop areas, and the close rela:tion of 
crop-land to range use have already been noted. Because of this situation 
the type of farm dominant in one area is also present in other areas. The 
four designated type-of-farming areas, therefore, merely indicate the domi-
nant feature which distinguishes each area from the others. Type-of-farm-
ing areas in Utah are quite as much an expression of areal unity as of 
similarity in farm organization and practice. To some, the term "agricul-
tural areas" may seem more appropriate than "type-of-farming areas." 
Area I-Diversified-irrigated Farming.-Characteristic of this area is 
the intensive cultivation of land, generally good soils, and diversity of ag'Ii-
cultural products and farm organization, with localized areas of special 
crops or livestock and specialized types of farms. This area is bounded on 
the east by the main divide of the Wasatch Mountains, on the north by 
Idaho, on the west by dry-farm and desert lands and Great Salt Lake, and 
on the south by Juab and Sanpete Counties. Important sources of farm in-
come are sugar-beets, canning crops, grain, truck crops, fruit, poultry and 
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eggs, dairy products, and meat animals sold. General, crop-specialty, dairy, 
poultry, truck, fruit, and cash-grain farms, and ranches each produce an 
appr eciable part of the total farm income. 
Area II-Specialized Dry-land Wheat Farming Area.-Specialized wheat 
production on dry-farm lands, with only a small volume of other products 
and only a few farms other than ca.sh-grain, and little intermixture of dry-
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Figure 15. Type-.of-farming Areas, Utah. 
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land and irrigated land ~m the same farm are typical of Area II. This in-
cludes three non-contiguous tracts in the north-central part of the state lying 
to the west and southwest of Area I. Scattered dry-farm lands throughout 
the state are not ' included. 
Area III-Livestock and Diversified Farming Area.-Livestock ranch-
ing, which is carried on over the entire area, produces 55 per cent of the 
gross farm income of Area III, while diversified-irrigated farming in re-
stricted areas produces 45 pe.r cent. General farms and ranches are about 
equal in numbers. Grazing lands form the foundation for an extensive range 
livestock industry; at ·the same time, relatively large areas of irrigated crop 
land permit the development of general farming, less intensive and less 
diversified than that of Area 1. Area III may be subdivided on the basis of 
the kinds of farms associated with ranching and on physical and economic 
factors as follows: 
A: Dairying and Ranching-Summit, Wasatch, and Morgan 
Counties and the Ogden Valley of Weber County, within which a 
major portion of the gross farm income is produced by ranches. 
There is about an equal number of general farms, dairy farms, and 
ranches. 
B: Ranching and General Farming-The Uintah Basin with 
scattered general farming areas and extensive ranching, geo-
graphically, is a distinct unit. 
e: General Farming and Range Livestock-Most of Carbon 
and Emery Counties are characterized by soil conditions peculiar to 
Area III. Ranches are less numerous than general farms but pro-
duce a larger portion of the gross farm income. 
D: Ranching and Diversified Farming-Sanpete and Sevier 
Valleys, within a large portion of which is found general farming 
similar to, but less intensive than, that of Area I. In addition, there 
is an extensive range livestock industry, sheep being especially im-
portant. Sheep owned in this area are grazed to a large extent on 
range lands of other areas. 
Area IV-Specialized-livestock Ranching Area.-In this area range live-
stock not only produce the major part of the gross farm income, but ranches 
are the most numerous type of farm Extensive grazing lands provide a 
major part of the feed for range livestock; small, scattered irrigated areas 
produce some supplementary livestock feed and provide homes for the farm-
ers of the area. On the basis of grazing and feeding practices, this area 
has been subdivided as follows: 
A: · Y earlong Grazing-Within this area cattle as well as sheep 
graze in winter as well as during other seasons. While most of the 
range is used only at certain seasons, some of it is grazed through-
out the year. This area includes the southeastern and extreme 
southern parts of Utah. 
B: Seasonal Grazing-Although this area contains large tracts 
of winter grazing land, these are suited only for sheep, necessi-
tating considerable feeding of cattle during the winter. This area 
includes the entire · western part of the state, except Washington 
County. 
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C: Winter Feeding-Included in this area are Rich and Dag-
g ett Counties, within which the severe winters necessitate a longer 
f eeding season than elsewhere in the state. 
SIZE OF TYPE-OF-F ARMING AREAS 
The size of the various type-of-farming areas may be measured in sev-
era l ways. Atrea I is the largest type-of-farming area in the state, as 
measured by total population, farm population, crop-land harvested, number 
of farms, total farm income, acreage of fruits, vegetables and sugar-beets, 
or numbers of dairy cattle and chickens (Table 9) . While the total acreage 
of Area I is small, a relatively large part of it is intensively used and 
produces the major part of the intensive crops and dairy and poultry prod-
ucts of the state. Most of the non-agricultural economic activity of Utah, 
such a s mining, manufacturing, and trade industries, is located in or near 
this area. 
Table 9-Distribution of land, population, number of farms, and other items 
by type-of-farming areas, Utah, 1929. 
Percentage of State Total 
State Total 
Area I I Area II I Area III I Area IV 
Item 
1 
1 s",m"'''' 1 LI.",,,, 1 Unit Amount Diversified- Dry-land and Specialized irrigated Wheat Diversified Ranching 
Farming Farming Farming 
I II Per C(J nt \ I I Per cent Per cent I Per cent 
I I : 
Land Area .. . . . . . .. . ...... 1000 A. 52,598 5.8 2.3 24.0 67.9 
Population ........ . .. . .... No. 507,847 67.9 2.2 17.4 12.5 
Rural Farm Population . . . . No. 122,2601 47.7 4.5 27.9 19.9 
Crop-land Harvested .. . .. .. 1000 A. 1,160 33.1 12..2 29.3 25.4 
Irrigated Land . ... . ....... 1000 A. 1,324 35.6 1.1 38.0 25.3 
All Farms No. 27,159 47.4 4.5 26.9 21.2 
All Ranches' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : No. 4,494 13.9 2.7 40.2 43.2 
Farms Other than Ranches No. 22,665 54.1 4.9 24.2 16.8 
Total Farm Income .... .... $1000 64,577 45.7 5.1 26.8 22.4 
All Cattle 1000 head 442 25.1 4.0 32.1 38.8 
All Sheep . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1000 head 2,922 20.9 1.6 39.8 37.7 
Cows and Heifers Milked ... No. 102,644 47.0 2.3 32.3 18.4 
Chickens on Farms " .. . . 1000 2,096 72.9 2.3 17.1 I 7.7 All Hay ....... .. ... . . . ... { Acres 672,667 
I 
28_8 
j 
2.2 36.1 32.9 
1000 T. 1,373 37.9 2.0 34.5 I 25.6 
Fruits and Vegetables .... . Acres 44,377 80.7 .5 12.3 I 6.5 
Sugar-beets ... . ..... . ..... Acres 60 ,0002 87.8 
I 
12.2 I Grains Acres 356,539 28.7 35.0 I 20.8 15.5 Percenta:g~ '~i 'Tot&:l' .... . .. 
j I I Income from Ranches .. . . Per Cent 38.4 15.6 19.6 56.2 67.9 I I I 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
lAdjusted in certain areas where Census figure appeared low. 
~Average acreage over a period of years; 1929 acreage extremely low. 
Area II is comparatively small from every point of view, except that 
it has a larger acreage of grain than any other type-of-farming area. Areas 
III and IV are roughly equal in total agricultural production, though Area 
IV includes more than two-thirds of the land of the state. 
CROP YIELDS 
The average yield per acre of hay crops of all kinds for all classes of 
irrigated and dry-farm crop-land is greater in Area I than in any other 
type-of-farming area in Utah (Table 10). Wheat and barley yields also 
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co~pare favorably with those of other areas; a variety of crops not gener-
ally found elsewhere are also grown. Area III-D has comparatively high 
crop yields, barley and wheat averaging higher than in any other area and 
hay second only in Area I. Due to crop-land of high elevation and short 
growing season in part of the area and to insufficient water-supply in other 
parts, Area IV has comparatively low yields. 
Table lO--Average acre-yield of important crops by type-of-farming areas, 
Utah,1929. 
All Wheat Hay Area (Winter and Barley 
Spring) (All Kinds) 
- , 
I 
Bushels Bushels Tons 
I 24.6 39.5 2.67 
II 16.1 26.7 1.86 
III-A 25.5 39.4 1.96 
III-B 25.3 34.3 1.66 
III-C 23.6 32.6 1.83 
III-D 2'5.9 47.5 2.22 
IV-A 15.4 29.4 1.87 
IV-B 15.1 31.8 1.70 
IV-C 18.5 41.5 1.09 
State as a Whole 20.0 38.2 2.04 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
NUMBER OF FARMS BY TYPE-OF-F ARMING AREAS 
Nearly half of the farms in Utah are in the diversified-Irrigated-farming 
area as are by far the greater part of all poultry, fruit, and truck farms and 
more than half of the crop-specialty, dairy, and part-time farms (Table 11). 
In addition, this area has large numbers of general farms and ranches. From 
an agricultural point of view, therefore, it is the largest and most important 
part of the state. 
Area II contains only 4.5 per cent of all farms. However, it has more 
cash-grain farms than any other area. In Area III-A and III-D, ranches 
are the most numerous type of farms but are closely followed by general 
farms. In Area III-B and III-C there are more general farms than ranches , 
as well as many farms of various other types. In each subarea of Ar ea IV, 
ranches are about twice as numerous as the next most common type but are 
less than half of all farms. Because of the large size of ran.ches, the gross 
income from this type is higher than that f r om any other type in both 
Areas III and IV. 
AREA I-DIVERSIFIED-IRRIGATED FARMING AREA 
This area, extending from Utah County north to the Idaho line, includes 
Utah County, Salt Lake County (exce'pt the dry-farm section) , Davis County, 
Weber County (except Ogden Valley), Cache County (except the dry-farm 
section), and the southeastern portion of Boxelder County. 
Table ll-Number of farms of various types by type-of-farming areas, Utah, 1929. 
----------
Area I Area II Area III (Livestock and Diversified Farming) Area IV (Specialized Ranching) 
A B C D A B C 
·Type of Farm Diversified· Specialized - --- ----
irrigated Dry-land Dairying -Ranching General Ranching 
Farming Wheat and and Farming and Yearlong Seasonal Winter Farming Livestock General and Range Diversified Grazing Grazing Feeding Farming Livestock Farming 
I No. I No. No. I No. 
I 
No. I No. No. I No. I No. I I General Farms 2323 176 344 I 622 360 616 292 I 627 I 40 Ranches . . .. . . ... 624 120 373 443 166 I 824 597 1199 I 148 
Crop-specialty I I I I Farms . . , . . . 2373 79 107 I 279 I 90 371 135 542 I 29 
Dairy Farms ... . .. 1834 25 368 I 315 I 50 I 247 23 488 I 23 
Poultry Farms 1507 21 75 I 7 I 16 I 100 29 71 I 4 
Cash-grain Farms . 471 692 6 I 37 81 I 143 75 91 I 13 Fruit Farms ..... 920 2 1 9 12 2 38 I 6 0 
Truck Farms ..... 645 0 26 I 0 4 32 16 I 2 I . 0 
Part-time Farms 1609 I 81 104 I 158 141 231 293 I 415 I 46 
Self-sufficing 
1 
I I I I Farms . . ... .... 241 8 22 I 178 80 75 150 I 163 
1 
5 
Other' . . ....... 342 28 15 I 78 I 43 40 81 I 89 17 
I I I I I I 
All Farms . . 112889 1232 1441 2126 1043 2681 1729 3693 325 
Percentage of Totall 47.5 4.5 5.3 7.8 3.8 9.9 6.4 13.6 1.2 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
Ilncluding unclassified farms. 
State 
No. 
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Economic and Social Conditions 
The consolidated position of the irrigated lands, the presence of the 
major industrial and mining activities of the state, extensive railroad facili-
ties, good highways, and the relatively large urban population provide mar-
ket outlets superior to those of any other area. The urban population furnishes 
a market for considerable farm produce grown within the area, particularly 
the more perishable products, and the organized markets in the cities facili-
tate shipment of agricultural products. Processing of agricultural products 
has attained considerable importance. Sugar factories, dairies, milk con-
denseries, canning factories, and packing plants are located throughout 
Area I. 
The cities also provide an outlet for surplus farm labor. From 1920 to 
1930, the total population in this area increased about 53,000 which repre-
sented more than 90 per cent of the increase for the state.so The excess of 
births over deaths in Area I was about 56,000.; thus, durIng this period of 
relative prosperity and high industrial activity, this area was just able to 
maintain its natural increase. 
Physical and Climatic Features 
The location of Area I in and immediately to the west of the high 
Wasatch Range results in relatively high precipitation, much of which comes 
during the winter months (FIgure 4: Type 1). The elevation of the crop-land 
varies from 4200 feet along the shore of Great Salt Lake to 4800 feet in 
parts of Cache and Utah Counties. Growing season varies rather markedly 
within the valleys, the lower lands having a c<1Ilsiderably shorter growing 
season than the valley slopes. For example, the average growing season at 
the College Station in Logan, which is located on a bench with favorable 
air drainage, is 155 days, while 3 miles to the southwest at the sugar factory, 
which is in the bottom of the valley, the average growing season is 126 days; 
at Richinond, 15 miles to the north, it is 119 days. In interpreting data on 
growing season, therefore, the elevation and location of the station in rela-
tion to the surrounding area should be given consideration. 
The meaning of the term "safe growing season" has already been dis-
cussed.S! Growing season data for only a limited number of stations extend 
over a sufficiently long period to justify the calculation of the safe growing 
season. The safe growing seasons for representative stations are: Spanish 
Fork, 138 days; Farmington, 125 days; Ogden, 124 days; Corinne, 108 days; 
and Logan, 126 days. 
The agricultural lands of this area are the valley floors of prehistoric 
Lake Bonneville. Along the base of the mountain are bench-lands-remnants 
of the old lake deltas-the soils of which are well drained and frequently 
gravelly. Below these is a belt of gently sloping fertile loam soil which con-
stitutes the bulk of the cultivated lands. The low parts of the valleys usually 
have heavy soils with clay subsoils, many of which are poorly drained and 
alkaline. Around the shores of Great Salt Lake are flats which are so heavily 
impregnated with alkali that they support little or no vegetation. The moun-
tains of this area, except for the steeper slopes and bare rock surfaces, fur-
nish some of the best summer range in Utah for cattle and sheep. 
30Approximately 60 per cent of the increase was in Salt Lake City, Ogden, and Provo. 
SlUnder "Temperature and Growing Season," page 17. 
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The drainage basin of the streams flowing through the valleys of this 
area covers nearly the whole of the Wasatch and some of the Uintah Moun-
tains. The high winter precipitation, stored as snow, furnishes summer irri-
gation water for the farms in the valleys. The supply of irrigation water 
for the irrigated land is fairly adequate in some parts but rather short in 
others. The adequacy of water-supply varies greatly within and between 
counties. In Boxelder County, which on the whole has the most adequate 
water-supply, 66 per cent of the acreage has a first-class and 2'0 per cent a 
second-class supply, while in Utah County only 19 per cent has a first- and 
38 per cent a second-class water-supply (See Table 6). First-class water-
rights have the most nearly adequate supply of water from year to year as 
well as during the latter part of each season.3~ Even in the most extreme 
period of the recent drought, certain parts did not suffer appreciably from 
deficiency of water. 
Relationship of Crops, Livestock, and · Range 
This type-of-farming area includes approximately 3,000,000 acres, of 
which 26 per cent is in national forests and 62 per cent in private ownership. 
About 384,000 acres of crop-land are harvested, or nearly 13 per cent of the 
total land area. About one-half of the crop-land is in hay, one-fourth in 
grains, one-seventh in sugar-beets, and nearly one-tenth in fruits and vege-
tables. The gross income per acre- from fruits, vegetables, and sugar-beets 
is much greater than from hay and grain. The former crops, being largely 
sold for cash while most of the hay and grain is used on the farms, play an 
important part in the rural economy of the area. The fruit crops are closely 
restricted to locations having climatic and soil conditions favorable to their 
growth, the frost hazard being an especially important selective factor. In 
most localities tree fruits are grown on gravelly bench-lands not well adapted 
to general crops. Sugar-beets and canning and other vegetables are usually 
grown on the best soils with good water-rights. Irrigated grains are grown 
in rotation with other crops as a nurse crop and to some extent on lands 
which have a water-supply in the flood-water season only. With such a 
. water-supply grain will usually mature, whereas other crops may not. Dry-
farm grain is also grown in small scattered areas. 
In Area I in 1929 there were approximately 111,000 head of cattle, about 
half of which were dairy cows. Approximately 600,000 sheep were owned by 
ranchers residing in this area, but these were grazed duri~g most of the year 
in other areas. Of the 520,000 tons of hay raised it is estimated that horses 
consumed 115,000, cattle about 365,000, and sheep only about 40,000 tons. 
Horses and dairy cattle are usually fed during a considerable portion of the 
year and beef cattle during the winter months, while sheep are fed but little. 
Most of the sheep owned by ranchers winter in the Great Basin. Farm 
pastures are ordinarily grazed by dairy cows and horses, while the fall 
pasturage on crop-lands is for the most part utilized by dairy and other 
cattle. Harvested feeds furnish about three-fourths of all feed for cattle and 
horses but less than 10 per cent for sheep. 
Since about 1923 the number of chickens has increased greatly. At 
present (1936) approximately three-fourths of all chickens in the state are 
3%See "Agricultural U se of Land," page 25. 
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in this area. The number varies somewhat from year to year, the highest 
number being over 2,000,000. Most of these are kept in the agricultural 
towns and villages of the area, town lots being sufficiently large for a poul-
try unit. Many poultry units are operated by people having employment in 
the towns and cities. While there is a deficit of grain in the immediate vicin-
ity of most poultry centers, a large surplus of grain, which normally passes 
through this area to market, is readily accessible in southern Idaho. 
Combination of Enterprises and Crop-rotation Systems 
Area I is characterized by diversity of crop and livestock enterprises. 
The diversification is of two types-within the individual farm and among 
farms within the area. Diversity of crop and livestock production gives 
farmers a rather wide range of choice with respect to farm organization and 
crop rotation, although this choice is limited by such factors as character of 
the soil, its drainage, the class of the water-right, and the growing season. 
Some lands, particularly the higher bench-lands and the lower bottom-lands, 
are much better adapted to one use than to others; on the intermediate 
broad sloping lands, however, a considerable range of enterprises and rota-
tions present relatively equal opportunity for success. The fact that con-
tiguous pieces of similar land sometimes have different classes of water-
rights tends to intensify the mixed pattern of the cropping system (See 
page 26). The difference in water-supply from year to year under given 
water-rights must also be reckoned with. This is a disturbing factor in any 
long-time crop-rotation plan. Areas having a high degree of variability in 
water-supply are forced either to adjust the acreage of various crops ac-
cording to the prospective water-supply or to restrict the amount applied 
to some crops. Alfalfa, which occupies about one-half of the irrigated acre-
age. suffers little injury through temporary deficiency in water-supply. One 
light crop can ordinarily be grown without irrigation, and the plant will not 
be destroyed if no irrigation water is applied. 
Weed and pest infestation also influence crop rotation on the irrigated 
lands. Weed seeds are readily transpoTted by running water. Noxious weed 
infestations, particularly of wild morning glory, whitetop, and Canada thistle 
have altered the cropping system in some localities. The nematode and 
"white fly" have affected sugar-beet production, the alfalfa weevil and 
blight have influenced alfalfa production, blight has played havoc in tomato 
fields, and other weeds and pests have had their influence. 
Yet in spite of these factors, which tend to r estrict the choice of crop 
and livestock enterprises, to dictate rotation and cultural practices and thus 
effect areal differentiation, this area still remains one in which a rather 
wide range of crop and livestock enterpr ises present somewhat comparable 
chances for financial success. As has already been noted, a farm in the 
irrigated sections of Utah typically consists of a town lot plus one or more 
parcels of farming land outside the village. Consequently, an individual 
farmer may operate a tract of orchard on the bench, a field on the valley 
slope, and a pasture in the lowlands. Thus, even if the entire bench is in 
fruit, the valley slope a truck-crop area, and 'the lowlands in dairy pasture, 
the farmer is not a specialized orchardist, a truck gardener, or a dairyman. 
Q1 
0) 
Table 12-Number of farms of important types by counties, Utah, 1929: Area 1-Diversified-irrigated Farming. 
Area I (Farms by County) 
I Salt Lak.' I 
Portion of I Po,';on of d Type of Farm Total No. Total Gross 
'"'3 Boxelder l Cachel Davis Utah Weber! Total Farms Farm Income > 
II: 
No. No. No. I No. No. No. No. P e?" cent I Per cent 
t?=.1 
I ~ tr:l Crop-specialty Farms . 314 460 316 
I 
431 529 323 2373 18.4 
I 
20.1 ~ General Farms 279 333 215 335 846 315 2323 18.0 15.4 is: 
Dairy Farms . . . 114 800 139 331 225 225 1834 14.2 I 14.1 ~ Poultry Farms 114 130 72 I 611 479 101 1507 11.7 I 14.6 '"'3 Fruit Farms 114 24 140 94 428 120 920 7.1 I 6.8 rn Truck Farms 30 17 269 I 105 99 125 645 5.0 4.1 
'"'3 
Ranches 64 89 76 78 286 31 624 4.9 
1 I 
15.6 > ~ Cash-grain Farms 167 119 12 I 23 130 20 471 3.7 3.7 0 
Part-time Farms 65 177 165 I 60-7 382 213 1609 12.5 z 
I JI 5.6 to Other Farms2 28 34 77 I 219 157 68 583 4.5 c:: t"' I t"' 
I 
I j 
All Farms 1289 2183 1481 2834 3561 1541 12,889 100.0 I 100.0 Z 
I z 
I I 
p 
Percentage of Total . I 10.0 16.9 11.5 22.0 27.6 12.0 100.0 I t>:) 
I -:] Q1 
Ba sed on United States Census Report (1930) and on special field surveys. 
tpart of county only in this area. Number of farms and farm income of area is in part an estimate. 
"Includinlr unclassified farms. 
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The t ypical irr igated farm in this area is family-sized or even smalleT 
so that most of the wor k is done by the fa r mer and his family. The average 
farmer keeps one or more cows and a few chickens and has a considerable 
portion of his crop-land in alfalfa, the r emainder being divided among several 
crops. Some of the irrigated land, f r equently bottom-land, is in pasture on 
which his dairy cows a r e pastured during the summer. The farm labor is 
rather evenly distributed thr oughout the spring, summer, and fall seasons, 
while in winter work consists chiefly in caring for livestock. 
Distribution of Different Types of Farms within Area I 
Crop-specialty, dairy, and general farms (the highly diversified farms 
of the area) are similar in many respects, differing chiefly in emphasis on 
certain features. These three types constitute half of the farms of Area I 
(Table 12). Dairy farms are localized to some extent in Cache County, in 
the district between Wellsville on the south and Richmond on the north. 
General and crop-specialty farms show but slight tendency for localization. 
The more specialized farms of Area I, such as fruit, truck, and poultry 
farms, present a greater degree of localization than do the more general 
types. The principal examples of these are the truck farms in Davis and in 
some parts of Weber, Salt Lake, and Utah Counties, the 'poultry farms 
in southern Salt Lake and northern Utah Counties, and the fruit farms on 
the bench-lands at the foot of the Wasatch Mountains from Brigham City 
to Provo. In terms of agricultural land utilization, this concentration is 
marked for small areas. These three somewhat specialized types include 
nearly one-fourth of all farms of Area 1. 
Ranches are comparatively unimportant in numbers in Area I, but the 
gross income produced by them is greater than for any other type except 
general farms . Several large ranching outfits maintain headquarters in 
Area I, while a large share of their operations are elsewhere. Part-time 
farms are numerous, particularly near the larger cities, where opportunity 
for employment is greatest. 
Farm Organization 
Diversified-irrigated Farms.-General, crop-specialty, and dairy farms 
in Area I do not, on the average, differ greatly in size, income, or farm 
organization. There are, however, some differences in emphasis on certain 
enterprises. A farm may be classed as one type one year and as a different 
type another year, depending upon the production of particular enterprises. 
The average dairy farm in the area has 33.6 acres of harvested crop-land, 
and the average crop-specialty farm 43.9 acres (Table 13) . Most of thi.s is 
irrigated land, and a major part of it on most farms of each type is used 
for alfalfa production. Some grain is grown in rotation; most farms grow 
sugar-beets, and a considerable proportion grow peas, tomatoes, or some 
other canning crop or potatoes. In general, all feed produced on general, 
dairy, and crop-specialty farms is fed on the farm. 
Table 13-Farm organization of important types of Farms, Utah, 1929: Area I-Diversified-Irrigated Farmingl 
Item Unit 
All 
Farms 
in 
Area I 
General Type of Farm 
Farms Crop-. I' Specialty Dairy Poultry Fruit Truck I Ranches 
All F. arms ..... . . . -.~ . . . . . No. 12,889 2323, 2373 , 1834 1 1507 920 645 I 624 
Crop-land Harvested, per , 
Farm . . . . . . .. ... .... Acres 36.6 37.2 1 43 .9 ' 33.6 11.9 18.3 17.4 I 54.7 
Livestock, per Farm I I 
Horses and Mules No. 2.4 ' 2.8 2.9 2.6' I .9 1.3 1.7, 4.3 
Cows and Heifers "I " I (Milk) . . . . . . No. 3.4 I 4.3 , 3.2 , 9.2, 1.6 1.7, 1.3 , 2·.7 
Cows and Heifers (Beef) N9· 1.1 I 1.0 .3 I .1 .1 .1 * I 9.6 
Other Cattle . . . . . . . . . No. 5.8 6.8 4.3 I 9.6 I 1. 7 1.9 I 1.4 I 23.4 
Value of Real Estate and , 
Grr;;s~ch~:~K' PI':;c!r::~:" per $ 9888 I 9573 11,230 10,629 6995 1 10,194 1 8475 / 15,897 FaC~~~ ' S~id ' : : : . . . . . . . . . $ 1036 'I 933 ', 1878 I 493 326 I 1758 1617 I 708 
Livestock Sold $ 465 235 143 235 64 I 57 30 4377 
Livestock Products Sold $ 758 573 , 330 ' 1350 , 2283 , 185 103, 1896 
Total ... . . . . . . . .. . $ 2259 I 1741 2351 2078 I 2673 ' 2000 1750, 6981 
Farm Expenses for I I \ 
Feed . $ 233 , 113 82 200 I 987 93 , 84 , 443 
Hired Labor . . . . . . . . . . . $ 235 I 155 , 2.98 163 138 , 391 I 312 I 775 
Interest Paid3 . $ 150 ' 146 170 1 163 106 156 119 244 
Taxes4 $ 142 1 138 161 154 100 I 147 I 119 I 230 
Machinery and Build- I 
ings5 . . $ 248 235 260 256 I 251 ' 251 209, 309 
Total $ 1008 I 787 971 I 936' 1582 ' 1038 843 , 2001 
Cash Returns above Speci- I" I I ' I fied Expenses6 . . . . . . . . $ 1251 ' 954 1380 1142 1091 962 I 907 4,980 
Far m Products U sed in '\ I I I \ 
House7 . . . . . $ 172 I 223 161 171, 175' 184 t'50 I 169 
Gross Farm Income, per " " I I , 
Farms . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . $ 2,431 , 1,964 'I 2,512 I 2249 I 2848 I 2,184 I 1900 7,150 
Based on United States Census Report. 1930. 
*Less than 0.05. 
'For footnotes , see following page. 
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Explanation of Tab:e 13 
1. Farm organization data in this table include all farms of specified 
types in BoxeldeT, Cache, Davis, Salt Lake, Utah, and Weber Counties, even 
though a portion of some of these counties are not in this area, except that 
ranches are based on those in Cache, Davis, Salt Lake, and Utah Counties 
only. As these data are available by county only, the selection of entire 
counties most representative of the whole area presenteq. the most satis-
factory approach to the farm organization of the area. 
2. Income is based on classified farms. A small proportion of the farms 
were unclassified as to type because of the incompleteness of Census sched-
ules for these farms. (In Utah these amounted to 2.3 per cent of all farms.) 
Gross cash income includes value of farm products sold or to be sold or 
traded. 
3. Interest paid calculated from Census data on the ratio between (1) 
interest paid and (2) inventory values on full-owner-operated farms report-
ing these items combined with full-owner-operated farms reporting no in-
debtedness. This ratio of debt charges to value was used for all types of 
farms, using the inventory values of the particular type of farm. 
4. Taxes paid were calculated on the basis of Census data on the ratio 
between taxes paid and inventory values of all full-owJler-operated farms in ' 
each county. The same ratio of taxes to value was used for each type of 
farm using average inventory values of a particular type. 
5. Machinery charges were calculated on the basis of investment in 
machinery as reported by the Census for each type of farm and as the basis 
of the average ratio between annual charges and investment as determined 
by farm-account records in Utah. This charge was 25 per cent of the inven-
tory value for all types of farms except cash-grain farms, for which type it 
was estimated to be 30 per cent and includes repairs, oil, grease, gasoline, 
and other fuel for power machinery and allowance for replacement ( de-
preciation). Building- charges were calculated on the basis of the investment 
in buildings, as reported by the Census, for each type of farm and on the 
basis of the average ratio between annual charges and investment as de-
termined by farm-account records in Utah. This charge was 5 per cent of 
the average value of all buildings, including dwelling, and includes repairs, 
insurance, and allowance for replacement (depreciation). 
6. Gross cash income minus specified cash farm expenses, after de-
ducting minor cash expenses, (such as crates, shipping materials, 'fertilizer, 
breeding fees, seed, twine, custom threshing, and miscellaneous charges, 
Forest Service fees, purchase of breeding stock, etc.) is the spendable cash 
income from farming .operations and is cash return for labor of the operator 
and his family and for interest on his equity. It does not include earnings 
from outside work. 
7. Includes value of farm produce, such as garden products, milk, but-
ter, eggs, honey, firewood, and meat, etc. used by farm family but does not 
include rental of dwelling. 
8. Gross cash income plus value of farm products used in the house. 
Crop-specialty and general farms are similar in the number of livestock 
kept. Approximately the same feed crop acreage is found on each, but the 
crop-specialty farms have additional sugar-beet or other special crop aCTe-
age. Dairy farms have definitely more livestock than either general or crop-
specialty farms and use most of the crop-land to produce feed for the dairy 
stock. A considerable proportion of the dairy farms have some land on 
which the dairy cattle pasture during the summer. Herds of dairy cows 
moving up the lanes from the low valley pastures toward the villages at the 
base of the mountains is a familiar and picturesque scene on summer even-
ings throughout most of the irrigated valleys of this area. 
Average investment in real estate and machinery per farm is about the 
same on all three types of farms-approximately $10,000. Differences in 
gross and net income are more marked, however. The gross cash income 
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of crop-specialty farms in 1929, largely as a result of their slightly larger 
size, was $273 more than on dairy farms, which in turn reported $337 more 
than general farms. Crop-specialty and dairy farms had almost equal cash 
expenses, higher feed costs on the latter offsetting larger hired labor costs 
on the former. General farms, with fewer livestock and less intensive crops, 
bought less feed and hired less labor, so that their cash expenses were ma-
terially lower. In addition to the value of farm products used in the house, 
net cash income ranged from $954 on general farms to $1380 on crop-special-
ty farms. 
The distribution of farms among the various income groups was similar 
for all three types, three-fourths or more of all far ms securing more than 
$600 and less than $4000. Such farms are typically family farms. The small 
amount spent for hire of labor indicates that the farm family on most farms 
was able to do the greater part of the farm work. The amount of family 
labor available is frequently an important factor in determining the acreage 
of sugar-beets, tomatoes, potatoes, and onions. Employment for the family 
labor throughout the year is available to a greater extent on dairy farms 
than on either of the other two types. The use of labor on general farms is 
neither so intensive as on crop-specialty farms nor so well distributed as 
on dairy farms. 
These diversified-irrigated farms-general, crop-specialty, and dairy-
of Area I are the largest single group of basically similar farms in the state, 
including as they do 24 per cent of all farms. Farm income and living 
standards among this group of farmers are considered reasonably satisfac-
tory. This group of farms will be used as a criterion, or standard of measure-
ment, in describing farms in other areas. 
Specialized Types.-There is no sharp line of demarcation between the 
diyersified- and specialized-irrigated farms. Many of the diversified-irri-
gated farms have poultry, fruit, or truck crop enterprises, while many of 
the specialized-irrigated farms have dairy or crop enterprises. There are 
in this area, however, a considerable number of rather highly specialized 
fruit, poultry, and truck farms. Fruit and truck acreage is markedly local-
ized on lands where soil, water, and climatic conditions are especially favor-
able. Poultry farms are quite localized due not entirely to natural condi-
tions but to promotional leadership during the period of expansion of the 
poultry industry. 
Fruit and truck farms have less ' than half as much crop-land per farm 
as the diversified-irrigated farm group, but a more intensive use provides 
employment for the farm family to approximately the same degree. Most 
fruit farms produce more than one kind of fruit. In Utah County apples 
and peaches are the most important fruits. In northern Weber and southern 
Boxelder Counties peaches, apricots, and cherries are most important. About 
60 per cent of the apples produced in the commercial areas are shipped out-
side the state, about half of which go to California.53 About 60 per cent of 
the peaches produced are shipped from the state, chiefly to markets between 
the Rocky Mountains and the Mississippi River. Strawberries and rasp-
berries are produced chiefly for local fresh consumption, though some are 
33"An Economic Study of the Apple Industry of Utah." By W . Preston Thomas and P. V. 
Cardon. Utah Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 208. 72 pp. 1928. 
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canned. Truck products include cantaloupes, celery, dry onions, sweet corn, 
watermelons, cauliflower, cabbage, beans, peas, and tomatoes, the last three 
being important canning crops. Some shipments of fresh vegetables are 
made to markets outside the state both by truck and by rail, but the greater 
part of the total production is consumed locally. 
The value per acre of fruit and truck crop land is higher than that of 
other crop land, so that although the acreage' is less the investment in land 
per ' farm is approximately equal to that on diversified-irrigated farms. 
Gross cash income on truck farms is slightly lower than on fruit farms, 
being about equal to that of general farms. More than 85 per cent of the 
gross farm income on fruit and truck farms is from the sale of crops. 
Farm operations in fruit and truck crop production are highly seasonal 
in nature. The family labor force is usually inadequate at harvest time but 
more than adequate during much of the year. Payment for hired labor is 
higher than on other types in this area. Cash returns above specified ex-
penses for truck and fruit farms are about the same as for general fa r ms. 
Nearly all poultry farms specialize in egg production from S. C. White 
Leghorn chickens. Only a small acreage of land is required for the poultry 
enterprise and the coops are usually located on the town lot. One-fourth of 
the poultry farms had less than 3 acres and half of them less than 10 acr es. 
Some of the larger poultry farms are really only diversified-irrigated farms 
with the addition of a specialized poultry enterprise. In many cases, a 
father and son have made a one-man diversified-irrigated farm into a two-
, man farm, by adding a large poultry enterprise. 
Poultry farms, because most poultry feed is purchased, have a high 
ratio of cash expense to cash income-nearly 60 per cent, as compared to 
about 45 per cent for diversified-irrigated farms. Comparatively small 
changes in the price of eggs or of feed affect the poultryman's net income 
rather sharply. By far the greater part of the poultry, fruit, and truck 
fanTIs are .moderate in size, having incomes of more than $600 and less than 
$4000. 
Ranches.-Although only a small percentage of all farms in Area I are 
ranches, they account for an appreciable part of the gross farm income of 
the area. Ranches differ considerably in farm organization from all other 
types of farms. They are larger than other farms, whether measured in 
terms of crop land harvested, number of livestock, gross income, expense, 
or in net income. Many are much larger, 26.8 per cent reporting gross in-
comes in 1929 in excess of $10,000. Ranches in Area I are somewhat similar 
in organization to those found in other areas which are subsequently con-
sidered in more detail. 
Part-time and Self-sufficing Farms.-Farms of these types are numer-
ous in Area I. They are alike in that the value of farm products sold is quite 
small and that the farm is valuable chiefly as a home and nat as a business. 
A large number of the self-sufficing farms are operated by retired business, 
professional, or laboring men, who augment their other ipcome by produc-
ing a share of their food requirements. 
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AREA II-SP~CIALIZED DRY -LAND WHEAT FARMING 
This area consists of three non-contiguous tracts in the north-central 
part .of the state, lying to the west and southwest of the diversified irri-
gated farming area, including parts of Cache, Boxelder, Salt Lake, and 
Juab Counties. The section in Salt Lake County includes a considerable 
acreage which was once irrigated but which during recent years has reverted 
to dry-farming. Proposed water developments would bring this under irri-
gation again. 
Area II includes only the major dry-farm lands (See Figure 5). It is a 
small area, representing but 2.3 per cent of the total land area, 12.2 per cent 
of the crop-land harvested, 4.5 per cent of the farms, and 5.1 per cent of the 
total farm income of the state (See Table 9). 
Physical and Climatic Conditions 
The amount of precipitation necessary for successful dry-land wheat-
farming varies with temperature during growing season, seasonal distribu-
tion of precipitation, slope of land, degree of exposure to drying winds, and 
cultural practices in farming. Since a considerable part of the available 
water drains away through gravelly soils, these require more water than do 
heavier soils. Under comparable conditions, more fertile soils may be suc-
cessfully farmed with less moisture than can the less fertile soils. A rela-
tively cool growing season reduces the minimum moisture necessary to grow 
dry-land wheat. Lands with northern slopes require less moisture than those 
with southern slopes and areas exposed to the desiccating winds from the 
deserts require more than the areas in sheltered valleys. In general, an 
annual precipitation of 15 inches is sufficient for successful dry-farming, 
yet near Fillmore, where the average annual precipitation is approximately 
15 inches, dry-farming has not been successful, while near Levan, with com-
parable precipitation, dry-farming has been successfully followed for many 
years. 
Moisture conditions necessary for the growing of dry-land wheat are 
usually present on rolling or foothill lands adjacent to the irrigated lands 
in north-central Utah so that suitable soils above the irrigation ditches in 
this area are dry-farmed. The principal dry-farm lands, however, are in the 
small valleys, having good deep soil, which lie immediately to the west of 
the irrigated sections. These are near enough to high mountain ranges to 
receive 12 inches or more of rainfall and are protected from the more desic-
cating winds from the western desert. With the exception of the scattered 
farms east of Monticello, there is little dry-farm land east of the Wasatch 
Mountains. 
Economic and Social Conditions 
In the larger dry-far m areas special machiner y and power units a r e 
used, and wheat production constitutes the sole or major source of income. 
The small parcels of dry-farm 1ands, on the other hand, are ordinarily op-
erated in connection with irrigated farms. The same machinery and power 
units are used for both, and the wheat produced is often used by the live-
stock kept on the irrigated far m, so that dry-land wheat production is merely 
one enterprise on a diversified farm . 
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On the specialized dry-land wheat farms, only a few of the farm families 
live on their farms the entire year. Winters are usually spent in towns in 
the adjacent irrigated sections, where group social and economic institutions 
are more readily available. -The highly seas~nal labor requirements of wheat 
production and the development of the automobile and good roads have 
made it possible for families operating dry-farms to spend much time away 
from the farm. In some instances the wife and small children remain in 
town throughout the year, the dry-farm headquarters becoming merely a 
seasonal camp for the labor necessary to operate the farm. 
A large part of the wheat grown in the dry-farm area of Cache and 
Boxelder Counties is transported to Ogden, which also serves as a terminal 
point for a large volume of wheat from southern Idaho. Transportation 
facilities to Ogden from the dry-farm areas in these two counties are good, 
either by rail or by truck, although roads to some parts are not open during 
the winter. The surplus wheat of northern Utah and southern Idaho is 
marketed through well-established market channels. The market situation in 
the dry-farm wheat areas of Salt Lake and Juab Counties is somewhat dif-
ferent. These are located in or near deficit wheat areas. The poultry in-
dustry of Salt Lake and Utah Counties provides a market for more wheat 
than is grown in central Utah, so that wheat in these areas commands a 
somewhat higher price than in areas with surplus production. 
Relationship of Crops, Livestock, and Range 
Area II has a total of app~oximately 1,200,000 acres of land, of which 
by far the greater part is privately owned. A small area in Boxelder, Cache, 
and Juab Counties is national forest, and scattered tracts in Boxelder Coun-
ty are public domain. Approximately 142',000 acres of crop~land were 
harvested in 1929 and an equal amount was fallowed. About 24 per cent of 
the total area is used for crop production. Most of the remainder is spring-
fall range. 
As a result of the conditions under which dry-farming is practiced, 
winter wheat is the chief crop grown, 86 per cent of the crop-land harvested 
being in wheat. Practically all of the remainder is in hay crops, mostly on 
the small irrigated tracts lying within the dry-farm area. Dairy cattle are 
kept chiefly to produce milk for home use. Swine and .poultry are also rel-
atively unimportant, other than for home consumption. Some beef cattle 
and sheep are kept to utilize nearby range and farm-produced feed, but 
these are also mainly on the ranches which have their base on the small 
irrigated tracts or on the diversified farms. Few livestock are kept on the 
specialized dry-land wheat farms which characterize this area. 
Crop Rotation and Cultural Practices 
Practically all dry-farm lands in Utah are operated on a two-year rota-
tion, alternating winter wheat and fallow. Experiments conducted over a 
period of years have indicated clearly that the total production of wheat 
from a given acreage is practically as great when crops are grown alter-
nately as when they are grown continuously or in other rotations. Ob-
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viously, when as large a total production can be secured by cropping alter-
nate · years as by cropping every year, farmers are not inclined to incur 
expense of more frequent crops. In a few localities, which have excep-
tionally favorable moisture and soil conditions, more frequent cropping is 
practiced. 
Dry-farm lands are cropped almost exclusively to winter wheat, mostly 
Turkey, Kanred, or related varieties. Spring wheat, spring oats, and winter 
barley have all been given extensive trials both by scientific experiments 
and by farmers, and although these grains can be grown, they cannot 
ordinarily compete successfully with winter wheat. On some favorably 
located dry-farm lands in Area I, alfalfa for hay or for seed can be success-
fully grown. In such areas, spring wheat also may do fairly well. Spring 
wheat may sometimes be profitably grown after wheat has been winter-
killed. 
Dry-land wheat production is characterized by large acreage and rela-
tively few operations, which results in large labor demand at certain 
seasons and little or no> labor demand the rest of the year. Timeliness in 
performing the various operations is an important factor in successful dry-
farming. Therefore, sufficient machinery and power is necessary to per-
form these operations during the favorable season. Machinery capable of 
covering large areas of land in a day is generally employed, which requires 
large power units. Tractors are used to a considerable extent, especially 
on the larger farms, but more than half of the dry-farms are operated with 
horses.s4 
Distribution of Farms of Different Types 
More than half of all farms in Area II are cash-grain farms and no 
other type includes a major part of the remainder (Table 14). Nearly half 
of the cash-grain farms are in Boxelder County. Farms other than cash-
grain-general farms and ranches, particularly-are found in Juab County, 
especially in the vicinity of Nephi, in greater numbers than elsewhere in 
Area II. Practically all farms other than cash-grain are located on the 
small irrigated tracts. These are frequently operated in connection with 
some dry-farm land. 
Wheat Yields 
Average yields of wheat in the various parts of Area II show consider-
able variation. Wheat yields in 1929 were somewhat below the long-time 
average, but they reflect the differences in long-time yields between major 
parts of the area. The average yields per acre of winter wheat grown with-
out irrigation in 1929 were as follows: 
Boxelder County 
Cache County . 
Juab County .. 
Salt Lake County 
· . 16 bushels 
· . 18 bushels 
· .13 bushels 
· . 13 bushels 
There are considerable djfferences in yield of dry-land wheat in different 
parts of these counties. 
34For more complete discussion of the organization and operation of the dry-farms in Utah, 
see the following: "Cost Reduction in Dry-farming in Utah." By P. V. Cardon. Utah Agr. 
Exp. Sta. Bul. 215. 28 pp. 1930. 
"A Quarter Century of Dry-farm Experiments at Nephi , Utah." By A. F. Bracken and 
George Stewart. Utah Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 222. 42 pp. 1930. 
'Table 14-Number of farms of important types by counties, Utah, 1929: Area II-Specia lized Dry-land Wheat F arming 
Area II (Farms by County) 
Type of Farm 
Boxelder1 Cachet Juab! Salt Lakel 
N o. N o. N o. N o. 
Cash-grain Farms 329 144 149 70 
General Farms .. , 68 20 80 8 
Ranches ........... . . . . . . .... 26 1 89 4 
Crop-specialty Farms 69 7 2 1 
All Other Farms2 36 17 97 15 
All Farms ...... .\ 528 189 417 98 
I 
Percentage of Total . . . . . . \ 42.9 15.3 33.8 8.0 
I 
Based on United States Census Report (1980) and on special field surveys. 
IPart of county only in this area; number of farms and farm income in area, estimated. 
2Including unclassif ied farms. 
, 
Portion of Portion of 
Total No. Total Farm 
Total Farms Income 
Area II 
No. Per Cent Per Cent 
692 56.2 58.5 
176 14.3 10.7 
120 9.7 19.6 
79 6.4 7.1 
165 13.4 4.1 
1232 100.0 100.0 
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Farm Organization 
There is a wide range in size. and farm organization of specialized dry-
land wheat farms. This variation to some extent is the result of new 
methods of wheat production which have been introduced during the past 
fifteen years. The perfection of the tractor has provided the cash-grain 
farmer with a larger power unit. The combine (harvester-thresher) is well 
adapted to Utah conditions and permits the harvesting of larger acreages 
within the same season and with a smaller crew than the old binder-thresher 
or header-thresher methods. Trucks and hard-surfaced roads permit the 
farmer to haul his wheat to market much more quickly than formerly. 
The tendency is for these new machines to increase the size of farm 
since a large acreage is necessary for their economic operation. Larger farm 
units can be built up only by consolidation of existing small units, which is 
a time-consuming process. A study of dry-land wheat farms in 1933, made 
by the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, indicated that many farms 
were entirely too small for the labor supply, power, and equipment available."; 
The amount and size of equipment on these farms showed little relation to 
acreage of wheat grown. In spite of the wide variations in size of farm, 
nearly all farmers owned a combine, resulting in a short season of operation 
for these machines on small farms. While the operators without tractors 
in general were the smaller ones, some small farms had both tractors and 
horses, although either source of power appeared sufficient. Larger farms 
were frequently operated by one man who hired labor at harvest time only. 
Many farmers operating small farms did little else, and so their labor was 
incompletely utilized. 
A trend toward consolidation of small farms into larger ones is apparent. 
This means a reduction in the number of farms. The ability of some farmers 
to handle 500 acres or more wheat (and an equal acreage of fallow) with 
one tractor and one combine, with only a small amount of hired labor other 
than during harvest time, indicates that such a farm may be an economic 
unit with maximum use of power, machines, and labor supply. In the long 
run, farms with less than 300 acres of wheat yearly appear to be seriously 
handicapped because their small acreage results in high per acre costs. 
Cash-grain farming in Area II is not adapted to livestock production. 
Feed is not available for large numbers of livestock nor is the farm organized 
to care for them easily. Some farmers keep a few beef cattle and a cow or 
two to produce milk for home use. Three-fourths or more of the total cash 
income per farm on cash-grain farms in Area II is !eceived from the sale 
of crops, chiefly wheat. The value of farm products used in the house is 
much less than on most other types, largely due to the difficulty of producing 
gardens and of keeping livestock. 
35Farm organization material for Area II is drawn from the results of this s tudy by the 
Department of Agricultural Economics, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station. Census dat.'1. 
are not generally applicable to Area II since, in no county, except Juab, do the cash-grain 
farms include practically all farms of that type in the county. Averages based on a ll cash-
grain farms in each county would include considerable numbers of irrigated cash-grain farms, 
which differ considerably in size and methods of production from dry-farms. Because of varia-
tions in size and organization, average figures for a county are perhaps less illuminating than 
conclusions drawn from the analysis of several individual farm records. Partial results of the 
study quoted are reported in the following: "Farm Business Analysis and Wheat Enterprise 
Costs: Preliminary Report." By Cruz Venstrom. Lyman Roberts, and W. Preston Thomas. 
Utah Agr. Exp. Sta. Mimeograph Sheet No. 92. 1934. (No longer available.) 
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The specialized dry-land wheat farm has natural resources which, though 
valuable, are definitely limited in use to' the production of one crop-winter 
wheat. When this crop cannot be produced profitably, no alternative farm 
crop is available. The chief farm organization problem in this area centers 
around reduction of costs of producing dry-land wheat, which in turn is in 
large part a problem of proper siz.e. 
Farm income on specialized dry-land wheat farms is subject to wide 
fluctuation: {l) Because of its great dependence on a crop, the price of 
which varies greatly and (2) because weather conditions so largely deter-
mine yields. 
AREA III: DIVERSIFIED-IRRIGATED FARMING AND RANCHING 
Area III embraces the east-central and south-central parts of the state. 
It includes approximately 2'4 per cent of the land area of the state, 27 per 
cent of the farms, 29 per cent of the crop-land harvested, and 27 per cent of 
the gross farm income. 
This area is characterized by the dominance of range cattle and sheep 
enterprises over wide areas and by irrigated-diversified farming on small 
tracts of land. The irrigated farming resembles that of Area I, except that 
it is less intensive and not so diversified, while the ranching is similar to 
Area IV. Area III is, therefore, in some respects transitional between 
Areas I and IV, the western half having much in common with Area I while 
the eastern half resembles Area IV. The range livestock enterprise is gen-
erally similar throughout the area. On the other hand, irrigated-diversified 
farming differs considerably within the area; it has, therefore, been divi<;led 
into four subareas as follows: 
A: Dairying and Ranching-Morgan, Summit, and Wasatch 
Counties and Ogden Valley in Weber County. 
B: Ranching and General Farming-The Uintah Basin, which 
includes Duchesne and Uintah Counties. 
C: General Farming and Range Livestock-Most of Carbon 
and Emery Counties. 
D: Ranchi'ng and Diversified Farming-Sanpete County and 
most of Sevier County. 
Physical Characteristics 
The northwestern part of the area (III-A) consists Qf a number of high 
valleys in the Wasatch Mountains on the upper reaches of the Ogden, Weber, 
and Provo Rivers. Each valley has a limited amount of good farming land 
surrounded by high rugged mountains, which furnish spring-fall and summer 
range and on which the precipitation is high. The southwestern part (III-D) 
consists of the Sevier-Sanpete Valley and surrounding mountains. This is a 
structural valley which has been broadened out and partially filled by 
stream action to form broad level bottom-lands having fertile and easily 
worked soils, skirted about by somewhat broken and gravelly bench-lands. 
In the lower parts Qf the valley there are also. some poorly drained soils. 
The Uintah Basin (III-B) and surrounding mountains constitute the north-
eastern part of the area. Streams which flow through the Basin and into 
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the Green River, and thence to. the CQIQradQ River, have their SQurce in the 
high Uintah MQuntains. 
On the sQutheast, Area III is a rQugh desert plateau, merging into. 
the similar sectiQns of Area IV. This is separated frQm the rest Qf Area III 
by high mQuntains, which rise abruptly from the IQwer plateau, leaving Qnly 
a small fOQthill area suitable fQr spring-fall range. The higher mQuntains 
furnish summer range, the IQwer plateaus, winter range. The farmed land, 
all irrigated, lies immediately east Qf the mQuntains. 
Precipitation and Climate 
PrecipitatiQn in the nQrthwestern part Qf the area is sufficiently high to. 
permit SQme dry-farming; in mQst Qf the valleys, however, it is IQw, in 
general ranging frQm 7 to. 9 inches. In the eastern part of the area much 
Qf the precipitatiQn is in the fQrm Qf summer rain (See Figure 4). The 
mQuntain areas have relatively high precipitatiQn, the higher parts general-
ly receiving in excess Qf 20 inches annually. The growing seaSQn in the 
valleys of Area III is shorter than in the valleys Qf Area I, in SQme cases 
cQnsiderably SQ. The safe grQwing seaSQn is 81 days at Vernal, 84 days at 
Fort Duchesne, 95 days at Manti, 98 days at Richfield, 82 days at Castle-
dale, but only 65 days at MQrgan and 59 days at Heber, the latter two. being 
in the high mQuntain valleys in the nQrthern part Qf the area. The safe 
grQwing seaSQn here is frQm 30 to. 40 days shQrter than in Area I, which in 
general is tQQ shQrt fQr anything but hay, grains, and the mQre hardy 
vegetables. 
Economic and Social COnditiQns 
On the whQle, Area III is not so. well supplied with transPQrtatiQn 
facilities and markets fQr agricultural prQducts as Area I. Main Qr branch 
line railrQads reach mQst parts, except the Uintah Basin, and there are gQQd 
highways thrQugh mQst Qf the area. The nQrthwestern part is situated 
close to. the large' urban markets of Area I, which prQvide a gQQd Qutlet for 
whQle milk and SQme truck crQPs. CQal-mining towns in CarbQn and Emery 
GQunties furnish a market fQr SQme agricultural prQducts, IQcal dairymen 
particularly having a decided advantage over Qutside prQducers. In the 
main, the farm prQducts are marketed Qutside the area and in many cases 
Qutside the state. Except fQr cQal-mining in CarbQn and Emery GQunties 
and some metal mining in Wasatch and Summit GQunties, there is little 
nQn-agricultural develQpment. 
There is a large annual excess Qf births Qver deaths thrQughQut the 
area. In the nQrthern and central parts this surplus largely remained in 
the area from 1920 to. 1930, as shQwn by the increase in PQPulation, but in 
the sQuthern and eastern parts the number Qf peQple actually decreased 
during that periQd. MQst Qf the wQrkers in the cQal mines are fQreign-bQrn 
Qr Qf fQreign parentage, chiefly frQm sQuthern EurQpe, so. that racially and 
Qtherwise they differ frQm mQst Qf the farming grQUp. 
The high degree Qf cQmmunity cOQperatiQn which characterizes many 
Utah cQmmunities manifests itself, particularly in Sanpete County, in the 
use Qf range lands by cOQperatively managed bands Qf sheep. Owners Qf 
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small flocks work out agreements for herding sheep in a common band on 
the range. Each operator retains ownership of his particular sheep, has 
his individual brand, and markets both wool and lambs produced. Expenses 
are usually prorated according to the number o,f sheep owned. Cooperative 
bands are not infrequently split up at the end of the summer or winter 
season, and new bands formed by some other combination of owners. This 
type of organization permits owners of small flocks to operate almost a s 
cheaply as owner of large bands. Cattlemen's associations of similar char-
acter, mutual irrigation companies, and other forms of cooperative organiza -
tion occur throughout the state. 
Relationship of Crops, Livestock, and Range 
Throughout Area III an appreciable portio.n of the land is in national 
forests (Table 15.). In other respects the subareas differ considerably with 
respect to ownership and use of range lands. Those in the northwestern 
part are mostly privately owned; those in the eastern half are largely pub-
lic domain, while but little public domain occurs in the southwestern part. 
Considerably more than half of the grazing land in the western half of the 
area is summer range; most of the rest is spring-fall range. In the eastern 
half there is considerable winter range, and sheep are generally grazed 
the year round within the approximate limits of the Uintah Basin and of 
the Carbon-Emery Area (See Figure 6). There being no winter range in 
the western parts of Area III, sheep from these parts are wintered on the 
deserts of the Great Basin to the west. 
Table 15-Land ownership (1934) and land use (1929) by subarea: 
III-Diversified-irrigated Farming and Ranching1 
Item 
I 
Area III (Land Ownership and Land Use) 
Unit ~: ~~g~ 'i B: Ui~tah J c: carbon- ID: sevier- I' 
V ~le;s BaSIn Emery Sanpete 
----------------------~------~~~'~ 
1939 I 5667 II 3328 I 1689 I  Total Land Area , , 
Approximate portion in: 
(a) National Forests , 
Public Domain, , , , , , 
Private Ownership~ 
(b) Summer Range 
Winter Range , , , , , , 
Spring-fall RangeS, 
Crop-land Harvested, 1929 , 
All Hay , 
Small Grain , 
Sugar-beets 
1000 A' j 
Per cent 
1000 A. 
4 
23 20 17 38 
2 ' 42 66 14 
71 22 17 39 
62 
o 
34 
71 
54 
14 
I 
38 
29 
29 
101 
76 
17 
o 
33 
52 
13 
,39 
23 
12 
j. 
41 
o 
49 
129 
90 , 
31 
4 
Area 
Total 
(Acres) 
12623 
22 
36 
30 
41 
27 
28 
340 
242 
74 
5 
IBased on United States Census Report (1930) and on unpublished cooperative studies of 
land ownership made by the Department of Agricultural Economics, Utah AgriCU ltulal EXlo eri-
ment Station, and the Division of Farm Management and Costs, Bureau of Agricultural Eco-
nomics, U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
2Remainder of total area in state-owned lands, mineral land, valid but incomplete homestead 
or other entries, stock driveways, miscellaneous government lands or Indian reservations. 
3Remainder of total area is irrigated, dry-farm crop-land, or farm pasture. 
4Less than 500 acres. 
By far the greater portion of the total crop-land is used for hay pro-
duction, this crop and small grains accounting fo.r over 90 per cent of all 
crop-land. Small grains yield as well as in Area I, but the generally shorter 
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growing season reduces the yield of hay. Some sugar-beets and vegetables 
are grown in Sanpete and Sevier Counties (III-D). Some canning crops, 
particularly peas, and hardier vegetables are grown in the valleys of the 
Wasatch Mountains (III-A). In these valleys less than half the hay acre-
age is alfalf'a, most of the remainder being timothy, clover, and other tame 
grasses which, due to the cODler climate, yield nearly as well as alfalfa. 
Grain is usually grown in rotation with alfalfa and as a nurse crop for new 
seedings. 
In general, there is less diversity of crop production and lower yields 
than in Area I, the intensive crops being grown only in the mDre favorable 
locations. Yields, however, vary considerably between various parts of the 
area, being generally lower in the eastern parts. 
In terms of animal units throughout the area, sheep are more numerous 
than cattle (Table 16). Both sheep and total livestock numbers are greatest 
in the Sanpete-Sevier Area (III-D). Cattle are relative,ly mDst numerous 
in the eastern parts. From one-third to one-half the cows in this area are 
dairy animals. Dairy CDWS are ~sually pastured part Df the year and fed 
hay during the rest of the year, while beef cattle run on the range a large 
part of each year. Much of the milk produced in Subareas III-A and III-C 
is utilized as whole milk, while in the other subareas some butter or cheese 
is manufactured and some butterfat shipped out. 
Table 16-Number of cattle and sheep by subarea, Utah, 1929: Area III-
Diversified-irrigated Farming and Ranching/ 
Cattle 
I 
Percentage of Cattle Sheep and 
Area III Sheep Animal Units 
-I Animal I Animal I I No. No. Animal Cattle Sheep Units Units Units 
1000 
I I 
1000 I II I P er Cent I P er Cent Head 1000 H ead 1000 1000 A: High Wasatch 
Valleys . .. 40 
I 
33 
I 
325 
I 
65 
II 
98 
I 
34 
I 
66 
B: Uintah B~fn: ' .... 42 35 243 48 83 42 58 
C: Carbon-Emery .. ' 19 16 110 22 38 42 58 
D: Sevier-Sanpete 42 35 484 I 97 132 27 73 
Total . . . . ... . . 1 143 119 I 1162 232 351 34 66 
lBased on United States Census Report, 1930 
HDgs are comparatively unimportant in all parts of the area. Some CDm-
mercial poultry production in excess of local requirements is carried on in 
the western part. Turkey production, which has been increasing rapidly dur-
ing recent years, is of considerable importance, particularly in the Sanpete-
Sevier Valley. 
The ranges of this and surrDunding areas furnish fDrage for beef cattle 
during a considerable' portion of the year and for sheep practically through-
out the year. The quantity of hay and Dther feed used to supplement this 
range forage depends not only on the extent and character of the range but 
also on the severity of the winter and on prices of hay and livestock products. 
When hay is cheap, more is fed than when it is high in price. Under any 
circumstances, some hay is required to. carry range livestock through the 
winter as well as to feed farm wDrk hDrses and family milk cows. While not 
definitely fixed in amount, these feed requirements-for supplementing 
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range, for farm work stock, and for family milk cows-are paramount in any 
range area and are ordinarily filled first. If more hay is available than is 
considered necessary for these purposes, it is usually used for commercial 
dairy production or for fattening livestock for market.a6 
More hay is normally produced in each subarea than is required to sup-
plement range forage and feed work stock· and family milk cows, so that 
there is some hay available for other purposes. The dairy cow is a strong 
competitor for such feed on the small farms and in localities having good 
farm pastures. In other localities during some years hay has been used flor 
fattening cattle and sheep. The amount of hay produced fluctuates consider-
ably from year to year, its use depending somewhat upon the total amount 
available. 
Distribution of Farms of Different Types 
In the area as a whole general farms are slightly more numerous than 
ranches, and these two combined include more than half of all farms (Table 
17). Dairy and crop-specialty farms are about half as numerous, these two 
types constituting one-fourth of the total. In each subarea ranches and 
general farms constitute half of the total, but the relative proportion of 
each differs considerably. 
Table 17-Farms of Important types by subarea, Utah, 1929: Area 111-
Diversified-irrigated Farming and Ranching.1 
Area III: No. Farms in Area and Subarea Per. 
A I centage Type of Farm High B C D of 
Wasatch Uintah Carbon· I Sanpete· Total Total No. Valley Basin Emery Sevier Farms 
No. No. No. I No. No. 1\ Per Cent 
Ranches 373 443 166 I 824 1806 I 25 
General Farms 344 622 360 I 616 1942 
" 
27 
Dairy Farms 368 315 50 I 247 980 II 13 
Crop-specialty I II 
Farms ... . 107 279 90 I 371 847 
II 
12 
All Other Farms2 . 249 467 3773 I 623 1716 13 
I 
I 
I II Total Farms . . . I 1441 2126 1043 2681 7291 100 I I 
I I 
Percentage of 
I I Total 20 29 14 I 37 
1Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
2Including cash-grain, fruit, truck, poultry, part-time, and other abnormal farms, self-
sufficing and unclassified farms. 
sFncluding 141 part-time farms, which is an unusually large percentage of the total. 
Some part-time farms occur throughout the area, but these are especial-
ly numerous in the western half, while self-sufficing farms are most com-
mon in the eastern half. Cash-grain farms are important in Subarea III-D, 
par ticularly in Sanpete County. Some localization of various types of farms 
aSA much larger amount of hay than is actually fed might conceivably be fed range live-
stock, particularly to ewes in lambing time and to cattle in winter. when ranges are ordinarily 
least adequate. Although feed used in this way might be expected to increase calf and lamb 
crops and reduce death losses, the average livestock man, however, is not convinced that his 
net income would be increased by this practice. 
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is found within the area. This is more marked for dairy farms than for 
any other type and is due to the presence of good natural grass pastures. 
The isolated farmsteads are usually ranche·s, located on some water-supply 
where the nearby ranges can be used most advantageously. 
Ranches Compared With Diversified-irrigated Farms 
Ranches differ markedly in size and farm or ganization from the di-
versified-irrigated farms-dairy, crop-specialty, and general farms. Al-
though ranches constitute only 25 per cent of all farms, they account for 55 
per cent of the gross farm income of the area (Table 18). In each subarea, 
the percentage of gross income received by ranches is more than twice the 
percentage that ranches are of total farm numbers. In 1929 the average 
gross income from ranches in the various subareas was from three to four 
times and the net cash income from four to six times that of the diversi-
fied-irrigated farms. This great difference in income was in part due to 
the larger acr eage of crop-land harvested, but more especially to the great-
ly larger numbers of range cattle and sheep owned by the ranchers. The 
grazing of these livestock enables the ranchers to secure the benefits of 
vast stretches of public lands in this and adjoining are·as. It is estimated 
that on ranches harvested crops supply only about one-fourth of the feed 
required for all classes of livestock and pastures only a minor pa'rt, while 
more than half the feed requirements for livestock on the diversified-irri-
gated farms is from harvested crops and most of the remainder from farm 
pastures. In general, crops grown on the ranches ar~ the same as those 
grown on the diversified-irrigated farms. The use of crops is , however, 
frequently different, those from ranches being largely used as supplemental 
feed for range livestock, while much of those from diversified-irrigated 
farms is fed to dairy cows or is sold. 
Ranches not only average larger than diversified-irrigated farms, but 
there are some large ranches which have no counterpart in other types. 
Ranches with $10,000 or more gross income in 1929 equaled 12 per cent of 
the total number and accounted for about 47 per cent of the total income 
from ranches. Gross incomes of $4000. to $10,000 were r epo·rted by 30 per 
cent of the ranches . Ranches with gross incomes in excess of $4000 thus 
constituted 42 per cent of all r anches or about 10 per cent of all farms, yet 
they accounted for approximately 80 per cent of the gross income from 
ranches or 44 per cent of the gross income from all farms. Only about 3 
per cent of the general farms had incomes over $4000. At the opposite end 
of the income scale 7 per cent of the ranches and 35 per cent of the general 
far ms reported gross incomes of less than $1000. The incomes of 76 per 
cent of the general farms were between $600 and $2500. Incomes from 
ranches were somewhat increased by the favorable livestock prices of 1929. 
Although ranches on the average differ sharply in farm organization 
from the diversified-irrigated farms, there is, nevertheless, a gradual merg-
ing of the diversified-irrigated type of farm having some cattle or sheep 
which are grazed on the public domain and on national forests into the 
highly specialized livestock ranch. This area presents a complete succession 
of farms from the crop-specialty fann with 'no cattle or sheep through 
Tab~e I8- Portion of Farms and farm income by subarea, Utah, 1929: Area III-Diversified-irrigated Farming and Ranch-
ing 
-
Area III (Percentage of Total Farms in Subarea) 
I 
Area III (Percentage of Gross Farm Income of Suba rea ) 
Type of Farm 
A I B I C I D I Total A I B I C I D I Total 
P";' I p" ; ';' I p " ~~.' I p " ;~.' II p " ;;" II Per cent I Per cent I Per cent I Per cent I Per cent Ranches . . . . . . . . . 55 52 I 36 I 64 I 55 
General Farms ..... . . ... . 26 29 34 23 27 18 I 23 29 I 13 17 
Dairy Farms .. . .. . ... 24 I 15 5 9 13 15 13 I 9 I 
5 10 
Crop-specialty Farms 7 I 13 I 9 14 I 12 II 4 7 I 9 10 7 All Other Farms ........ . 17 I 22 36 23 23 8 5 I 17 I 8 11 
I I I II I I I 
Total Farms .. . ..... . 1 II I 100 100 I 100 I 100 100 100 
11 -
100 100 100 100 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
~ ~ 
~ 
I'%j 
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z 
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, various enterprise combinations on the general farms to the specialized 
sheep ranch having little or no crop-land. 
Farmers who run sheep in cooperative bands in Sanpete County and 
in addition operate a diversified farm, are a good example of the transition 
from the crop-specialty farm to the specialized sheep ranch. The transition 
type in the case of beef cattle is represented by the farmer who produces 
crops and perhaps keeps some dairy cows in addition to a number of beef 
cattle. Farms of this general character occur throughout Areas I and III. 
The cattlemen using a particular area of national forest are often organized 
into associations. They employ men who ride the range, distribute salt, 
and have general charge of the livestock during the summer season. In the 
fall cattle are rounded up on a quasi-cooperative basis. While cooperative 
herding of sheep has attained marked success in Sanpete County, it exists 
only infrequently in other localities. This arrangement presents a possible 
solution of some management problems for owners of small flocks in other 
localities. 
Farm Organization of Ranches 
Ranches are similar in organization and operation throughout Area 
III. Average crop-land harvested per farm in 1929 in the subareas varied 
from 47.2 to 73.4 acres, the gross cash income from $3325 to $5641 and the 
net cash income from $2580 to· $4081 (Table 19). ·Specified farm expenses 
varied from $745 to $1852, all items of expense and income being highe·r in 
the western than in the eastern subareas. 
Ranches average about 50 head of cattle per farm, or from two to foul' 
times the number on diversified-irrigated farms, in all subareas except San-
pete-Sevier, where the average is 28 head. Nearly all sheep are on ranches. 
The average number per ranch varies from about 800 in the high Wasatch 
Valleys to about 500' in the two southern areas. Average numbers of cattle 
and sheep are somewhat misleading because many sheepmen run few or no 
cattle, while many cattlemen have no sheep . 
. Sheep Ranches.-The operation of the specialized sheep ranch differs 
in important respects from that of the cattle ranch. Range sheep are grazed 
on the ranges throughout the year, winter ranges frequently being 100 or 
more miles from summer ranges. The sheep herders live in camp wagons 
which are moved along with the bands of sheep. A band consists of approxi-
mately 1500 sheep in summer and twice that number in winter. A band of 
sheep requires at least one man on hand at all times, as well as extra labor 
during lambing and shearing. Another man is required at least part-time 
to suppiy the herder with food and the sheep with salt. So the typical sheep 
ranch is larger than one-man size, even if only one band is operated; many 
ranches have two or more bands, since some economies of operation are 
secured with larger outfits. In many cases feed to supplement the range 
forage is unnecessary, but considerable quantities of concentrates, usually 
corn or cottoncake, are fed on the range when the ranges are poor or winters 
unusually severe. Some sheepmen have no permanent ranch headquarters 
and own little or no land. Most sheepmen in this al'ea, however, own land 
(often a large amount) and have permanent ranch headquarters. Some 
feeding of lambs for market is done throughout the area. 
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Table 19-0rganization of ranches by subarea, Utah, 1929: Area 111-
Diversified-irrigated Farming and Ranching 
Area III (Ranch Organization in Subareas) 
Item 
All Ranches ... . . . . 
Crop-land Harvested, per Ranch 
Livestock, per Farm 
Horses and Mules 
Cows and Heifers (Milk) . 
Cows and Heifers (Beef) 
Other Cattle 
Value of Real Estate and 
Machinery, per Farm 
Gross Cash Income, per Far m" 
Cro·ps Sold . . . 
Livestock Sold 
Livestock Products Sold . . . 
Total 
Farm Expenses for 
Feed ..... . ... . ..... . .. . . 
Hired Labor .. . . 
Interest Paid3 
Taxes4 
Machinery and Buildings" 
Total . ..... . . 
Cash Returns above Specified 
Expenses . . . . . . . ... . .. 
Farm Products Used in Home' 
Gross Farm Income, per Farms. 
Unit II W~~fCh I Ui!ah I 
Valley Bas in1 
I 
No. I 
Acres 1 
I 
No. \ . 
No. 
No. I N;o l 
I 
i I 
i I 
~ I 
$ 
$ 
$ 
I 
I 
373 ! 
73.4 / 
4.9 
5.1 
13.1 
34.5 
14887 
284 
3798 
1553 
5635 
236 
563 
208 
246 
301 
1554 
4081 
205 
5840 
443 
61.0 
5.7 
4.7 
14.9 
29.5 
7801 
196 
2676 
1364 
4236 
146 
273 
102 
138 
216 
875 
3361 
276 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
C I 'D Carbon- Sevier-
Emery] Sanpete! 
I 
166 I 47.2 
I 
5.2 
2.7 
28.0 
27.0 
824 
66.5 
4.6 
3.2 
6.6 
17.9 
5814 12364 
195 398 
2006 3875 
1124 1368 
3325 5641 
177 422 
210 713 
75 192 
112 282 
171 243 
745 1852 
2580 
287 
I 
3789 
225 
5866 
lOrganization based on all ranches (Area III) in counties as follows: A-Morgan, Sum-
mit, and Wasatch; B-Duchesne and Uintah; C- Carbon and Emery ; D- Sanpete and Sevier. 
" 3 4 5 6 1 and 8 See corresponding footnotes, Table 13, page 59. 
Cattle Ranches.-Cattlemen in this area usually operate a considerable 
amount of irrigated land on which hay and feed grains are produced to feed 
the cattle during the winter and to some extent for fattening. In the late 
spring range cattle are driven to the summer ranges in the nearby moun-
tains where they remain until early fall. In early spring and late fall they 
ordinarily graze the foothill areas, the meadows, or crop-lands. Cattle on 
summer ranges need relatively little attention. This permits the rancher 
to utilize his full time in caring for and harvesting the hay and feed grains 
which he feeds to the cattle during the winter. The cattleman, therefore, 
finds employment throughout the year and frequently requires hired help 
during hay harvest. Contrasted with sheep ranches' which tend to be at 
least one band in size, cattle ranches vary widely and have little tendency 
to standardize in given sizes. A farmer may run a few head of cattle, 
which graze on the national forests during the summer months, without 
interference with the operation of a diversified-irrigated farm during the 
busy season. If these were sheep instead of cattle, a herder would be re-
quired to care for them while on the range. 
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Chief Characteristics Which Differentiate Subareas 
Subarea III-A: Dairying and Livestock Farming ( High Wasatch 
'alleys.)-The farm . lands of this subarea lie in the high valleys of the 
Wasatch Mountains. The soils are fertile, the precipitation relatively high 
(furnishing a good irrigation water-supply), and the growing season short. 
Crops are, therefore, confined largely to hay and feed grains, although in 
Morgan County and Ogden Valley in Weber County there are small locali-
ties where canning and truck crops are important. Good pasture, cool sum-
mers, and ready access to the Ogden and Salt Lake City markets have en-
couraged dairy farming, dairy farms being numerically equal with ranches 
and with general farms. 
General and dairy farms in this subarea have many points of similarity. 
The acreage of crop-land harvested per farm is almost the same (Table 20). 
On each type, hay and grain are by far the most important crops, with only 
small acreages of canning and truck crops. The average dairy farmer feeds 
the hay and grain he produces, while the general farmer grows these crops 
for sale. Dairy farmers average twice as many dairy cows per farm (11.1) 
as general farms (5.4) and have more other cattle, chiefly young dair y 
Table 20-Farm organization of important types of farms, Utah, 1929: 
Area III-A-Dairying and Ranching' 
All F"m, 1 
R an , h .. 1 D airy General Item Unit III-A Farms Farms in Area 
I I I I 
All Farms No. 1 1441 I 373 1 368 1 344 Crop-land Harvested, per Farm Acres I 49 .5 / 73.4 / 47.9 45.5 
Livestock, per Farm I 
Horses and Mules No. I 4.1 1 4.9 3.2 1 3.2 Cows and Heifers (Milk) No. I 6.0 1 5.1 11.1 5.4 
Cows and Heifers (Beef) No. I 4.4 1 13.1 1.0 2.0 Other Cattle No. I 16.8 34.5 16.3 11.4 
Value of Real Estate and I 1 
Machinery, per Farm $ I 9983 I 14887 9643 8688 
Gross Cash Income, per Farm' I I 
~rops Sold $ I 454 I 284 318 624 
Livestock Sold $ I 1222 I 3798 382 356 
Livestock Products Sold $ I 1038 I 1553 12'55 663 
Total $ I 2714 I 5635 1955 1643 Farm Expenses fo r I 
Feed $ 1 161 I 236 102 94 
Hired Labor $ I 246 I 563 198 104 Interest Paid~ $ 138 I 208 133 119 Taxes' $ I 164 246 157 141 Machinery and Buildings' $ 253 I 301 265 254 Total ... . . . . ... $ I 962 1554 855 712 
I I 
Cash Returns above Specified I 1 Expenses ...... $ 1752 I 4081 1100 931 Farm Products Used in HomeT $ I 182 205 178 204 
I I 
Gross Farm Income, per Farm" . . $ I 2896 I 5840 2133 1847 1 
Based on United States Census Repo rt, 1930. 
' qrganization based ~m all farms of specified type in Morgan, Summit, and Wasatch 
CountIes. Data were avaIlable on county basis only and not for type-of-farming area. 
~ 3 4 5 6 7 and See corresponding footnotes, Table 13, page 59. 
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stock. The investment in real estate and machinery is slightly smaller and 
in livestock is considerably less on the general than on dairy farms. 
By converting a larger part of the total feed production into dairy and 
other livestock products, the average dairy farmer secures a larger gross 
income than the average general farmer. In 1929 the average income on 
dairy farms was $312 more and the average expense $143 greater than on 
general farms, making the average net cash income $169 greater. 
General and dairy farms in this subarea differ significantly from farms 
of the same type in Area I: (1) They have more crop-land per farm; (2) 
they are much more restricted in their choice of crops; the total acreage of 
sugar-beets is small and these are grown by only a few farmers; tomatoes, 
beans, onions, and other intensive crops are almost or entirely absent; (3) 
the intensity of farming is materially less-in 1929 the gross income from 
all products sold per acre of crop-land harvested on general farms in Area 
I was $47, as compared with $36 in this subarea, and for dairy farms, $62, 
as compared with $41; (4) a smaller portion of the gross farm income is 
from the sale of crops; and (5) although grain yields equally well, hay 
yields are lower than in Area I. However, these types in the two areas are 
similar in. that the average net cash income is almost the same for a given 
type and that each is typically a family farm. The greater part of all these 
farms have a gross income of more than $600 and less than $4000. 
Subarea III-B: Ranching and General Farming (Uintah Basin).-This 
area consists of the Uintah Basin which lies east of the Wasatch Mountains 
and between the Brown Cliffs to the south and the Uintah Mountains to the 
north. It includes 11 per cent of the land, 3.5 per cent of the population, and 
7.9 per cent of the farms of the state. The soils of the irrigated lands vary 
widely; some are deep, well-drained, fertile, and easily farmed; others are 
rocky and shallow, capable of producing · good pasture under irrigation, but 
difficult to cultivate, while others are poorly drained, alkaline, and rather in-
fertile. In many localities the irrigated lands are in narrow, irregular strips 
which make them difficult to cultivate and irrigate. The supply of water for 
irrigation under present development in many places is inadequate for the 
land under irrigation. The Uintah Mountains provide summer range and are 
the source of the water-supply for the irrigated lands of the Basin. The foot-
hills furnish spring-fall range, while the ·lower lands are used as winter 
range for sheep. 
The greater part of the Uintah Basin was originally included in an 
Indian reservation. Part of this was opened to white settlement on August 
28, 1905, under a homestead law. This provided entry for a limited time 
only, which fact was doubtless responsible for the homesteading of a large 
area of land in a short period of time. Settlement of this area, coming rel-
atively late in the history of the state, was made by a heterogeneous group 
of settlers and did not follow so completely the village type, so that today 
the area presents a combination of village and of isolated farm type of 
settlement. 
Following the period of rapid settlement, the remaining land was with-
drawn from further entry on August 27, 1910, and either put into an 
organized Indian reservation or held for future use of the Indians without 
inclusion in the reservation. In addition to the tribal lands, other lands were 
given to the Indians under the "allotment" system, wherein the title but not 
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the actual deed to a specific tract of land was given to an Indian, the deed 
being held in trust for him by the Indian Bureau acting as guardian. The 
purpose of this procedure was to provide the Indian with a tract of land 
which he could operate but could not sell. It was expected that the Indians 
would develop into self-supporting farmers on these lands, but this has not 
been realized to any large extent. In many cases the Indians leased the 
lands to white tenant farmers. The Indians rented not only their farm lands 
but a large part of the grazing land reserved to their use. 
At the present time a considerable area of land is reserved for the 
Indians, only part of which is farmed by them. The Indian Bureau has made 
repeated efforts to encourage Indians to farm their own lands and since 
1933 has made increased efforts in this direction. The admixture of Indian 
and white ownerships has resulted in many economic as well as social pr:ob-
lems. Indian lands are tax-exempt. White tenants o'perating Indian lands 
pay little or no taxes, yet have the use of schools, roads, and other tax-sup-
ported services. This has resulted in a heavy tax burden on the property on 
which taxes are levied. The widespread tax delinquency in both Duchesne 
and Uintah Counties, while aggravated by the depression, owes its existence 
to these and other fundamental causes. 
In III-B, as in Area I, there are marked points of similarity between 
general, dairy, and crop-specialty farms. General and dairy farms each have 
approximately the same crop acreage harvested (about 50 acres) and crop-
specialty farms are only slightly larger (Table 21). The crops grown are 
similar. Alfalfa is the staple crop, which with small grains makes up nearly 
the entire crop acreage. The diversity of crops found in Area I does not 
exist here-there are no sugar-beets, no commercial canning, truck, or fruit 
crops. Feed crops occupy almost the entire acreage. Alfalfa-seed has in the 
past been an important crop in the Uintah Basin. In 1925, the acreage was 
estimated at 27,000 acres and the production at 145,000 bushels, or a yield 
of 5.4 bushels per acre; but by 1929, the United States Census reported 9319 
acres producing 8987 bushels, a yield of less than one bushel per acre. 
Dairy farms feed practically all their home-grown feed; general farms 
sell some feed but use a large portion of that produced, while crop-specialty 
farms sell a major part of the crop production. Crop-specialty farms fall 
into two groups: (1) Those producing alfalfa-seed as a specialty and (2) 
those primarily selling hay and grain. Because of the low yields of alfalfa-
seed, the first group have low productivity and low incomes. Farms which 
sell hay are similar to ranches in their use of crop-land, but lack livestock 
and, therefore, are unable to make use of the public ranges. The market 
for hay in the Uintah Basin is local and prices are conditioned by livestock 
prices, as well as by local surpluses or deficits of hay. In some cases, crop-
specialty farms are essentially ranches which are being operated temporarily 
without livestock. In many cases, however, they are normally operated with-
out range livestock, and as a result have low and fluctuating incomes. 
General and dairy farms have somewhat more cattle than farms of the 
same types in Area 1. Land values are comparatively low, so that the in-
vestment in real estate and machinery per farm is little more than half 
that of Area 1. The low crop yields are an important factor in lower land 
values. 
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Table 21-Farm organization of important types of farms, Utah, 1929: 
Area III-B-Ranching and General Farrning1 
iAllFarms 
Item Unit in Area Ranches III-B 
1 1 1 
I I 279 All Farms No. I 2126 1 443 I 622 315 Crop-land Harvested, 1 
per Farm Acres i 47.7 1 61.0 1 50.8 1 48.6 / 62.8 . . . .. ... . 
1 1 Livestock, per Farm 
Horses and Mules N°· 1 3.9 1 5.7 3.7 3.9 3.6 Cows and Heifers (Milk) No. 4.5 4.7 5.1 9.6 1.6 
Cows and Heifers (Beef) No. 1 3.7 1 14.9 1.1 .6 .4 
Other Cattle No . 1 11.4 1 29 .5 8.5 13.2 2.4 
Value of Real Estate and 1 1 
Machinery, per Farm . $ I 5683 1 7801 5849 5635 5559 
Gross Cash Income, per Farm~ 1 1 
Crops Sold $ I 295 
\ 
196 335 187 671 
Livestock Sold $ I 700' 2676 238 
232 45 
Livestock Products Sold $ 635 I 1364 544 934 91 
Total .. . $ 1 1630 I 4236 1117 1353 807 
Farm Expenses for 
I 
1 
Feed $ 54 I 146 29 54 5 Hired Labor $ I 100 273 57 50 97 
Interest Paid3 $ I 75 I 102 77 73 74 
Taxes4 $ I 101 I 138 104 99 100 
Machinery and Buildings" $ 1 152 I 216 161 159 120 
Total $ I 482 875 428 435 396 
caE~~~~~';lS above Specified I $ 1148 3361 689 918 411 
Farm P roducts U sed in Housel $ 267 276 329 305 127 
Gross Farm Income, 
per FarmS $ 1897 4512 1446 1658 934 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
'Includes Duchesne and Uintah Counties. 
~ 3 4 G 6 7 and 8 See corresponding footnotes, Table 13, page 59. 
Gross cash income from dairy, crop-specialty, and general farms in the 
Uintah Basin in 1929 was low, averaging $1353, $807, and $1117, respec-
tively. The larger acreage per farm as compared with Area I does not 
counterbalance the lower yielding crop-lands, the less intensive crops, and 
generally poorer markets. Cash expenses were extremely low, practically 
no feed being purchased and but little labor hir ed. Obviously with such a low 
gross income net cash farm income was low. Dairy farms, with their larger 
number s of livestock and consequent better use of farm feed and farm labor, 
had a net income materially above general farms and more than twice that 
of crop-specialty farms. The latter, whether producing alfalfa-seed which 
yielded poorly or alfalfa hay for sale, had low incomes. 
Farms of these types-general, dairy, and crop-specialty-are essen-
tially family size, as shown by the small expenditure for hired labor. In 
fact, many of them are too small to effectively utilize all the labor available 
in an average family. Few general or dairy farms in 1929 had gross in-
comes less than $600 or more than $4000. Crop-specialty farms average 
smaller incomes, nearly 50 per cent having less than $600 gross income, and 
two-thirds less than $1000. In most areas the income on crop-specialty 
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farms exceeds that of general farms. An important feature of dairy and 
general farms is the large amount of food produced on the farm and used 
there for the farm family. This is an important c~mtribution to the family 
income. 
Range livestock production in the Uintah Basin is vitally affected not 
only by the National Forest and Taylor Grazing Administration policies as 
in other parts of the state but also by that of the Indian Bureau in its leas-
ing of Indian farm and grazing lands to white settlers. The Indian Bureau 
is correctly concerned with promoting the well-being of the Indians, but the 
effects of its policies with respect to leasing of land extend to the white 
settlers of the area. Because summer ranges are largely in national forests, 
winter ranges mostly in public domain, and Indian grazing lands are largely 
spring-fall range, the average range livestock man is vitally interested in 
the policies of all three Federal agencies controlling these three types of 
land. Range forage resources are definitely limited in extent and for years 
have been completely utilized. The right or denial of right to use range 
areas often means the securing or failing to secure an income sufficient to 
adequately support a farm family. 
Subarea III-C. General Farming and Range Livestock (Carbon and 
Emery Counties).-This area, consisting largely of Carbon and Emery Coun-
ties, has 6.3 per cent of the irrigated land and 3.8 per cent of the farms but 
produces, only, 2.6 per cent of the farm income of the state. The soils of 
most of the farm-land are poor, being formed in places from mancos shales. 
There are, however, limited tracts of transported soils which are of good 
quality. As in most areas, water for irrigation was first diverted to those 
lands which were most accessible even though of inferior quality. Soils 
derived from mancos shale possess certain undesirable characteristics. They 
are easily eroded by water, forming gullies with vertical sides; they have a 
narrow water ratio so that they are usually wet and sticky or dry and hard, 
making cultivation and irrigation difficult. They are rather alkaline and 
relatively infertile. The supply of irrigation water is fairly adequate, but 
the poor quality of the soil results in low crop yields. 
General farms and ranches are the only commercial farms of importance 
in this subarea. There is an unusually large proportion of self -sufficing 
and part-time farms. Many of the part-time farmers find employment in 
the coal mines during part of the year. 
In acreage of crop-land per farm and in its use, ranches and general 
farms are similar (Table 22). Each has an average of 40 acres or more of 
crop land harvested, or slightly more than the irrigated-diversified group 
in Area r. However, lower yields, particularly of hay and barley, result in 
smaller total production of grain and hay per farm than on the average 
irrigated-diversified farm of Area r. Small-grain production, particularly 
of wheat, is more common than in most other irrigated areas. Wheat yields 
are fairly high, whereas other crop yields are low. A small acreage of 
sugar-beets and of fruit is grown, but no truck, canning, or other intensive 
crops. During recent years only a small volume of alfalfa-seed has been 
produced.87 
37"Alfalfa-seed Investigations in Utah." By J. W. Carlson. Utah Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 258. 
48 pp. 1935. 
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Table 22-Farm orga~ization of important types of farms, Utah, 1929: 
Area III-C-General Farming and Range Livestock1 
Item 
All Farms 
Crop-land Harvested, per Farm 
Livestock, per Farm 
Horses and Mules .. 
Cows and Heifers (Milk) . 
Cows and Heifers (Beef) . 
Other Cattle 
Value of ReaIEstate and 
Machinery, per Far m 
Gross Cash Income, per Farm~ 
Crops Sold 
Livestock Sold 
Livestock Products Sold 
Total .. . .. 
Farm Expenses for 
Feed . . . . . . ... 
Hired Labor 
Interest Paid3 
Taxes4 
Machinery and Buildings5 
Total 
I 
No. I 
Acres I 
No. II 
No. 
No. I 
No. I 
I 
$ I 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
I 
I 
I 
$ I 
$ I 
i 1 
1043 
37.8 
4.0 
3.2 
6.3 
8.4 
4837 
390 
463 
496 
1349 
83 
96 
63 
94 
139 
475 
Ra nches 
166 
47.2 
5.2 
2.7 
28.0 
27.0 
5814 
195 
2006 
1124 
3325 
177 
210 
75 
112 
171 
745 
General 
F arms 
360 
40.0 
3.8 
3.8 
3.6 
7.5 
4453 
358 
240 
365 
963 
37 
47 
57 
86 
131 
358 $ I 
=-~~----~~--~~=-~----_I--------~--------~--------
Cash Returns above Specified II I 
Expense6 . . $ 
Farm Products UsedinHouse' $ I 
Gross Farm Income, per Farm' .. 1 $ I 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
' Includes Emery and Carbon Counties. 
874 
309 
1658 
~ 3 4 5 6 7 and 8 See corresponding footnotes, Table 13, page 69. 
2580 
287 
605 
373 
1336 
The average general farm sells a considerable part of the hay and grain 
produced, while the average ranch sells some grain but little hay. As a 
result, in 1929 general farms had a slightly greater gross income from crops 
sold than did ranches, but this did not offset the smaller income from live-
stock and livestock products. Ranches had 3.5 times as great a gross income 
as general farms and, in spite of twice the cash expense, had more than 
four times the net cash income. Nevertheless, the average income from 
ranches is low when compared with ranch incomes in other parts of Area 
III; the income from other types is extremely low. 
Carbon and Emery Counties (III-C) present many maladjustments in 
the use of range, water, and soil resources, the correction of which would 
improve the economic status of the farmers and the communities. If the 
operators of diversified farms, through individual or cooperative action, 
were in a position to make greater utilization of the public ranges they 
might hereby materially increase their farm income.ss However, total range 
resources are limited and to grant range rights to diversified farmers would 
mean depriving ranchers of some of these rights. 
3SFor discussion of cooperative grazing a ssociations, see pages 68 and 69. 
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Subarea III-D: Ranching and Diversified Farming (Sanpete and 
Sevier Counties.-This area includes most of Sevier and Sanpete Counties. 
It has 10 per cent of the farms and accounts for 12 per cent of the agricul-
tural income of the state. It has rather large tracts of good soil and some 
tracts of gravelly benchland. Some land in the bottom of the valleys is 
poorly drained. Most of the irrigation water for Sevier County comes from 
high mountain areas farther south which, on the whole, is fairly adequate, 
86 per cent of the irrigated land having a first- or second-class water-right. 
Irrigation water for Sanpete County land comes largely from a series of 
small streams arising in the high mountain areas on the eastern side of the 
valley. Although parts of the drainage basins of these small streams are 
fairly high and receive high precipitation, the area and character of these 
drainage basins is such that the runoff fluctuates greatly, both seasonally 
and from year to year. As a result, only 52 per cent of the irrigated land 
has a first- or second-class water-right. Compared to other parts of the 
area, crop yields are relatively high but are considerably lower in Sanpete 
than in Sevier County (Table 23). This difference is largely due to varia-
tions in water-supply, though soil and climatic conditions also play a part. 
Yields in Sevier County compare favorably with those in Area I. 
Table 23-Crop yields on irrigated land, Sanpete and Sevier Counties, Utah, 
1929. 
Spring Wheat 
Alfalfa 
Sugar-beets 
Crop 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
I 
Yield per Acre on 
~ ____ ~Ir~r~i~g_a~te_d-.L_a~n_d~i_n~ __ ~ __ 
Sanpete County I Sevier County 
35 bu. 
2.7 tons 
16.0 tons 
Crop-specialty, dairy, and general farms in this subarea have many 
points of similarity and, as in Area I, may be considered as minor variations 
of one major type (Table 24). Each type has some points of similarity with 
corresponding types in Area I as well as important differences. Crop acre-
age per farm is slightly larger, offsetting slightly lower hay yields. Di-
versity of crop production is, however, much less than in Area I. In 1929 
sugar-beets were grown on 3 per cent of the crop-land by 23 per cent of the 
farmers, whereas 9 per cent of the crop-land harvested in Area 1, was in 
this crop, grown by 35 per cent of the farmers; canning peas were grown 
on approximately 1 per cent of the harvested crop acreage by 8 per cent of 
the farmers, contrasted with production in Area I on about 2 per cent of 
the crop-land by 15 per cent of the farmers. Crops, such as onions, toma-
toes, cantaloupes, beans, sweet corn, and fruit, which ' are an important 
source of income in Area I, are unimportant here. This results in less di-
versity and intensity of crop production. 
General, dairy, and crop-specialty farms, as in Area I, are mostly of 
family size and most of the work is done by the family labor. Sales from 
crop-specialty farms are largely from sugar-beets, hay, and grain. These 
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Table 24-Farm organization . of important types of farms, Utah, 1929: 
Area III-D-Ranching and Diversified Farming]. 
Item I Unit I~~ r~~~1 Ranches IspC:C?iity I llI-D Farms 
All Farms .. .. .... . .. .... . No.1 2681 \ 824 I 371 I 
Crop-land Harvested, I I 
per Farm . ........ ...... Acres 47.91 66.5 52.0 
Livestock, per Farm 
Horses and Mules No. 3.2 4.6 3.0 
Cows and Heifers (Milk) No. 3.41 3.2 2.9 
Cows and Heifers (Beef) . N0.1 2.5 1 6.6 .7 
Value of Real Estate and 
Other Cattle No. 9.5 1 17.9 5.6 
Machinery, per F 'arm . . . . $ 8211 12364 8078 
Gross Cash Income, per Farm2 . 
Crops Sold . . . . . . . . . . . $ 549 398 1373 
Livestock Sold . . . . . . . . . .. $ 1342 3875 159 
Livestock Products Sold $ 750 1368 217 
Total . .. .... ... ..... . . $ 2641 5641 1749 
F'arm Expenses for I 
Feed . . .. .... . . ... . $ 
Hired Labor . . . . . . . . . . . $ 
Interest Paid3 ...... . ... $ 
Taxe~ .... .. ........ .. .. $ 
Machinery and Buildings5 $ 
Total ...... . ..... .. ... $ 
Ca~~!~~~~S .abo~e ~peei~i.e~1 $ 
Farm Products UsedmHouse' $ 
Gross Farm Income, 
per Farms . ... .. . . ... .. .. $ 
195 
299 
127 
187 
172 
980 
1661 
214 
2855 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
422 
713 
192 
282 
243 
1852 
3789 
225 
5866 
60 
216 
125 
184 
160 
745 
1004 
189 
1938 
Dairy 
Farms 
247 I 
36.9 
2.6 
6.7 
.3 
8.8 
6299 
235 
238 
822 
1295 
106 
59 
97 
143 
142 
547 
748 
201 
1496 
General 
Farms 
616 
45.0 
2.8 
4.0 
1.3 
7.7 
7139 
514 
295 
526 
1335 
69 
101 
110 
162 
155 
597 
738 
254 
1589 
lIncludes all farms of specified type in Sanpete and Sevier Counties. (Data available 
on county basis only.) 
2 3 • 5 6 7 and 8 See corresponding footnotes, Table 13, page 59. 
farms are slightly larger than either dairy or general farms and have some-
what more intensive crops. Dairy farms produce chiefly hay and grain 
which is fed on the farm to the dairy stock. General farms raise some cash 
and some feed crops and keep fewer cattle than do dairy farms, although 
more than are kept on crop-specialty farms. Poultry is kept on some farms 
of each type but not in sufficient numbers to be a dominant source of in-
come. 
The smaller diversity of crop production, particularly of intensive crops, 
and the lack of local markets resulting in lower average prices for farm 
products are responsible for a materially smaller gross income per farm 
than in Area I. This smaller gross income is partially offset by smaller 
cash expenses, so that the net cash income of the diversified-irrigated farms 
is not greatly below that of Area I and is above that of most other areas. 
Crop-specialty farms in 1929 had a larger net cash income than either 
dairy or general farms, which is accounted for by the larger average crop 
acreage per farm. This presents a sharp contrast with other parts of Area 
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III where dairy farms had larger net incomes than either crop-specialty or 
general farms. 89 
Ranches - have developed a relatively intensive use of grazing lands. 
Range lands surrounding this area have been used by sheep and cattle for 
many years. This use was so intensive and competitive in nature in the 
period around 1900 that it resulted in severe overgrazing, with consequent 
depletion of plant ·cover. In 1889, 1893, 1901, and in 1906 the city of Manti 
was seriously damaged by floods which originated on the mountainous area 
to the east. The reduction of plant cover by overgrazing permitted the run-
off from heavy thunder showers to develop to flood proportions.40 As a re-
sult of popular demand, these watershed areas were withdrawn from public 
domain and set up as a national forest. Under controlled grazing these 
areas have continued to be used intensively and without a repetition of 
floods. Grazing has been as intensive as p.ossible and at the same time con-
sistent with the maintenance of forage cover. 
AREA IV-SPECIALIZED LIVESTOCK RANCHING AREA 
Area IV covers the entire southern and western parts of the state, as 
well as the two small northeastern counties-Rich and Daggett. In acreage, 
it exceeds all other areas combined, covering two-thirds of the state. With-
in such a vast area, there a re naturally differences in physical and climatic 
conditions as well as in farm organization. 
The dominant characteristic of the agriculture is livestock ranching, 68 
per cent of the gross farm income in 1929 having been produced by farms 
of this type. The area has been divided into three subareas, chiefly on the 
basis of methods of operation of the ranches, as follows: 
A: Y earlong Grazing-This includes the southeastern and 
southern parts of the state, comprising all or part of Grand, San 
Juan, Emery, Wayne, Garfield, Kane, and Washington Counties. 
B: Seasonal Grazing-This includes the entire western part 
of the state, except for Washington County: Part or all of Box-
elder, Tooele, Juab, Millard, Beaver, Iron, Piute, Garfield, and 
Wayne Counties. 
C: Winter Feeding-This consists of two non-contiguous but 
somewhat similar counties, Rich and Daggett, in the northeastern 
part of the state. 
Physical and Climatic Features 
Topography.-The topography of Area IV is of four general types: (1) 
High plateaus, (2) high mountain ranges, (3) relatively small high moun-
tain valleys, and (4) the broad deserts of the Great Basin. The southeastern 
part of the state is largely a high rough plateau through which the streams 
~nThe differences in t he farm organization of t he divers ified-irrigated farms in Areas I 
and H I-D have been emp hasized in this discussion because, superficia lly, the two areas appear 
to be s imila r. Some of t he sam e crops a re grow n a n d the same kinds of livestock are kept; 
in Area I, how ever , the intensity of production is much g reater, a f act not readily apparent 
by observation. Mor eover, a comparison of III-D as a w hole with Area I as a whole must take 
into a ccount the dominant p os ition of range lives tock product ion in the former and i.ts lesser 
importance in the latter area. 
4°"Utah Resources and Activities." Published by State Department of PubliC' Instruction. 
Chap ter IV- ULa nd Ownership a nd Utiliza tion ," by Georg e Stewart: 36. 1934. 
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have cut deep gorges. Above this plateau rise a few mountains and along 
the streams occur a few valleys in which some irrigated land is located. As 
much of the basic rock is relatively soft, erosion has been rapid and eccen-
tric, leaving areas of rough and rugged surfaces some of which are almost 
inaccessible to man and domestic animals. On the west this plateau merges 
into high mountain ranges which extend northward through the west-central 
part of the state. West of the mountains lies the Great Basin in which a 
few areas of irrigated land are located, the largest of which is the Delta 
Area in Millard County. Several small mountain ranges rise from the floor 
of the desert. Rich and Daggett Counties (IV-C) consist of high mountain 
ranges and valleys. 
Precipitation.-The average annual precipitation varies from about 4 
inches in parts of the desert to more than 2{) inches in the high mountains. 
In most of the cultivated areas it is less than 12 inches, which is insufficient 
to produce dry-farm crops. An area east of Monticello in San Juan County, 
where the precipitation is about 15 inches and where dry-farming is prac-
ticed, is an exception. Other small areas receive sufficient moisture to make 
dry-farming practical, but these are relatively unimportant. In several 
localities, notably Widtsoe Valley in Garfield County, Hamlin Valley in Iron 
County, Park Valley in Boxelder County, and tracts in Tooele, Millard, and 
Rich Counties, dry-farming was once practiced but has been largely aban-
doned because of insufficient moisture. A considerable portion of the precipi-
tation, particularly in the southern and eastern parts, falls during the late 
summer in the nature of torrential thunder showers. 
Growing Season.-The length of the safe growing season varies greatly. 
At Woodruff in Rich County it is only 21 days, while at St. George in Wash-
ington County it is 171 days. In general, the length of the safe growing 
season varies inversely with the elevation. However, localities with a given 
elevation in the southern part of the state have a longer safe growing season 
than localities with the same elevation in the northern part. In the high 
mountain valleys the safe growing season is so short that the crops grown 
are limited to hay, grain, and a few others that require only a short season 
in which to mature. 
Irrigation Water.-Area IV is characterized by a shortage of irrigation 
water. In the southeastern part (IV-A) it is difficult to divert the water 
for irrigation purposes because of the deeply entrenched streams. In the 
western part (IV-B) there is not only a shortage of water, but also some of 
the available water is applied to land which is not the most productive. A 
considerable part of the groundwater development of the state is in this 
section. Other than the underground water which is pumped, most of the 
water-supply is derived from natural streamflow, there being relatively 
little water stored. 
Economic and Social Conditions 
Transportation.-Much of Area IV is remote from railroad facilities. 
The Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad passes through the north-
eastern part, the Salt Lake and Los Angeles through the western part, and 
the Southern Pacific crosses the area directly west of Ogden. Rich and 
Daggett Counties have no railroads; however, most of the cultivated areas 
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are connected with fair to good highways. Some of these highways in the 
higher elevations are blocked with snow for considerable periods during the 
winter months. 
Markets.-In the main, markets for the products from this region are 
outside of the area, being in most cases a considerable distance away. The 
tourist traffic to the national parks and on the transcontinental highway 
through the southwestern part of the area furnishes a market for some 
agricultural products, as do also the mining communities of Tooele, Iron, and 
Juab Counties. Most of the agricultural produce shipped is either livestock 
or livestock products. 
Industries.-Other than tourist traffic and mining, there is little eco-
nomic activity in the area except that which is associated with agriculture. 
Economically, Daggett County is more closely connected with Wyoming 
than with Utah, its principal marketing place being at Green River, Wyom-
ing. Rich County has trade connection with points in Utah, Wyoming, and 
Idaho. 
Population.-Although there was some increase in population during the 
decade from 1920 to 1930, the increase was only a small portion of the ex-
cess of births over deaths, so there was a net movement of people out of 
the area. The causes of this outward movement were wholly economic in 
character. The resources of the area are sufficient to provide only limited 
economic opportunities. Increased mining provided employment for a small 
part of the increase in population. The area does not possess sufficient 
agricultural resources to furnish, under present farming methods, a good 
income for all the farmers even under favorable conditions. Nearly all of 
the population of this area are descendants of people from western and 
northern European countries. 
Settlements.-Although some of the livestock ranches are isolated, most 
of the people live in villages or on farms located on some irrigated tract of 
land which forms the basis for a definite community center. These com-
munities are usually small and often are separated from each other by long 
stretches of mountains or deserts. 
Crops, Livestock, and Range 
Except for Rich and Daggett Counties (IV-C), where range lands are 
similar to those of Area I, Area IV is a vast stretch of public domain with 
only limited areas in national forests or private ownership (Table 25). Only 
the choicest range lands, particularly spring-fall or summer ranges, and 
lands surrounding water-holes are in private ownership. 
The most extensive winter ranges and all of the yearlong and inter-
mixed use of range of the state are in this area. These 'three classes of 
range include 59 per cent of the total area, most of the remainder being 
spring-fall and summer range. The carrying capacity of ranges varies 
greatly, being relatively low in deserts. The winter ranges are used ex-
tensively by ranchers from other areas. 
Crop-land harvested amounts to less than 1 per cent of the total area. 
It consists of small, scattered tracts, generally at considerable distances 
from one another. Ninety-four per cent of the crop-land is used for the pro-
duction of hay and grain. Some small-grains are grown to provide flour for 
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Table 25-Land ownership (1934) and land use (1929) by subarea: Area 
IV-Specialized Livestock Ranching 
Item 
Unit I A Lan, OW;'''hii andtndl U " 
Yearlong Seasona l Winter Total 
Grazing Grazing Feeding 
I 
\ \ Total Land Area . . 1000 A I 15571 18837 1312 35720 
Approximate Portion in .. .. . I 
(a) National Forests .. . . . Per centl 9 10 32 11 
Public Domain ., . . Per cent 69 59 24 62 
Private Ownership' Per cent 6 19 32 14 
{b) Summer Range . .... Per cent l 15 11 34 14 
Winter Rang-e ... . . . . . Per cent 27 48 .. . 37 
Spring-fall Range ... Per cent l 15 20 61 20 
Yearlong Range . . . . . . Per cent 10 I 6 . .. . 8 
Intermixed Range2 Per cent 32 14 
Crop-land Harvested, 1929 . 1000 A 45 195 53 293 
All Hay ... .. . ... .. . . . . . . 1000 A 27 146 48 221 
Grain (Including corn) . . . 1000 A 12 38 5 55 
I 
Based on Umted States Cens us Report (1930 ) and on unpubhshed st udIes of land owner-
ship made by the Department of Agricultural Economics, Utah Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion and by Division of Farm Management and Costs, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. 
Department of Agriculture. 
lRemainder of total area constitutes state-owned lands, mineral lands , valid but incomplete 
homestead or other entries , stock driveways , Indian reservations , or miscellaneous govern-
ment lands. 
2Remainder of total area is farm land or unu ed range land. 
household use and feed for poultry, hogs, and other livestock. In IV -A corn 
is grown, the longer growing season making it a safe crop and the early 
season runoff and summer rains permitting it to mature where other crops 
would not. Some fruit in Washington County and some hay in the Delta 
district of Millard County is produced for sale outside of the local area. 
With these exceptions, practically all crops grown are used either as human 
food or as livestock feed in the locality where grown. 
In Area IV there are about half again as many animal units in sheep as 
there are in cattle (Table 26). Most of the cattle are beef; except in a few 
districts, dairy cows are kept only to supply the farm family with milk. 
Hogs and poultry are raised only for home consumption. 
Table 26--Number of cattle and sheep by subarea, Utah, 1929; Area IV-
Specialized Livestock Ranching. 
I 
Cattl, I Sheep I Pm,ntag. of Cattle and Animal Units in Sheep 
Area IV 
N I Animal I Animal Animal I 
o. Units No. Units Units Cattle Sheep 
Yearlong Grazing ... . .I 
lO On 1000 
I 
1000 I 1000 I Per Cel1t I 
P(' r Ce11t 
A: 52 44 375 75 \ 119 37 
I 
63 
B: Seasonal Grazing ... . . '! 94 78 588 118 196 40 60 
c: Winter Feeding ... . . . . . 26 22 I 139 28 50 44 56 I I 
Total. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . ~ 172 144 1102 I 221 365 39 61 
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Distribution of Farms of Different Types 
Ranches are more than twice as numerous as any other type of farm in 
Area IV and include one-third of all farms (Table 27). Next most numerous 
are general, part-time, and crop-specialty farms, respectively. 
Some localization of farms of various types is apparent. Dairy farms 
are found in greater numbers in IV-B than in other subareas and are par-
ticularly numerous in Beaver County. Crop-specialty farms of IV-B are 
concentrated in Millard County, particularly in the Delta Area where the 
farmers specialize in the production of alfalfa-seed. There are a few cash-
grain farmers operating dry-farm land. General farms show but little locali-
zation. 
While part-time farms are important throughout the state, their rela-
tive proportion in the southern and southeastern part (IV-A) exceeds that 
of any other, a significant point, in view of the fact that this area has no 
industries except agriculture. Some of the part-time farmers find employ-
ment in road-building activities, others are dependent upon farm work or 
such employment as the tourist trade creates. Whatever the employment, 
the income is low and the source of the income insecure. Many of these 
people have been on the relief rolls for the past few years. 
Table 27-Number of farms of important types by subarea, Utah, 1929: 
Area IV-Specialized Livestock Ranching. 
Area rv (Farms in Area and Subareas) 
Percentage 
Type of Farm A B C Total No. of Yearlong Seasonal Winter Total Farms Grazing Grazing Feeding 
I Nurnber Number Number NU1nber Per cent 
Ranches 
. .. . ... ·1 597 1199 148 1944 34 General Farms . ..... 292 627 40 959 17 
Crop-specialty Farms .. 1 135 542 29 706 12 
Dairy Farms ...... . . . 23 488 23 534 9 
Part-time Farms ...... 293 415 46 754 13 
All Other Farms! .. . .1 389 422 39 850 15 
, 
, 
Total . . . . . . . . ., 
., 1729 3693 325 5747 100 
I 
Percentage of Total . 
.. j 30 64 6 100 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
' Including poultry, cash-g rain, fruit, truck, abnormal farms other than part-time, and 
self-sufficing farms. 
As in Area III, the percentage that ranches are of all farms differs 
considerably from the percentage that ranch income is of total farm income 
(Table 28). Ranches average so much larger than other types of farms that, 
although they are less than half of all farms in each division of Area IV, in 
1929 they produced 73, 63, and 85 per cent of the total farm income in IV -A, 
IV-B, and IV-C, respectively. Part-time and self-sufficing farms, though 
comparatively numerous, produce relatively little income. 
Chief Characteristics of the Subareas 
Subarea IV -A : Yearlong Grazing (Southeastern Utah) .-This subarea is 
largely a high desert plateau, nearly all of which is grazing land. With few 
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exceptions, the elevation ranges from 5000 to 10,000 feet, the most notable 
exception being in Washington County, Utah's "Dixie." St. George (eleva-
tion, 288() feet) has an average growing season of 171 days, the longest in 
the state. This makes possible the growing of such crops as figs, sorghum 
cane, and other similar crops. However, for fruit the frost hazards are 
great. 
The outstanding feature of the agriculture of IV-A is the large amount 
of livestock grazing and the small amount of harvested crops grown. Clima-
tic conditions and character of ranges permit the running of cattle as well 
as sheep on the range throughout the year, either on the same land or by 
working from one elevation to another as seasons change. Such dependence 
on range forage removes the necessity for harvested crop feeds and makes 
ranching relatively independent of crop production. Harvested feeds furnish 
less than 10 per cent of the total feed required for the livestock of the area. 
Harvested feeds are largely fed to work and saddle horses, milk cows, and 
breeding sheep, while range livestock graze the year around. 
. . 
In Washington County ranches are less important relative to total 
farms than in the other parts of Area IV, only 20 per cent of the total farms 
being ranches, while 30 per cent are general farms. About half of the part-
time and self-sufficing farms of IV-A are in Washington County, almost all 
of which are on the irrigated lands of the "Dixie" section. Outside of this 
section ranches in 1929 represented nearly half of the farms and about 82 
per cent of the gross farm income. Farms other than ranches were for the 
most part small with low incomes, having the same general character but 
classified by the Census as "general," "crop-specialty," "part-time," "self-
sufficing," and "other," the operators of which were more or less dependent 
on the ranches of the area for part-time employment or as a market for 
their crops. The crop-specialty farms scattered throughout this subarea 
had small incomes and usually produced hay for sale to ranchers. These are 
another example of "ranches without livestock." 
Subarea IV-B: Seasonal Grazing nVestern Vtah).-Physiographically, 
Subarea IV-B may be divided into two parts-the high mountain areas and 
the Great Basin deserts. The high mountain regions receive about 20 inches 
of precipitation annually, while the desert receives as little as 4 inches. The 
mountains provide excellent summer grazing, while the deserts can be 
grazed only in the winter when snow is available to provide water for the 
livestock. Because of its larger area the desert provides winter grazing for 
many more animals than can be grazed on the ranges of IV -B during the 
summer. Consequently, many livestock, particularly sheep, that graze in 
other areas during the summer move for the winter to the desert parts of 
western Boxelder, Tooele, Millard, Juab, and Beaver Counties. 
The length of growing season presents considerable variation. In the 
high valleys (6500 to 7000 feet elevation) of Piute, Wayne, and Garfield 
Counties, the safe growing season is about 60 days, which limits crop pro-
duction to hay, barley, oats, and potatoes. Other parts of the area have a 
safe growing season of about 100 days. Insufficient water for lands under 
irrigation constitutes one of the most pressing farm problems. 
Sheep by means of rather extensive migrations are grazed throughout 
the year, but cattle must ordinarily be fed during a rather long winter sea-
Table 28- Percentage of all farms and farm income by types of farms by subarea, Utah, 1929 : Area IV -Specialized 
Livestock Ranching I Am IV (Pm'.tag, of Total Fum, ) Area IV (Percentage of Gross Farm Income) 
Type of Farm A: Yea;rlong I B: Sea~onal I C: Wi!lter I Tt I A: Yearlong i B: Seasonal I C: Winter GrazlTlg Grazmg Feedm g 0 a Gra:,dng Grazing Feeding Total 
I Per Cent I Per Cent I Per Cent I Per Cent I Per Cent I Per Cent Per Cent Per Cen.t 
Ranches 
·1 
35 
1 
33 1 46 34 73 ·1 63 1 85 68 
-I I 1 I 
General Farms 
·1 
17 
1 
17 
/ 
12 17 10 1 9 1 4 9 
1 I . 
Crop-specialty Farms 
. . .. ... / 8 
/ 
15 1 9 12 4 1 9 1 5 7 
I \ 
1 
Dairy Farms . ... . . .. . .. 
. . 1 1 13 7 9 1 8 1 3 6 
1 1 1 
Part-time Farms . . 1 17 11 14 13 } 1 I I 12 1 11 3 10 All Other Farms . . . . I 22 11 12 15 I 
1 I 1 
I 1 1 
Total Farms 100 100 100 100 1 100 1 100 100 
I 1 
Based on United States Census Report. 1930. 
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son, varying considerably in length in different parts of the area. In some 
localities there is some farming not closely related to range use, but the 
necessity for winter feeding of cattle causes a close interrelation between 
range use and crop production. Harvested feeds furnish more than 25 per 
cent of the feed required for the livestock owned in the area. This is more 
than sufficient to care for range livestock during the time they cannot graze. 
The excess harvested feed is largely concentrated in the Delta Area and is 
used for work stock, dairy cattle, some for fattening beef and lambs, and 
some is shipped to Area I. 
Subarea IV-C : Winter Feeding (Rich and Daggett Counties).-The 
farming lands of Rich and Daggett Counties are in mountain valleys with 
elevations of from 6000 to 7000 feet. This results in short growing seasons 
and long cold winters. The precipitation during the growing season is not 
sufficient for satisfactorily producing dry-farm crops. A considerable part 
of the total precipitation falls during the winter in the form of snow. The 
total annual precipitation in the mountains is about 20 inches. However, 
most of the cultivated lands have an inadequate water-supply. In Rich 
County, 55 per cent of the irrigated land has only a third-class water-right. 
A large part of the hay produced is wild hay, only 18 per cent of the acre-
age being alfalfa. Rich County alone produces half of the total wild hay of 
the state. This is fed during the winters to livestock, mostly beef cattle but 
some sheep. The long and severe winters necessitate more feeding than in 
any other area in the state. 
Farm Organization 
Ranches, the dominant type of farm, differ greatly in organization and 
operp,tion in the subareas of Area IV (Table 29). In IV-A, where both cattle 
and sheep are ranged throughout the year, the acreage of crop-land 
harvested per farm bears little relationship to the number of livestock, even 
on cattle ranches. A considerable proportion of the ranches in this area re-
ported no land owned or rented. These utilized public ranges throughout the 
year. Livestock get little farm feed; during the winter family dairy cows 
and horses often get in poor flesh due to feed shortage. In IV-B the number 
of sheep operated is not closely related to the acreage of farm land, but 
there is a rather close relation between crop-land harvested and the number 
of cattle. Ranches average more than twice the crop-land of those in IV -A. 
However, it is in IV -C that crop-land and livestock numbers are most closely 
interrelated since considerable feeding of both sheep and cattle is necessary. 
Acre-yields of hay are lower in IV-C than elsewhere in the state, so that a 
larger acreage is required to produce the same tonnage of hay. In some 
localities in IV-B and IV-C wet natural-grass pastures are found. These are 
scarce in IV-A. 
Average numbers of livestock per ranch tend to obscure the speciali-
zation of sheep and cattle ranching; however, total numbers do show dif-
ferences. Cattle numbers .per ranch in 1929 were 82.2, 45.2, and 163.1, with 
sheep numbers about 600, 400, and 900 in IV-A, IV-B, and IV-C, respectively. 
Ranches had most livestock per farm in IV-C and least in Area IV-B. Some 
range goats were found in IV-A, these being kept for mohair production. 
However, in 1929 they did not exceed 50,000 head in number as compared 
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Table 29-0rganization of ranches by subarea, Utah, 1929: Area IV-
Specialized Livestock Ranching l 
Item 
I Un;t 1 ___ :_a_n_c_h_O,r_g_a_nl_. z_at_~o_n_in_A--;-re_a_I_v_c __ _ 
All Ranches 
Cr op-land Harvested, per Farm 
Livestock, per Farm 
Horses and Mules .. . 
Cows and Heifers (Milk) . . 
Cows and Heifers (Beef) . 
Other Cattle . . .. . 
Value of Real Estate and 
Machiner y, per Fann . 
Gross Cash Income, per Farm~ 
Crops Sold .. . . . . .. .. 
Livestock Sold .... . . . . . . . . 
Livestock Products Sold . .. . 
Total . . . . . . . 
Farm Expenses for 
Feed . . . . . . 
Hired Labor ... . . . . . . . 
Interest Paid3 . . . . . . . . 
Taxes4 .. . . . .. .. . . . ... . .. 
Machinery and Buildings" 
Total . . . . . . 
.. Cash Returns above SpeCIfIed 
ExpensesG • • • • •.• 
Farm P r oducts UsedinHouse7 
Gross Farm Income, per Farm' . 
I 
No. I 
Acres \ 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
597 
28.2 
8.2 
1.4 
39.9 
40.9 
5327 
123 
2544 
1365 
4032 
75 
287 
54 
124 
130 
670 
3362 
165 
4197 
I 
I 
1199 
63.2 
4.8 
3.1 
16.6 
25.5 
10657 
271 
2844 
1300 
4415 
230 
459 
145 
234 
216 
1284 
3131 
234 
4649 
I 
I 
148 
297.7 
11.7 
4.7 
66.3 
92.1 
22800 
410 
6003 
1912 
8325 
835 
1549 
367 
412 
490 
3653 
4672 
241 
8566 
lOrganization based on Cens us data f or all farms of specified type in coun ties as follows : 
Area IV-A: Grand, Ka ne, Sa n Juan, and W ashington ; Area IV-B: Beaver, Garfi eld , Iron . 
Millard, Piute, Tooele, and Wayne ; and Area IV-C: Da ggett and Rich. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 and See corresponding f ootnotes, Table 13, p ag e 59. 
with 375,000 sheep, with which they are competitive in range u se. As in 
other range areas, sheep in all parts of Area IV are generally operated in 
bands of rather standardized size-1200 to 1500 in summer and" twice that 
in winter. Bands smaller than this are rarely found. Cattle a r e operated in 
an extremely wide range of size of outfit. 
Gross and net incomes on ranches in IV-A and IV-B were not greatly 
different. A striking feature of these ranches is the extremely low farm 
expense. A little purchased feed and some hired labor, together with 
general overhead expenses, made up the total. Ranches in IV-C had much 
larger income and expense than in other areas. Data on average income or 
expense poorly describe the situation when wide range in size exists. In 
IV-A, 47 ranches which reported gross incomes of more than $10,000 in 1929 
accounted for one-half of the gross farm income of the area; in IV -C, 25 
ranches with incomes averaging more than $10,000 produced about 60 per 
cent of the total income. While some equally large ranches were found in 
IV-B, they were a less proportionate part of the total. Sharply contrasting 
with these large ranches is the group producing less than $600 gross in-
come, constituting one-fifth of the total in IV-A but only a few in other 
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areas. Some of these in IV-A are undoubtedly operated by Indians on the 
Navajo Indian Reservation in San Juan County, but many white ranchers 
have exceedingly small incomes. Moderate size ranches ar e most common in 
IV-B. Ranches as a group in Area IV ordinarily have fairly satisfactory 
incomes. However, there are, particularly in IV -A, some ranches too small 
to produce satisfactory incomes even under most favorable conditions. 
General farms in Area IV are in many respects similar in organization 
(Table 30) . In 1929 the general farms in each subarea had about the same 
number and kinds of livestock. The acreage of crop-land harvested per 
farm, however, varied considerably, being least in IV-A where even farm 
livestock are ranged a considerable part of the time and largest in IV-C 
where sheep as well as cattle require harvested feed during the winter. Crop 
sales in Area IV are for the most part sales of hay and grain to ranchers 
within the area. In Washington County, some fruit, seed, and truck crops 
are sold and in Millard County some alfalfa-seed. 
Table 30-Farm organization by subarea, Utah, 1929: General Farms : 
Area IV-Specialized Livestock Ranching; Dairy and Crop-
--'-
specialty Farms' Area IV -B-Seasonal Grazing 
Item 
All Farms 
Crop-land Harvested, per Farm 
Livestock, per Farm 
Horses and Mules 
Cows and Heifers (Milk) . 
Cows and Heifers (Beef) 
Other Cattle . . . . . . . . . . . , . . 
Value of Real Estate and 
Machinery, per Far m 
Gross Cash Income, per Far m' 
Crops Sold .......... . ... 
Livestock Sold 
' " . 
Livestock Products Sold 
Total . . . . . . 
Farm Expenses for 
Feed . . . . ...... . . .. .. 
Hired Labor . . . .... . 
Interest Paid3 
Taxes4 
Machinery and Buildings" 
Total . . .... 
.. Cash Returns above SpeCIfIed 
Expenses6 . . . . .. . . .. 
Farm Products U sed in H ouse' 
Gross Farm Income, per Farm' . 
General Farm Organi-
'I zation in Area IV Unit 
At 
I 
Bl 
I 
No. ! 292 I 627 
Acr es l 28.5 49 .6 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
I 3.0 
I 3.4 
1 
1.7 
5.9 
I 
15747 
I 336 176 
I 327 839 
I 41 
I 
48 
59 
135 
1 151 
1 434 
I 
I 405 
! 291 
I 
11130 
I 
3.4 
4.1 
2.8 
8.6 
6400 
366 
293 I 441 
1100 
I 64 
I 
73 
87 
14·0 
I 154 
I 518 
I 582 
1 269 
I 
11369 
I 
I Cl II 
I I' 40 56.8 
3.7 
4.5 
2.1 
8.2 
6426 
492 
370 
407 
1269 
I 
52 
85 
102 
114 II 
221 
II 574 
Imll 
1
1479 \1 
II 
Based on United States Cens us Report, 1930. 
Organization 
in Area I V-B 
Dalr Y_ 1 sllecialty 
. I Cr op 
Farm::> Farms l 
488 
44.1 
3.0 
7.3 
.6 
10.0 
6719 
181 
255 
887 
1323 
112 
83 
91 
147 
172 
605 
718 
224 
1547 
I 542 
64.0 
3.1 
2.1 
.6 
3.6 
8698 
1025 
122 
188 
1335 
35 
153 
118 
191 
180 
677 
658 
152 
1487 
lOrganization based on Census data for all farms of specified type in counties as follows: 
Area IV-A: Grand, Kane, San Juan, and Washington; Area IV-B: Beaver, Garfield, Iron, 
Millard, Piute, Tooele, and Wayne; and Area IV -C: Daggett and Rich. 
2 3 4 G 6 7 and 8 See corresponding footnotes, Table 13, page 59. 
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General farms in the area are also similar with respect to source of 
income and items of farm expense, though the total amount of both income 
and expense increases with size of farm. Net cash income on general farms 
is low in each subarea. These farms are small, with comparatively little 
capital and with productive outlet for only a part of the available family 
labor supply. They are distinguished from ranches by size of farm, num-
bers of livestock, and by the fact that they utilize range lands but little. 
An important par t of the family income is farm-produced food. The value 
of this food, as reported, tends to understate its contribution t o the farm 
family living, since in ,general it is valued according to local prices, which 
are often low because of poor markets for surplus products. 
About two-thirds of all the general farms in IV -A are in the "Dixie" 
section of Washington County. Here the safe growing season is long, per-
mitting a wider variety of crop production than elsewhere. General farms 
in this section are slightly smaller than in other parts of IV-A and have 
slightly smaller incomes. In the main, however, they are about the same as 
those in other parts of the area. 
Crop-specialty and dairy farms are found throughout Area IV, but they 
attain commercial importance only in IV -B where they are but slightly less 
numerous than general farms. Nearly one-third of the dairy farms are in 
Beaver County and more than half of the crop-specialty farms in Millard 
County, particularly in the Delta Area. These farms are similar to general 
farms with respect to crop acreage and minor use of range lands and aver-
age roughly the same gross income, expense, and net cash income. They 
differ chiefly in the amount of livestock kept and in the use made of the 
crops grown. Dairy farms are usually located where natural pastures are 
available. They feed practically all crops raised to dairy cattle. They do not 
have large herds of dairy cows, the average number of cows being only 7.3. 
In Beaver County, dairy herds are only slightly larger. General farms sell 
some hay, grain, and other crops but feed a major part of that grown. The 
average dairy farm in Subarea IV-B in 1929 had 3.2 more dairy cows and 
$136 greater net cash income than the average general farm; many of the 
latter were perhaps not well adapted to dairy production, and perhaps some 
general farmers did not care to milk more cows for an increased average 
r eturn of $42 per cow. 
Crop-specialty farms in Subarea IV-B include hay-selling farms (or 
"ranches without livestock") some farms growing potatoes, but mostly 
alfalfa-seed producing farms. In the Delta Area of Millard County, alfalfa-
seed was grown profitably for several years. Good yields were obtained and 
a relatively large income was secured from a small acreage. Acre-yields 
which had been over 4 bushels prior to 1927 have since declined to 2 bushels 
or le~s . An extensive system of drains was built during the War period, 
when costs were extremely high, resulting in extremely heavy charges per 
acre. The greatly reduced yields, lower prices, and high costs have com-
bined to reduce incomes to a low point, and widespread tax and drainage 
charge delinquency exists. 
There are a few cash-grain, fruit, truck, and poultry farms in Area IV. 
Fruit and truck farms are most numerous in Washington County, but even 
here constitute only a small part of all farms. All these various types of 
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farms are rather similar to general farms, except that they emphasize the 
production of one commodity instead of several. They are typically small 
and utilize range lands to only a minor extent. Part-time and self-sufficing 
farms are also found throughout Area IV, particularly in IV-A. On these, 
the farm produces a major share of the food required by the farm family, 
with only a small volume of products for sale, however. 
Most of the farms throughout Area IV, except the larger farms and 
ranches, have distinctly limited agricultural resources and opportunities. 
With only a small acreage of crop-land, a few livestock, no established 
range rights or means of using the range, and on the whole poor market 
outlets for the products of diversified farming, the operators of these farms 
cannot hope to secure a large income even under favorable prices. Miscel-
laneous outside work adds to the cash farm income, but the absence of non· 
farm activities restricts the total amount of such work. Under the present 
farm organization, adequate incomes, or incomes equal to those of diversi. 
fied-irrigated farms of Area 'I, cannot be obtained. The position of the rural 
non-farm, or landless, class in these areas is even worse than that of the 
small farmer. 
Table 31-Farm organization of all farms by subarea, Utah, 1929: Area 
IV-Specialized Livestock Ranching 
Item I Un;' \ ___ A __ o_rg_a~n_iz_a~~~i~~~:~o~i~vAl_l_I_F~a_r_~_c ____ 
All Farms ,," " " ' ,,"'," 
Crop-land Harvested, per Farm 
Livestock, per Farm 
Horses and Mules' , 
Cows and Heifers (Milk) , 
Cows and Heifers (Beef) , 
Other Cattle 
Value of Real Estate and 
Machinery, per Farm 
Gross Cash Income, per Farm~ 
Crops Sold 
Livestock Sold 
Livestock Products Sold 
Total 
Farm Expenses for 
Feed 
Hired Labor 
Interest Paid3 
Taxes4 , , , , , , , , ' 
Machinery and Buildings5 , , 
Total , , , , , , , , , , , 
No. \ 
Acres I 
No. I 
No. 'I N'o. 
No. , 
$ 'I 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Cash Returns above Specified 1 
F'a~P~~d~ct'S 'Us~di~H~~~~7' . ~ 
Gross Farm Income, per Farm' . 1 $ 
Based on United States Census Report, 1930. 
1729 
26.1 
5.3 
1.9 
13.8 
15.7 
4729 
280 
935 
599 
1814 
53 
131 
48 
110 
125 
467 
1347 
204 
2018 
3693 
50.3 
4.0' 
3.4 
6.3 
12.4 
7623 
376 
1189 
697 
2262 
127 
214 
102 
166 
173 
782 
1480 
218 
2480 
325 
164.6 
9.2 
4.0 
31.3 
45.4 
13652 
535 
3011 
1094 
4640 
408 
746 
219 
245 
325 
1943 
2697 
198 
4838 
lOrganization based on Census data for all far~ of specified type in counties as follows: 
Area IV-A: Grand, Kane, San Juan, and Washington; Area IV-B: Beaver, Garfield. IrOOl, 
Millard, Piute, Tooele, and Wayne; and Area IV-C: Daggett and Rich. 
2 3 4 G 6 7 and 8 See corresponding f ootnotesJ Table 13 , page 59. 
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The income of all farms in Subareas IV-A, IV-B, and IV-C reflects the 
varying proportions of farms of the various sizes and types already dis-
cussed, and while accurate as a measure of differences between all farms in 
each area includes so wide a range of sizes and types that it is representa-
tive of no single type (Table 31). 
SUMMARY 
The physiography, climate, and soils of Utah present frequent, sharp, 
and marked contrasts within small areas as well as between the major 
geographic divisions of the state. These natural differences, together with 
social and economic factors, have resulted in much diversity in agriculture. 
The most significant distinction is between irrigated lands (2.5% of the land 
area) and mountain and desert range lands which cover most of the state. 
Likewise, the greatest differences in farm organization are between the di-
versified-irrigated farms located on the irrigated land and the range live-
stock ranches which, while usually having some irrigated land, obtain most 
of their income from cattle and sheep which graze the ranges throughout a 
large part or all of the year. Sales of livestock and livestock products is an 
important source of income on many other farms. 
From any point of view-acreage of crop-land harvested, income, or in-
vestment-ranches, average larger than diversified-irrigated farms. How-
ever, the variation in size of ranches is great, many being small while a few 
are extremely large, these frequently being organized as corporations. Al-
though some ranchers run both cattle and sheep there is a marked tendency 
to specialize in one or the other. Nearly all sheep in Utah are on ranches, 
but many operators of diversified-irrigated farms have a range-cattle enter-
prise. Except in size, cattle and sheep ranches present· greater uniformity 
in organization and practice than other types of farms, with the possible 
exception of the specialized dry-land wheat farms. 
The diversified-irrigated farms present a great variety of enterprise 
combinations. In many, one enterprise is sufficiently stressed so that, in 
the 1930 Census classification, the farm was listed as a dairy, poultry, crop-
specialty, fruit, or truck farm. Where no single enterprise was dominant, it 
was classed as a general farm. The emphasis given to a particular enter-
prise is conditioned by natural factors such as climate, soil, and water-sup-
ply and by economic forces. 
Among the diversified-irrigated farms these conditioning factors are 
more influential on truck and fruit farms than on crop-specialty, dairy, .and 
general farms where the humap factor wields a greater power of selection. 
The range in choice of enterprise and in the relative emphasis which may be 
given to the various enterprises on many of the diversified-irrigated farms 
accounts, in part, for the diversity of crop and livestock enterprises which 
characterize the irrigated areas of Utah. 
The most extensive irrigated areas are among, or immediately to the 
west of, the Wasatch Range in the north-central part of the state. West of 
these irrigated lands lie the main dry-farm areas. The specialized dry-land 
wheat farms, growing winter wheat almost exclusively, differ markedly 
from both ranches and diversified-irrigated farms and are of much less rela-
tive importance in the agriculture of the state. 
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The present utilization of land and farm organization have grown out 
of the natural conditions and economic and social developments. Although 
in a broad, general way, the agricultural use of land is adapted to the present 
conditions, many serious maladjustments exist. In some localities dry-farm-
ing has been extended into areas having insufficient precipitation or too 
poor soil for successful dry-farming; in others, maladjustments in use of 
water-supply exist. Serious deterioration of forage resources on some ranges 
has resulted from improper grazing practice. The most profitable crop and 
livestock enterprises are not always followed. Farms are frequently too 
small and usually consist of small, noncontiguous tracts. 
One of the most difficult problems confronting many Utah communities 
is their limited resources in relation to population. Under normal conditions, 
most of the ranches and a majority of the diversified-irrigated farms pro-
vide a reasonably satisfactory income for the farm family. There are, how-
ever, many diversified-irrigated farms and some ranches, particularly in 
the southern and eastern parts of the state, which are so small that only a 
meager farm income can be obtained even under favorable conditions. Agri-
cultural income in some localities may be increased by providing more ade-
quate water storage facilities, by practicing better irrigation methods, by 
extending the more intensive crop and livestock enterprises, and by better 
combination of enterprises. In many localities, however, these possibilities 
are not sufficient to provide reasonably satisfactory incomes for even the 
present farm population, much less to provide for the normal increase. The ' 
lack of agricultural resources is offset, in some localities, by the presence of 
mining or manufacturing which furnish part-time employment to farmers, 
thereby supplementing the farm income. 
Many of the agricultural resources of Utah can be used most advan-
tageously by groups of people working together. Problems in the use of 
these resources can only be solved by the group rather than by individual 
action. This is particularly true with regard to the use of ranges and irriga-
tion water. Every user of either resource in a given locality is interested in 
the maintenance and proper use of the existing resources. Cooperation 
played an important role in the early development of Utah. The further ex-
tension and development of its principles in agriculture and industry appear 
desirable. The development of lines of employment other than agriculture 
is also a group problem; a new source of employment tends to benefit every-
one in the community. 
Cooperation is thus essential to the solution of many perplexing prob-
lems confronting rural Utah. An acquaintance with and an understanding 
of the complex forces affecting agriculture is likewise necessary. 
This study. has presented a broad, comprehensive view of the principal 
factors and forces accounting for the present organization of Utah's agricul-
ture, with the hope of contributing to the solution of these problems. 
Additional detailed studies 'will be made in each type-of-farming area. 
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